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In Memory of Dr. Peter David Beter (1921-1987)

Dr. Beter was General Counsel for the Export-Import Bank of Washington; a
candidate for the governorship of West Virginia; cofounded SODESMIR, a mineral
exploration company in Zaire; represented American gas utilities building a pipeline
the length of Argentina; represented mining interests in underwater manganese
nodule exploration in the Pacific; was featured at financial seminars in New York
City, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Toronto, Montreal, Geneva, and other international
financial centers. As a political and economic commentator, Dr. Beter worked with
Wall Street luminaries including Franz Pick, Edward Durell, Colonel Curtis Dall,
Norman Dodd, Emmanuel Josephson, and many others. He wrote prolifically,
including Conspiracy Against the Dollar (Braziller New York).
Through his tapes, Beter influenced various people such as the 1980s punk band, The
Wanderers. In the controversial Crusaders Comic book series published by Jack T.
Chick, Double Cross: Alberto, part two, Peter Beter is cited as a reliable authority on
why the body count changed in the wake of the Jonestown massacre.

These papers are a legacy of great value left by the author, the late
Peter D. Beter. They relate the events as they really took place behind
closed doors in the theater of politico-military operations in the midst
of the Cold War. These are Audio Letters transcribed into texts.
They cover the period from the years 1975 to 1982. Monthly reports
that gave details of the real occurrences as opposed to the falsified
official false versions conveyed by the major media controlled by the
Establishment of the international Satanic cabal.
Their reading will give you a clearer idea of what the Geopolitical
Strategy is and the danger that this world has faced and continues to
encounter in the hands of the different power factions competing for
its control.

Book V: Audio Letters # 41-50.

Dr Peter David Beter Audio Letter N° 41.
"AUDIO LETTER(R)" is a registered trademark of Audio Books, Inc., a Texas
corporation, which originally produced this tape recording. Reproduced under open
license granted by Audio Books, Inc.
----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER - Box 16428, Fort Worth, Texas 76133.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter in Washington. Today is Dec. 26, 1978, and this is
my Audio Letter N° 41.
Yesterday my family and I were among the millions of Christians world-wide who
were celebrating the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ. And yet, Christmas itself may
soon become a thing of the past in America because even as I say these words the
silent Bolshevik take-over of America is showing itself in drastic changes in church
worship in many areas. In every possible way Jesus Christ is being removed from our
minds, and ideas foreign to Christianity are being substituted in His place. At this rate
it will not be long before Christmas itself is outlawed by the Bolsheviks, just as they
did in Russia six decades ago. Meanwhile the Bolsheviks in our midst are using the
Christmas season to divert our attention from their Satanic intrigues, just as they have
done in the past.
Economic manipulations are being set in motion to lead to accelerating
STAGFLATION here in America -- that is, inflation combined with depression.
Political maneuvering both here and abroad is setting the stage for BOLSHEVIK
DICTATORSHIP -- and soon NUCLEAR WAR ONE! Militarily the Bolsheviks are
pressing forward with feverish preparations to fight a war with Russia that will kill
millions of us. For their part, the Bolsheviks also refuse to face reality. For them,
America is fast becoming their last pasture to roam around in, and it is their last stand.
They believe they must win here in order to wreak revenge not only on Russia, which
is expelling their kind, but also a Russia which has become a Christian nation once
again.
My three topics for this month are:
Topic #1 -- The Economic Countdown Toward Nuclear War One;
Topic #2 -- Spiritual Warfare And The Collapse of Trust;
Topic #3 -- Bolshevik Maneuvering To Buy Time To Rearm

Topic #1 : The Economic Countdown Toward Nuclear War One
A week ago, on December 19, a million-dollar discrepancy in United States gold
reserves made headlines. The New York Assay Office of the United States Mint of the
United States Treasury is unable to account for at least 5,200 troy ounces of gold, and
some say a lot more may be missing. The question is: How much more?
My friends, nearly 3-1/2 years ago in July 1975 I recorded Audio Letter N° 2. At that
time I gave just one documented example of how big the discrepancies really are. That
example consisted of the January 20, 1965 gold shipment from Fort Knox to the New
York Assay Office. The shipment came to more than 1-3/4 million ounces of gold, yet it
was not shown on the official Treasury listing of Fort Knox shipments. My friend Mr.
Edward Durell forced the United States Mint to admit this shipment by confronting
them with photographic evidence; and yet subsequent Treasury listings continue to
omit that shipment, as well as others. The simple truth is that the United States is
gold poor. The official Treasury and Federal Reserve documents that list a huge
United States gold hoard are totally false, as I have explained in detail in the past. The
dollar has no backing--and it is dying!
My friends, on November 1, 1978, Jimmy Carter announced the Administration's plan
supposedly to support the dollar. As part of this plan, it was announced that the
United States Treasury would increase the size of the monthly gold auctions from
America's alleged gold hoard. Beginning with this month's auction on December 19,
the amount of the monthly auction was increased to 1.5 million ounces. The problem is
that there is no way for the Treasury to keep up this charade to fool the public for
long. When the auctions began last April at 300,000 ounces per month, the United
States had only around six (6) million ounces available, mostly obtained from the
International Monetary Fund and the Exchange Stabilization Fund. And even this
small gold supply is not all in the form known as good delivery gold. The scheduled
January auction will include melted-down foreign coins as one-third of the total
amount to be auctioned off. Can you imagine? But some excuse has to be found to
suspend the Treasury gold auctions before the small gold supply is used up.
The flap over a few thousand missing ounces of gold at the New York Assay Office
could prove ideal for this purpose, or it could be that action will be taken in February
by the Treasury to stop all gold sales because they have not stopped the decline in the
value of the dollar here and abroad. Whatever the excuse, be warned!
In the past I have explained in detail how the theft of America's gold was tied into the
larger plan to deliberately destroy the United States dollar. And nearly three years ago
in Audio Letter N° 9 I described how the gold manipulations were used in March 1973
to force Europe to pay World War II reparations of $45-billion dollars to the
Rockefellers, the Rothschilds, and their military partners. At this moment David

Rockefeller and company is in the process of extorting a second pay-off of $45-billion
dollars from the Central Banks of West Germany, Switzerland, and Japan; but this
time it is blackmail pure and simple. And while it is being done under the guise of the
so-called Dollar Support Plan of the Carter administration, it is actually helping to
hurry along the final collapse of the United States dollar.
The alleged Dollar Support Program announced on November 1 includes, as its most
prominent feature, a guarantee arrangement aggregating $30-billion dollars by the
United States Government alone. This is exactly the same arrangement as that
suggested in speeches by David Rockefeller. Under this arrangement the Central
Banks of West Germany, Switzerland, and Japan each agree to support the dollar by
exchanging their hard currencies for dollars. In turn, the Central Banks can use these
unwanted dollars to purchase United States Treasury obligations bearing high
interest rates; but, in addition--and this has not been made public before--each
Central Bank is responsible itself for another $5-billion dollars in support. The total
currency credit package, therefore, adds up to a total of $45-billion dollars.
My friends, this has all been made to appear as a scheme to prop up the dollar, but it's
actually nothing more than a means by which the Rockefeller multi-national
corporations can unload unwanted dollars and receive in their place hard currencies.
When the $45-billion dollars in so-called support has been used up, as will soon be,
the dollar will be adrift again -- even worse off than before. This plan is a bitter pill for
Europe and Japan to swallow, but they are willing to pay the price for David
Rockefeller not to rock the boat when the new European Monetary System goes into
operation on January 1, 1979.
As I revealed nearly six years ago in my book, THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE
DOLLAR, there are five (5) Rockefeller-controlled multi-national corporations which
all by themselves can swamp the European monetary system. The companies are:
GENERAL MOTORS, FORD, IBM, UNILEVER, and ROYAL DUTCH SHELL. Their
combined assets exceed those of the governments of Western Europe.
Here is how the so-called Dollar Support Plan really works: First, a Rockefellercontrolled multi-national (for example, IBM) dumps $10-million dollars in West
Germany and demands the equivalent in Deutschemarks, a hard currency. The Central
Bank complies, buying the dollars and giving IBM the D-marks; but the Central Bank
doesn't want dollars either, and so the Bank turns around and buys United States
Treasury obligations which bear high interest rates. This increases the national debt-and we American taxpayers pay the interest. So the Rockefeller multi-nationals get all
the benefit, while you and I pay the price!
To make these Treasury obligations attractive to the foreign Central Banks, interest
rates in the United States are continuing to rise. This is making a sick Stock Market

even sicker and leading to a collapse in the real estate market by making homes
impossible for most people to finance. That in turn is producing a downturn in
construction with an increase in unemployment that will have a domino effect
throughout our economy. So, prices are accelerating while business is headed toward
stagnation and depression. The result: STAGFLATION, as I warned in my book nearly
six years ago. The long-range plan is right on track. And so the gimmick sold to the
public as the Carter Administration Dollar Support Plan is merely nothing more than
a blackmail payoff, and it is designed to help bring on a major depression in America.
But the Dollar Support Plan is only half of the plan to produce a depression with
inflation. As I have mentioned, this plan is having a strong impact on one of the two
critical sectors needed to trigger a depression -- namely, CONSTRUCTION. The
other critical sector, my friends, is that of AUTOMOBILES; and there, too, ominous
developments are under way. In Audio Letter N° 5 for October 1975 I referred briefly
to the wise German economist whose information was misused in order to bring on
the Great Depression of the 1930's. I studied under this man and we became good
friends. He was the one who taught me to look beyond effects -- to causes; and he
explained in detail how the two critical sectors of Automobiles and Construction
were manipulated to bring on the depression. Today the same scheme that worked
then is being brought into play again.
Last month on November 7, General Motors gave the first signal of impending trouble
in Automobiles. On that day, General Motors announced a cut by one-half in the
dividend rate on GM stock. It was GM's way of saying, Hard Times Ahead; and the
Stock Market shivered and went into a slump. At that time there was no apparent
reason for the GM dividend cut, since automobile sales this year have been good. But,
my friends, those who control General Motors know what lies ahead because cars run
on petroleum energy; and as part of the chain of events leading to NUCLEAR WAR
ONE, manipulated oil shortages are on the way.
Throughout the 20th century oil has been a dominant factor in economics, politics, and
war. As I have detailed on past occasions, World Wars I and II were both fought over
oil. In World War I it was Saudi Arabian and Russian oil, and Christian Russia was
all but consumed in the flames of Bolshevik revolution. In World War II it was Saudi
Arabian oil again, and this time the back of the British Empire was broken. It was also
about Chinese oil whose attempted development by the Japanese led finally to atomic
fireballs over Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Today, NUCLEAR WAR ONE is fast approaching between Russia and the United
States. This time it is different, in one respect -- this time it is to be a grudge match.
On one side are the Christian sect who have taken over the Kremlin after a struggle of
six decades; on the other side are their overthrown deadly enemies, the atheistic
Bolsheviks who are rapidly seizing total control over America. But even in this

situation, energy continues to play a major role. To the Russians, control of nearby
sources of energy is a prime consideration influencing their diplomatic and military
strategy. To the Bolsheviks, oil is a tool of intrigue and economic conquest as well as a
trigger for war.
To understand the real significance of the OPEC oil price increase announced on
December 17, it must be viewed in this light of Bolshevik intrigue because, my friends,
what has just taken place is not what it appears to be. Saudi Arabia has now been
lured into a trap; she is to be both scapegoat and victim in the economic chaos and
warfare our rulers are now bringing down upon us all. The giant oil companies of the
Rockefeller cartel will use the OPEC oil price increase as an excuse to reap
tremendous windfall profits. As the American economy falters, public bitterness
against Saudi Arabia will be whipped up. At the same time Saudi Arabia will be
blamed for destroying the Camp David accords between Egypt and Israel.
Increasingly we will be told that the United States must disengage and disconnect
from Saudi Arabia. Events will deteriorate in the Middle East, with Saudi Arabia being
made to appear even more sinister. Finally it is all to culminate in the American-Israeli
limited nuclear strike against Saudi Arabia's oil fields. It's all part of the elaborate
American strategy for a nuclear first strike against Russia, which I revealed in detail
four months ago. So for both economic and military reasons, our rulers were
determined to bring about a substantial increase in OPEC oil prices. To accomplish
this, they have applied a triple squeeze on the OPEC countries.
The first element of this triple squeeze is the declining value of the United States
dollar. Once America's rulers began to actively debase the dollar, the dollar in effect
was on strike against the OPEC countries. OPEC oil was being paid for in cheaper and
cheaper dollars causing the real income of the OPEC countries to decline steadily. In
addition, the value of dollars already held by OPEC countries has been evaporating
before their very eyes. Yet, in spite of all of this, OPEC oil prices were kept frozen for
the past two years and it was Saudi Arabia that prevented any price increase from
taking place.
The second arm of the triple squeeze on OPEC lay within OPEC itself. Agitation to
raise prices was led by Venezuela which came under Rockefeller control long before
World War II. At the same time, the CIA agents within the OPEC structure made
sure that OPEC would continue to base oil prices on the dollar. Our rulers wanted to
have a visible connection between oil prices and the value of the dollar for propaganda
purposes. What OPEC will finally be forced to do, my friends, will be to abandon the
dollar within the next six months and begin pricing oil in terms of a basket of foreign
hard currencies. But for now, our rulers have forced OPEC into continuing to price oil
in terms of shriveling dollars. So now, the predominantly Arab OPEC countries have

been trapped into appearing to be the cause of the dollar's decline, inflation, and the
coming depression here in America.
The third and final arm of the triple squeeze against OPEC involved the actual
triggering of the price increase. Some way had to be found to under-cut the leverage
and influence within OPEC of Saudi Arabia long enough to force a substantial price
increase. This was accomplished by means of the recent rioting against the Shah of
Iran accompanied by drastic cutbacks in Iran's oil production.
The recent trickery involving Iran has been very successful in fooling almost everyone;
and yet, what has just been done is one of the oldest tricks there is. To illustrate that,
let me take you back for a moment to the spring of 1962. At that time tremendous riots
were taking place in Greece, they were being labeled as Communist-inspired in the
press, and likewise secret CIA reports were saying that a virtual Communist take-over
of Greece was well under way by means of these riots. Ex-President Harry Truman,
though long out of office, was still very actively interested in the policies of the
American government. Also, Truman had always worried about Greece due to its
strategic position on NATO's southern flank. Through the Marshall Plan and other
means he had done all he could to keep Greece strong and pro-Western. When
President Truman read all the stories and CIA reports about Communist rioting in the
streets of Athens, he became very worried.
But Truman was always suspicious of the CIA, feeling that they were feeding him half
truths. He considered Greece to be too important to depend on the probably slanted
assessment by the CIA, and concluded that totally independent intelligence was
needed on Greece. And so President Truman contacted his close personal friend,
Robert Kennedy, who was then Attorney General. One of the things on which
Truman and Kennedy saw eye to eye was their distrust of the CIA. Both were
convinced that the CIA was actually serving a different master--and of course they
were right. After conferring with Truman, Robert Kennedy contacted George
Docking, the former Governor of Kansas, who had become a key Director of the
United States Export-Import Bank. In turn, Docking contacted me and asked me to
set up the Intelligence Mission to learn the true situation in Greece. At that time I was
Legal Counsel to the Export-Import Bank, but my true function was very often the
gathering and analysis of intelligence under the imposing cover of the Export-Import
Bank. And while we were at it, President Truman wanted us to deliver a personal
message to the Greek leaders. They were laying plans to erect a statue to Truman for
his great help in keeping Greece in the Western camp after the war. He appreciated
the thought, but he had made clear in rather salty language he did not want any
statues.
As a cover for the Intelligence Mission to Greece, we concocted an Exim Bank
(Export-Import Bank) Mission to Austria, Greece, Turkey, Lebanon, and Spain. The

story was that we were checking up on various projects where Exim Bank loans were
involved. On April 18, 1962, the Exim Bank travel group, which included Governor
Docking and myself, left Washington. After visiting all five countries, we finally
arrived back here in Washington on May 1. The official report on the trip ended up at
46 typewritten pages. Tucked in, almost lost among all the words, was only one page
about Greece. That single page contained only one statement of true significance, and
it had nothing to do with the rioting which actually prompted the trip. This
statement was: "Mr. Zelatas was particularly concerned about the steady decline in
the gold reserves held by the United States." Mr. Zelatas was an official of the Central
Bank of Greece, and his actual words were a lot more emphatic. He said to me that if
he did not protect the gold reserves of Greece, "My people would hang me".
But the real information sought on the trip had been the matter of the Greek riots and
their origin. That information was contained only in a secret report which I delivered
personally to Robert Kennedy. What I had done in Greece had actually been very
simple in spite of the elaborate cover we had to use for the Mission. I went out and
mingled with the crowds of demonstrators. Posing as a business man from Lebanon, I
asked what the rioting was all about; was it Communist inspired? The answers were
all the same. "Nonsense" they said. "The government itself is putting out the story that
it's Communist inspired. You see, that way America would give them more money
than to Turkey". The information which I obtained in this way turned out to be much
more accurate than that given Truman by the CIA. As we all know, Greece did not go
Communist; and today few Americans even remember the Greek riots of 1962.
In the same way the riots in Iran have been orchestrated so as to create the image of a
threat to accomplish a given purpose. That purpose was to provide an excuse for a
drastic cutback in Iranian oil production that would help trigger an increase in OPEC
oil prices. CIA-directed funds were channeled into support for the rioting in Iran, but
this fact was camouflaged by CIA reports beforehand that foresaw no threat to the
Shah. The famous November 11 memo of Jimmy Carter which criticized the CIA for
failing to foresee the rioting in Iran was only part of the cover tactics to allay
suspicion.
In the weeks before the OPEC oil meeting, the crisis atmosphere surrounding Iran
was assisted by certain American multi-national corporations. They began evacuating
personnel from Iran, and this was played up very big on television. We saw people
flooding into airports at Athens, Tel Aviv, Rome, Paris -- getting out in a hurry from
Iran. At the same time remarks by Jimmy Carter added to fears that the Shah was
doomed. On November 30 he said, "We do not have any intention of interfering in the
internal affairs of Iran, and we do not approve any other nation interfering in the
internal affairs of Iran". And in further statements on December 1, December 6,
December 7, and December 12, Carter continued to contribute to the crisis in Iran by

refusing to publicly back the Shah. Thus the United States appeared to be deserting
him, and the crisis continued to build in Iran. Meanwhile the oil flow from Iran was
cut to a trickle. The other members of OPEC were put under an enormous and
expensive strain in an effort to take up the slack.
For weeks before the OPEC meeting in Abu Dhabi, this was the situation. The result
was to pull the rug out from under Saudi Arabia. On December 17, just nine days ago,
an OPEC oil price increase of 14.5% was announced to occur in four stages during
1979. As planned, everyone was shocked at such a large increase, but the following day
Sheik Yamani, Saudi Arabia's oil minister, said on the BBC World Service, "With the
situation in Iran, the price of crude went up sharply, and we were not able to argue so
much inside OPEC against an increase like this." For now, the turbulence in Iran has
served its immediate purpose of triggering a large OPEC oil price increase; but the
pressure, my friends, will be kept on Iran to keep OPEC in line. The recent artificial
turbulence in Iran has been a preview of things to come. We have now been provided
with a careful demonstration of how vulnerable Iran could be, and how vital her oil
supplies are to us and the world; and when the time is ripe, we will be reminded of
these things for war propaganda purposes.
In Audio Letter N° 37 four months ago I detailed the secret American first-strike
strategy to initiate all-out nuclear war with Russia. Under the plan, the Camp David
accords between Egypt and Israel are to be shattered in a way that will lead to the
nuclear destruction of Saudi Arabia's oil fields. Already the 'Hate Saudi Arabia'
campaign is building up in America's controlled major media. As for Sadat, he has
placed his hopes on President Carter, but in Audio Letter N° 38 I revealed that Carter
had suddenly contracted leukemia and cancer in the left side of the head. I must now
reveal that the cancer has begun spreading to other areas of his body. This is the truth
behind the recent cover stories about his hemorrhoid problem; and on Saturday
December 23, Carter secretly returned to Washington from his Christmas trip to
Plains, Georgia. He was here for cobalt treatments at the Bethesda Naval Hospital.
My friends, in Audio Letter N° 38 I explained how Jimmy Carter's involuntary
departure from the scene is intended to help ignite war in the Middle East. Now,
those events are drawing closer by the day.

Topic #2 : Spiritual Warfare And The Collapse of Trust
Nearly two months ago, in late October, Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
paid a three-day visit to France. On October 28 Gromyko held a press conference at
the impressive new Soviet Embassy in Paris. Symbolically, the Embassy is located next
door to the former headquarters of NATO, from which France withdrew years ago. In
his press conference Gromyko said that his visit had "confirmed the privileged

relations" between France and Russia; and he added: "I want to stress the word
'privileged'". My friends, what Gromyko was talking about was the unique position of
trust that now exists between France and Russia. It all began long ago when General
Charles De Gaulle, as President of France, began to see the handwriting on the wall.
On one hand the United States was becoming increasingly devious and untrustworthy
in its dealings with other countries. On the other hand, De Gaulle learned that
something was taking place in the ruling circles of Russia, something that was
gradually making Russia worthy of at least cautious cooperation. De Gaulle was
determined that France should be strong and independent, so in a very cautious way
he began to develop the relations between France and Russia as a counterbalance to
the powerful influence of the United States. Gradually the process expanded to the
mutual benefit of France and Russia. Meanwhile, American policies in both diplomacy
and defense continued to deteriorate. As the United States became bogged down in
the quagmire of Vietnam, it became obvious that we were not even fighting the war in
a rational military fashion. The French, for their part, had learned their Indo-China
lesson at Dien Bien Phu in 1954.
For this and other reasons, De Gaulle concluded that the United States had become
unreliable as a military partner. France, he decided, must go it alone, so in the 60's De
Gaulle pulled France out of NATO. The NATO headquarters building in France was
closed, and NATO moved its headquarters to Brussels, Belgium, where it remains
today. In taking this action, De Gaulle repudiated American leadership in the defense
of Europe. He also signaled a truly independent attitude in foreign policy and defense.
The door was open to increased dialogue and cooperation with Russia. Since that time
the ties between France and Russia have grown steadily. There has been a historic
affection between France and Russia that dates back to the time of the czars, and
today it is being restored again through cooperation in all kinds of areas.
Nearly a year ago in Audio Letter N° 32 I revealed the Franco-Russian intrigues in
Canada. For the French, it is intended to lead to French domination of Canada; for
Russia, it is expediting preparations for the invasion of the United States.
But there are other areas of cooperation between France and Russia which are much
more visible yet generally not recognized for what they are. For example, the French
are contributing heavily to the instrumentation carried to Venus by the Russian
Venera series of space probes. In the realm of military technology, France is
participating with Russia in ongoing testing of charged particle beams in space. And
last spring when France carried out neutron bomb tests in the Pacific, Russia raised
not a word of protest. By contrast, the American neutron bomb is the target of intense
Russian propaganda. Yet all of this does not mean that France has become a secret
satellite of Russia; quite the contrary. France is continuing to pursue a foreign policy
rooted in her own interests, and as a result French actions sometimes cause Russia

great irritation. And Russia, for her part, is not above applying intense pressure on
France whenever it is necessary. But even in areas where there is not agreement
between France and Russia, there is an atmosphere of basic understanding. The
situation was summarized in the article distributed by the Soviet Embassy in Paris
before Gromyko arrived there in late October. It was titled: "MOSCOW-PARIS, AN
AXIS OF DETENTE." It praised relations between France and Russia as a model of
peaceful coexistence between states with different systems, and it noted that their
differences "will continue to predetermine a certain non-coincidence in the positions
of the USSR and France in foreign policy, but the things which unite them are more
important".
My friends, the unique factor tending to unite France and Russia today is TRUST.
Wherever there are specific commitments between the two, there is trust that neither
side will double-cross the other. It is this atmosphere of trust that is missing between
Russia's rulers of today and the rulers of America. As Gromyko said in a toast in
France, "France practices a policy of detente without zigzags." By implication, he was
saying that others, especially America, cannot be trusted. And so when Gromyko
called the relations between France and Russia "privileged", he was talking about a
matter of trust; and the benefits of that trust can hardly be overstated.
In Audio Letter N° 36 last July, I mentioned southern France as one of the areas that
should be spared in NUCLEAR WAR ONE. I can now reveal that Russia's campaign
of nuclear sabotage has now been extended to Europe. It is by no means as extensive
as that which has been carried out in America, which I first began to make public in
Audio Letter N° 23 for April 1977; but as of now, almost every country in both eastern
and western Europe has now been mined with Russian cobalt bombs in key major
cities. Russia's intention is to use these bombs as blackmail. She wants to force
Western Europe to stay out of the coming war, and she wants to fend off the
revolutions in Eastern Europe which the Roman Catholic Church, dominated
increasingly by Bolsheviks, is trying to bring about. Of all the countries of Europe,
only one has so far been completely spared of all sabotage by the Russians--that
country is France. In all of the other countries Bolshevik influence is great enough that
Russia does not feel able to trust them completely; but where France is concerned, the
element of trust is more powerful than nuclear weapons.
My friends, lack of trust is the real reason for America's coming catastrophe in
NUCLEAR WAR ONE. There was a time when the United States of America was
respected and honored for keeping its word with other countries, but that time has
long gone. The atheistic Bolsheviks, who are seizing control of America, favor intrigue
over honor and deception over truth. As the nationalist Chinese on Taiwan have just
found out, years of solemn promises and guarantees by the United States no longer
mean anything at all. The only way NUCLEAR WAR ONE could be prevented, my

friends, would be for the Satanic Bolsheviks to be thrown out of their positions of
power here in America. Russia today is controlled by Christians; and if America were
once again controlled by Christians, trust could be established. But the Christian
revolution which has been taking place in the ruling circles of Russia is not being
repeated here in the United States. Instead, the atheistic Bolsheviks are using the
guise of Christianity itself in order to attack Russia.
Four months ago in Audio Letter N° 37 I revealed that Bolshevik influences within the
Vatican were preparing to throw the Roman Catholic Church into the Bolshevik war
against Russia. Two months later I explained how Pope John Paul I had run afoul of
this game plan, and what had happened to him as a result. I also pointed out the
tangible evidence which was available to prove my charges of deceit and fraud within
the Vatican. And now, the real Pope John Paul II has also fallen by the wayside,
contrary to appearances.
As I explained in Audio Letter N° 39, Karol Cardinal Wojtyla of Poland was elected
pope because the Bolsheviks wanted to make use of his anti-Communist image in
their war against Russia; but as Pope John Paul II, he also had a flaw which the
Bolsheviks could not tolerate. From the moment he became pope, Wojtyla made it
clear that he intended to shake up the Vatican bureaucracy known as the CURIA.
Initially, he did not re-confirm any top officials of the Curia. He merely asked Cardinal
Villot of France to stay on as Secretary of State "until other decisions have been made."
Through these actions and other statements, Pope John Paul II made it clear that he
was planning to completely restructure the Curia. Any such restructuring, my friends,
would have dealt a serious blow to Bolshevik power within the Vatican, for it is
through the Curia that the Bolsheviks now exercise their Vatican control; and their
key agent, Giovanni Cardinal Benelli, is one of those who would have been replaced in
a Curia reshuffle. But the Bolsheviks had known that Cardinal Wojtyla, as pope,
would try to change the Curia. As Archbishop of Krakow, he had often spoken in
favor of such restructuring; so when he became pope, they were already preparing to
make sure he did not carry out his plans. When Cardinal Wojtyla was named pope on
October 16, 1978, it was only his anti-Communist image that the Bolsheviks wanted.
Wojtyla himself was a strong-minded man, not the type that usually makes a good
puppet; and so, even before his election, Wojtyla's unacknowledged replacement was
being prepared.
For the first few weeks of Pope John Paul II's reign, he was kept busy with public
appearances. On October 27 he began his shake-up of the Curia by firing a veteran
Cardinal, Cardinal Felici, as President of an important Vatican council. But his heavy
schedule of public activities tied his hands for moving rapidly on the promised
reforms. Then in mid-November the Pope virtually dropped out of sight for a time, but
on November 21 the Vatican released an announcement that was as brief as it was

stunning. As of that date, Pope John Paul II was said to have confirmed in their posts
all of the top Curia officials who had served the previous two popes, without
explanation. We were told in effect that Pope John Paul II had undone his own plans
for Vatican reform.
My friends, here is what actually happened. During the period in mid-November
when Pope John Paul II was seen very little, his poisoning was in process. Beginning
November 18 this took the form of a very powerful air-borne poison based on
plutonium and zirconium, a variant of the poison that produces Legionnaires' Disease.
The Pope's condition deteriorated rapidly, and he died at approximately 4:00 P.M.
Rome time on November 20, 1978. Shortly thereafter his body was secretly removed
from the Vatican, being taken first to an interim location about 45 miles northwest of
Rome. By 8:00 P.M. Rome time the following evening, November 21, his body had been
cremated. It was earlier that same day that the Vatican issued the terse announcement
saying the entire Curia had been re-confirmed by the Pope. Since that time an actor
has been playing the part of Pope John Paul II. This man is neither Polish nor
Christian. Those in Europe who have more opportunities than we in America to see
the Pope should observe him closely. Pay close attention to the voice, the mannerisms,
the closeness of the photography; compare the pictures of the dead Pope and this
actor, and the exact nature of his public utterances. These days the 'actor Pope' is the
most visible pope in history, made so by the controlled major media; and his
pronouncements are moving the Roman Catholic Church closer and closer to open
confrontation against Russia.
My friends, in Audio Letter N° 39 I explained how the Satanic fraud surrounding the
death of Pope John Paul I could be proven. Now the fraud has taken the life of another
Pope, and 700,000,000 Catholics are gradually being called to arms in the cause of
Bolshevik warfare against reviving Christianity in Russia!

Topic #3 : Bolshevik Maneuvering To Buy Time To Rearm
Last month I devoted Audio Letter N° 40 to a detailed explanation of the gruesome
events which had just taken place in the Republic of Guyana. As I explained then, the
Jonestown tragedy was a mass murder, not a mass suicide. It was staged in order to
provide access to Guyana for a military operation -- a commando raid to wipe out a
secret Russian missile base. The base was the same one about which I had begun
warning over four years ago in the summer of 1974. It was basically an American
operation, but with heavy participation by the Israelis because of their unparalleled
experience in such operations. And when I recorded Audio Letter N° 40 last month, I
was able to report that Jim Jones had not died at Jonestown but had escaped. The
body identified by the FBI as that of Jones was that of a look-alike, a double. Jim Jones

had followed an elaborate escape route which ended up in Israel on November 30, the
same day I recorded Audio Letter N° 40. Jim Jones was alive, my friends, but he was
not well. It is time now to finish the nightmare story of Jim Jones.
When Jones arrived in Israel he was suffering from cancer--in his head, in his left lung,
in his stomach, and in his colon. After an intelligence debriefing near Jerusalem, he
began receiving cobalt treatments for the cancer in his head. The treatments began on
December 4, but they did not last long. The following day Jones was told that it would
be necessary to transfer him to another location where more comprehensive treatment
could be given for his advanced cancer. So shortly after 5:00 P.M. Israeli time, Jones
boarded a small airplane with a doctor and three other men. The plane headed
northwest toward Turkey, and then inland along the border between Turkey and
Syria. At about 35 miles east of the town of Jerablus on the Euphrates River, the plane
crossed briefly to the Syrian side of the border. At that point the door of the plane was
thrown open and three men grabbed Jones. In his weak condition and caught by
surprise, he was thrown out of the plane with almost no struggle.
Meanwhile Dr. Lawrence Schacht was making his way to Israel, unaware of the fate
that had befallen Jones. Unlike Jones, Schacht had been an Israeli agent from the
beginning, and now he was returning home; but just as with Jones, the FBI has been
used to give false reports that Schacht died at Jonestown. It was Schacht who
prepared the cyanide poison mixtures which were administered, some orally, some by
injection, to the Jonestown victims. The cover stories about Schacht in the controlled
major media of the United States have generally given him an idealistic image, but a
Jonestown survivor who worked with Schacht in the Jonestown Medical Department
paints a far different picture. She has been quoted as saying: "He was a sadist, he liked
to see people in pain. He didn't do anything to relieve pain". On the day when Jim
Jones was thrown out of an airplane over Syria, Dr. Schacht was making his way to
Paramaribo, the capital of Surinam. Just before noon Washington time December 9, he
left Paramaribo by jet across the Atlantic, taking with him a large amount of gold. His
route took him to Conakry, Guinea; Bamako, Mali; and across the corner of Egypt near
Wadi Halfa, Sudan, on the way to the Red Sea. At approximately 3:00 A.M. Israeli
time December 11, Dr. Schacht arrived at Jerusalem. Dr. Schacht was afflicted with
cancer in his head and throat; and, like Jones, had been promised the best in treatment
for it upon arrival in Israel. But Schacht was given only a brief examination near
Jerusalem and then told that he would have to be moved to another location for better
treatment. There was no need for a long debriefing of Schacht, since Jones had already
told everything there was to tell; and so barely an hour after his arrival in Jerusalem,
Schacht was in the air again in a small plane with four other men. Three and a half
hours later Dr. Lawrence Schacht met his end, as Jones had done six days earlier -falling from the skies to a lonely spot along the Turkish-Syrian border.

My friends, it's hard for most of us even to imagine such diabolical and cold-blooded
activities as these; but sadism and disregard for human life were the hallmarks of the
Jonestown mass murder, and in the end those who sell their souls and their country
for gold always pay the price!
As I mentioned last month, Operation Guyana was successful in wiping out the
Russian missile base there, yet this will have very little impact now on Russia's ability
to pulverize America in NUCLEAR WAR ONE. What it did accomplish was to buy a
little time for our rulers for the coming war and to help throw the Russians off
balance. Our rulers are also now trying to buy more time to put off NUCLEAR WAR
ONE by a few months by establishing full diplomatic relations with Red China. In
their feverish attempts to re-arm the United States in preparation for war, they are
willing to do almost anything that will buy a little more time. Crash military programs
are secretly under way, but even crash programs take time to bear fruit. The ruling
circles in Red China are well aware that our own rulers cannot do without Red China
as an ally against Russia, and so three months ago on September 19 they applied
pressure tactics to force full recognition by the United States. On that date, as I
revealed that month in Audio Letter N° 38, a secret agreement in principle for a secret
alliance was signed between Russia and China. But the Chinese leadership is far from
united, unlike that of Russia; and while the Hua faction wants to side with Russia, the
rival faction headed by Deng Hsiao-ping wants to go with America for a while. China
can dictate tremendous concessions by the United States--but can dictate nothing to
Russia. And so the ink was hardly dry on the Sino-Russian agreement of September 19
when it was used to panic our own rulers. As September 19 followed the sun around
the world from China to America, news of the Sino-Russian secret agreement was
flashed to Chinese agents here in America by the Deng faction. That same day,
September 19, our rulers were confronted with the reality of this agreement and they
were told that it could be undone only if two things took place. First, the Deng
faction must be assisted in overcoming the faction headed by Chairman Hua; then, to
consolidate Deng's power and China's allegiance to the United States, full diplomatic
relations must be granted between America and Red China on China's terms.
The major media, while they have not explained all this, have drawn attention to
September 19 as the critical day. For example, an article in the Washington Star on
December 16 said: "In the fall the talks entered a new phase. On September 19 the
Chinese consul in the United States visited Carter in the White House, conferring
with him in the Oval Office". The next day the Washington Post said near the end of a
long article about the China decision: "By this account, the crucial United States
decision was taken September 19, two days after the euphoric end of the Egypt-Israeli
summit meeting with Carter at Camp David." Soon the great wall poster battle
erupted in Peking. Deng was making a bid to upset the power of Chairman Hua, and
he succeeded; and as the war of words died out, Washington prepared feverishly to

announce full diplomatic relations with China. That announcement on December 15
was the third major surprise handed to Russia by our rulers in less than a year. The
first was the Korean air liner intelligence mission into northern Russia last April; the
second was the Battle of Guyana last month, wiping out the secret Russian missile
base there; and now Red China. But one has to ask: Where is all this really leading?
On December 15, the day of the Red China announcement, there were only six Russian
Cosmospheres on patrol over Red China; but less than two days later, 105
Cosmospheres have taken up their positions there. All Cosmospheres are equipped
among other things with exotic lighting equipment for nighttime psychological
warfare. The Chinese, robbed of all religion by their godless regime, are prime targets
for such tactics. Who is to say how millions of Chinese might react if 100-plus
Cosmospheres began haunting the night skies of China, flashing and hovering at low
altitudes? In any case, our rulers cannot hope to do more than buy time with China.
To achieve that, they are even willing to bleed off some of America's productive
capacity in building up China. With whatever time that will buy, they hope to
improve their readiness for war by concentrating on secret weapons.
The surprises dealt to Russia during the past year do prove that Russian intelligence,
while it is very good, is not perfect. They can be surprised. This fact is not lost on the
Kremlin either, and they are preparing some surprises of their own. I mentioned last
month that geophysical warfare is high on the list of probable techniques to be used
by Russia in retaliation for Guyana, but I can now reveal that the Russian Navy has
removed the seven gigaton-range super bombs which had been planted around the
Philippines when I recorded Audio Letter N° 24. The Philippines, the only Christian
nation in Asia, has now come to terms with Russia. This is true even though the
United States may continue to use the huge Clark Air Force Base and the Subic Bay
Naval Base there.
With the new Russian cosmo-strategic weaponry, these bases are no longer so
important. Instead, the Russians are reinforcing their network of cobalt bombs along
America's west coast itself. As of my latest report on December 20, there are now 46
bombs planted where they could devastate southern California. Along the California
coast eight (8) are above the 36th parallel of latitude, four (4) above the 35th parallel,
twelve (12) above the 34th parallel, and ten (10) above the 33rd parallel. There are nine
(9) more between the 33rd parallel in California and the north end of the Gulf of
California which contains three (3) more bombs above the 31st parallel. Some of these
bombs are at sea, the others are generally underground in caves and mine shafts where
they can help to trigger a massive earthquake. It remains to be seen how soon these
capabilities will be used; but one thing seems clear, the United States has now had
three strikes against Russia -- the Korean air liner incident, Operation Guyana, and

now Red China. Any hope for trust on the part of Russia is gone; and now, it is
Russia's turn at bat.
On the evening of December 17, just over a week ago, the CBS television program "60
Minutes" devoted its lead story to the particle beam-weapons race. The program
pointed out the potentially decisive importance of particle beams, and the fact that
Russia is far ahead in this field. Within minutes my telephone began ringing. Fifteen
months ago when I first revealed Russia's operational status in particle beamweapons, they were being ridiculed, so at that time many people paid little attention
to what I revealed; but now, callers were saying: "Do you see what's on television? You
were right!"
My friends, I warned long ago about the false wisdom called "Wait and see". Now
those who have chosen that course have waited; and now they are beginning to see. If
we keep waiting, my friends, we will get to see it all -- and we will all believe on the
day that television programs are interrupted by a surprise announcement that
NUCLEAR WAR ONE HAS COME!
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter Audio Letter(R), Box 16428, Fort Worth, Texas 76133.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter in Washington. Today is Jan. 31, 1979, and this is my
Audio Letter No. 42. Eight days ago Jimmy Carter delivered what is sure to be his
only "State of the Union" message to Congress and the Nation, and in some ways his
speech truly reflected the desperate state of our Union. In a feeble effort to call forth
echoes of John F. Kennedy and F.D.R., Carter spoke of a "new foundation" as the
theme of his wandering Administration. This phrase, taken from the old Bolshevik
anthem, "The Communist Internationale", is a fitting title for a government that is now
far gone in a quiet Bolshevik revolution. Last June he said Russia must choose
between "confrontation and cooperation"; but, since then, America's military plight
has gotten steadily worse. And in his "State of the Union" speech, Carter said "...it is a
myth that we must choose between confrontation and capitulation"; and, just for good
measure, he repeated the same lie his Administration has been giving out now for
sixteen months ever since the Battle of the Harvest Moon, and that is: "...nearly all
issues of SALT II have been resolved." And while he was at it, Carter also said, "I am
grateful that in the past year--as in the year before--no American has died in combat
anywhere in the world." Yet only two months ago, the Jonestown mass murder and
the Battle of Guyana took place to wipe out the secret Russian missile base there, and
there were American soldiers who did die there--their coffins are still at Dover,
Delaware, unclaimed.
As he spoke, Carter was heavily medicated for pain, his cancer still getting worse
despite frequent cobalt treatments for his so-called hemorrhoid problem. Meanwhile,
the cancer in his head which I first reported four months ago in Audio Letter N° 38, is
not being treated and is growing rapidly. It now engulfs an area about 3-1/2 by 4
inches inside his left temple and around the left eye. By March the effects should be
publicly visible in his unusual behavior. Soon the 25th Amendment to the United
States Constitution will come into play again when Carter dies, resigns, or is removed
for incapacity. But the man who had hoped to benefit again from his own 25th
Amendment, Nelson Rockefeller, has just passed from the scene forever.

My three topics this month are:
Topic #1-- THE DECLINE OF THE HOUSE OF ROCKEFELLER
Topic #2 --THE BOLSHEVIK PLOT FOR A POPE'S REVOLUTION
Topic #3 -- UFOs, IFOs, AND RUSSIA'S MASTER SECRET WEAPON

Topic #1
As war clouds were gathering over Europe and Asia in the 1930's, four men in America
were gathering the reins of world-wide power. These men were the third generation
heirs to the most powerful dynasty the world has ever known, THE ROCKEFELLER
DYNASTY. They were the four Rockefeller brothers--John D. III, Nelson, Laurance,
and David. There was also another brother, Winthrop, as well as a sister Abby; but
Winthrop cared little about world power and intrigue, and so long ago he was cast
aside by the other four brothers. Winthrop went his own way, and eventually spent
two terms as Governor of Arkansas before dying in 1973.
Meanwhile the other four brothers were taking the very fate of Western civilization
into their very own hands. As I have detailed on many past occasions, they played key
roles in bringing on World War II and using it to expand their empire. In speeches
during the war their father, John D. Rockefeller, Jr., described the carnage as a great
crusade. In glowing terms he painted it all as well worth the suffering, death, and
tragedy for millions upon millions. The Rockefellers believe in the old Chinese
proverb that "Opportunities arise out of crises"; but as I reminded you last month,
World War II was really fought over oil, and as a wise old friend of mine once said:
"Oil is thicker than blood so long as it is the other fellow's blood".
As the moans of World War II slowly died away, the four brothers surveyed the vistas
of world domination that seemingly lay before them. World War II had shattered
their most important rival in oil and world power, the British Empire. At the same
time, the secret Rockefeller-Soviet alliance had emerged stronger than ever--an
indispensable key to their future plans; and best of all, the oil treasure house of Saudi
Arabia now lay firmly in the Rockefeller grasp. Using their unprecedented profits
from Saudi Arabian oil, the Rockefeller cartel was soon to outstrip all financial rivals
world-wide. For three decades following World War II, the world-wide power of the
Rockefeller cartel expanded without letup under the hands of the four brothers.
Politically, economically, and militarily they appeared to have the Midas touch. Their
plans--unknown and unsuspected by the general public--usually went off without a
hitch, and right on schedule. Through deliberate no-win wars and fabricated
American setbacks in foreign relations, the secret Rockefeller-Soviet alliance made

steady progress toward their joint take-over of the entire world. At the same time,
beginning in 1961, the Brothers set in motion their Machiavellian two-pronged
strategy for an eventual wartime double-cross of their Soviet allies. In this way, the
Brothers were planning to finally pick up all the marbles for themselves. Their goal
was nothing less than to rule all of the Planet Earth through a One-World
Government.
With the dawn of the 1970s, the four Rockefeller brothers were embarking on the final
decade of their plan to seize control of the world. They were determined that the goal
be reached within their own lifetimes. Secret joint plans with their Soviet allies were
right on track for a carefully programmed thermonuclear war in the late 1970s. The
war, NUCLEAR WAR ONE, was being programmed to involve the United States as
the prime battleground; so to get ready for the war, the Brothers were rapidly
transferring as much of America's real wealth, including our gold and our
technological know-how, into their own coffers overseas. America was being turned
into a hollow shell--impressive on the surface but ripe for a shocking defeat by the
Soviet Union. And yet, in a secret final twist, America's Moon Program was setting
the military stage for Russia's destruction as the climax of the coming war. There
appeared to be nothing to stop the four brothers; but then, within the past several
years, things began to go wrong. They began making mistakes, and slowly but surely
events began slipping loose from their former iron grip. Three and one-half years ago
in Audio Letter N° 2 I pointed out some of the early symptoms of this slippage in
Rockefeller control. Barely a year later in the summer of 1976, their carefully drawn
plans began to be torn apart.
Suddenly the secret Rockefeller-Soviet alliance of nearly 60 years was being
terminated unilaterally by the Kremlin. The still secret underwater missile crisis of
1976 was under way, as I reported in Audio Letters Nos. 14 through 16. As my older
listeners know, this crisis led to my meeting for more than an hour with the late
General George S. Brown, then Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The meeting
took place on September 16, 1976, in General Brown's office at the Pentagon. In Audio
Letter No. 16 I reported that meeting to my listeners. Thanks to the brave leadership
of General Brown, the United States had been spared a surprise nuclear attack, and
now there was a golden opportunity to completely stop America's march toward
nuclear war. But the four brothers simply could not believe that their secret alliance
with their Bolshevik allies in the Kremlin was gone for good. In the autumn of 1976
they did not yet understand that the Bolsheviks themselves had lost control of the
Kremlin--that would not become clear for another year. And so they began trying
desperately to appease the Kremlin in an effort to restore the alliance. An early victim
of this insane effort was none other than General Brown. Within weeks of my meeting
with him, he was cut down by the controlled major media and passed rapidly into
obscurity. In Audio Letter N° 23 I detailed just how much General Brown had

sacrificed for his loyal service to America. And for those who have heard what I
warned about then, I can only point out that General Brown did not actively serve out
his term as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs--nor did he live long.
Then came the worst miscalculation by the four Rockefeller brothers and their
intimates--it led to disaster in space in September 1977. As I described that month in
Audio Letter N° 26, the Russians succeeded in wiping out the Rockefeller ace in the
hole for the coming nuclear war. In the Battle of the Harvest Moon, September 27,
1977, the crew of the secret American beam-weapons base, in Copernicus Crater, was
killed by a Russian neutron particle beam-weapon. It was fired at the moon from earth
orbit by Cosmos 954, a manned Cosmos Interceptor Killer Satellite. Four months
later, Cosmos 954 made an emergency landing in northern Canada. It was described in
the news as a nuclear satellite crash.
The Battle of the Harvest Moon was only the beginning of a complete revolution in the
military equation between Russia and America, because during the final months of
1977, Russia began deploying all three legs of her still secret space triad of military
weapons. The first leg of the space triad are the manned Cosmos Interceptors--that is,
Killer Satellites. During the six months following the Battle of the Harvest Moon they
began methodically destroying America's fleet of spy satellites over Russia. That led in
April 1978 to the Korean airliner intelligence mission over northern Russia, as I
detailed in Audio Letter N° 33.
Immediately after the Battle of the Harvest Moon, the Russian manned space program
suddenly sprang to life. Suddenly the Russians began launching one batch of
cosmonauts after another into orbit, setting new records and accomplishing new feats
of all kinds. Meanwhile, without publicity, Russia's first manned landing on the moon
took place. The landing was made on October 16, 1977 on the back side in Jules Verne
Crater; and by late the following month, as I reported in Audio Letter N° 28, Russian
charged particle beam-weapons were already operational on the near side of the
moon. These Russian moon bases can blast any visible spot on earth in less than two
(2) seconds, and they constitute the second leg of the Russian space triad.
On December 2, 1977, the third leg of Russia's space triad announced its presence to
our surprised leaders. On that day tremendous air quakes--loud blasts in the
atmosphere--began rolling in from the sea along America's east coast. In Audio Letter
N° 29 I described the amazing Russian Hovering Platforms responsible for these
blasts. Like the other two legs of the Russian space triad, these Hovering Platforms-called Cosmospheres by the Russians--are armed with charged particle beamweapons. All of these secret weapons were unleashed operationally with blinding
speed by Russia just over a year ago. They ruined the original Rockefeller plan for a
carefully programmed NUCLEAR WAR ONE to end with the surprise destruction of
Russia, and they drastically altered the military balance between East and West.

As a result, the leadership of the four Rockefeller brothers in their world-wide power
structure began to be seriously challenged over a year ago. They had made mistakes
and their judgment was no longer accepted so easily by their most powerful associates
and allies. At the same time, something had to be done, and quickly, to respond to the
altered situation. For these and other reasons, Rockefeller power has increasingly
been turning toward support for a sophisticated new Bolshevik revolution here in
America. This began more than a year ago. In February 1978 I reported that
Rockefeller doors world-wide were about to be thrown open to Red China in the fight
against Russia. Today we hear all about America playing the so-called "China card";
but, as I told you six months ago, China is actually playing the America card. China's
goal is a restored alliance with Russia on the best possible terms, later on.
More than a year ago the four Rockefeller brothers began using these and other
stopgap measures trying to save their dynasty from utter ruin; but they have been
trying to swim against the current of history. Last June I pointed out the historical
fact that all true dynasties have a natural life span of approximately 100 years. By that
standard the end of the Rockefeller dynasty is inevitably at hand. The very next
month, July 1978, the lights began going out in the House of Rockefeller. The oldest of
the four brothers, John D. III, met his fate allegedly in an automobile accident--and a
bizarre accident to say the least--near his estate in Pocantico Hills, New York. That
month I reviewed the true legacy of John D. Rockefeller III. Now, hardly six months
later, the second oldest of the four brothers has abruptly left the scene. The true legacy
of Nelson Rockefeller remains as I reviewed it more than 3-1/2 years ago in Audio
Letter N° 1; but just five days ago, on the evening of January 26, 1979, he died.
My friends, in life Nelson Rockefeller craved publicity, yet his death is shrouded in
obscurity and unanswered questions. Normally it is customary for the body of an
important public personality, such as a Senator or Vice-President, to lie in state so
that the public can pay their last respects. This service was offered to Nelson
Rockefeller's family here in Washington by the U.S. Senate leaders, and was rejected-so there was no lying in state, no formal viewing at all. Instead, he was accorded a
hasty cremation, an unusual step in the case of the Rockefellers, and a strictly private
memorial service. Originally it was announced by Rockefeller aides that the cremation
would take place Monday morning, January 29, the day before yesterday. This was to
be followed by the memorial service at 11:00 A.M. Meanwhile, reports about the
circumstances of Rockefeller's death have been contradictory and strange, raising one
question after another. In response, Rockefeller spokesmen have kept changing their
story from one day to the next; and as the questions multiplied, the cremation was
hurried up. It was performed a day ahead of time, on Sunday morning. Later that day,
a family spokesman announced the cremation to reporters, but he at first refused to
identify the crematorium that was used and gave no explanation for the rush involved.

There had been no change in the plans for the memorial service, which was still
scheduled for the next day.
My friends, the strange circumstances surrounding the death of Nelson Rockefeller
are not just a morbid puzzle--they have to do with the fate of the United States and of
Western civilization! He was one of the most powerful men on earth and, by his own
choice, a public figure. Like the mass deaths in Guyana two months ago, Nelson
Rockefeller's death will affect your life and mine. Just as happened with Guyana, a
smoke screen of maneuvers, changing stories, and confusion are being used to hide the
truth about his death; but just as with Guyana, I believe you have a right to know the
truth.
At first the mass media chanted in unison that Rockefeller died of a heart attack while
working at his desk on the 56th floor of Rockefeller Center. The time of death was
said to be 10:15 P.M., Friday evening January 26, 1979. By the next day, however, a
conflicting story emerged. It was said that he had died not at Rockefeller Center but
at a town house located at 13 West 54th Street. According to the New York Times for
Sunday January 28, "Neighbors and passersby reported that when the ambulance
arrived a woman in an evening dress emerged from 13 West 54th Street and
accompanied the attendants as they carried Mr Rockefeller to the vehicle". By
Saturday afternoon the official story changed to the town house address. The
Washington Post said on Sunday January 28, "Rockefeller collapsed in his first-floor
office in a town house at 13 West 54th Street at about 10:15 P.M Friday, and apparently
died instantly, family spokesman Hugh Morrow reported. It was initially reported by
Morrow that Rockefeller had suffered his heart attack in his 56th floor office at 30
Rockefeller Plaza". The Post then quotes Morrow as saying, "Actually the death
occurred in Mr. Rockefeller's private office. The error was entirely mine".
But now there were new questions. People wondered: Who was the mystery woman
in the evening dress? Family spokesman Morrow said he did not know of any woman
being present at the time of Rockefeller's death, according to the Sunday New York
Times; instead, he said that the emergency number 911 had been called "by an
unidentified woman neighbor". Reportedly the only call for an ambulance was made
by means of the 911 emergency number, and even more serious questions boiled up in
this connection. For one thing, this number is for use by the general public in police
and fire emergencies; and as New Yorkers know, it is rarely answered promptly--and
yet there has been no report of so much as a call for a private ambulance. And still
spokesman Morrow said by Saturday afternoon that a body guard and a chauffeur had
been with Rockefeller at the time of death.
Even worse was the question of the delay before the call was placed. Rockefeller
spokesmen kept saying that Rockefeller had died at 10:15 P.M., even after they
changed their story about where he died, but Police records showed that the 911 call

was not placed until over an hour later, at 11:16 P.M. During the missing hour,
Rockefeller aides worked feverishly, making arrangements to prevent any autopsy
from taking place. By the next day, Sunday January 28, Rockefeller spokesman
Morrow delivered his third version of the story to the press. According to the New
York Times for the following day, he said, "that the death actually had occurred at
about 11:15 P.M., and that the two people present when Mr. Rockefeller was stricken
at the town house were Andrew Hoffman, a security aide, and Megan Ruth Marshack,
a 31-year old staff assistant on Mr. Rockefeller's recent art projects. Miss Marshack,
who resides a few doors away at 25 W. 54th Street, placed the call to police within a
minute after Mr. Rockefeller was stricken, Mr. Morrow said yesterday.
On Saturday Mr. Morrow had said he did not know of any woman being present."
Even the age of 31 given for Miss Marshack by Morrow later turned out to be wrong;
but with this newly revised story another Rockefeller spokesman said Sunday,
according to the New York Times the next day that "There was no discrepancy in the
hour, it was simply a case of people under pressure making a mistake". And also
according to the New York Times, Spokesman Morrow also told reporters that Miss
Marshack arrived at the town house for work around 9:00 P.M. Friday evening
"wearing a long black evening gown".
But most important of all is the question of the cause of death; and by the time
spokesman Morrow gave his third version of events to reporters on Sunday January
28, the rush, rush cremation of Nelson Rockefeller had already taken place. The
chance that an autopsy might allow the truth to leak out had been eliminated. Here,
too, confusion reigned supreme in the public announcements. For example, the New
York Daily News for Sunday January 28 reported that it had learned from a member of
the family, "that Rockefeller had been complaining of chest pains for the last week or
so, but no one, it was reported, thought the pains were significant and little attention
was paid to them." Yet elsewhere in the flood of Rockefeller items in the same
newspaper there are the words of Dr. Kenneth Ryland, Rockefeller's personal
physician for forty years. He is quoted as saying, "I examined him last Wednesday, and
he was in excellent shape. I was shocked, completely shocked".
As in the case of the strange death of Nelson's brother John D. III last July in an alleged
automobile accident, we may never know the full details about Nelson Rockefeller's
death. Even now the young female aide who was with John D. III at the time of his
sudden death, is still in seclusion. She is in a hospital in Westchester County, New
York, under heavy guard; and now Rockefeller spokesmen are trying to hide the truth
about Nelson's death. As a result, their statements reported in the press media are a
study in confusion.
But, my friends, there was no confusion about what was to take place late that Friday
evening, January 26, 1979. As is always done in intelligence circles, the psychological

profile of Nelson Rockefeller had been studied. It would show that it was often his
custom after dinner with his family on Fridays to leave to go to his private five-story
town house at 13 West 54th Street for whatever purpose. It would also show that on
these occasions his regular large contingent of armed guards would be off duty. On
that Friday evening he made his usual trip to the town house.
There he became preoccupied with doing what he had gone there to do. The moment
came when his guard was completely down, and at that precise moment a shot was
fired. The bullet tore into Rockefeller's head with professional accuracy. After the
shooting, his 25-year old female aide apparently collapsed in a semi-state of shock. At
last report she is said by Rockefeller spokesmen to be in seclusion and unavailable for
comment.
As I say these words, the Rockefeller cover-up efforts are continuing, but new
questions and glaring inconsistencies keep arising. For example, Rockefeller
spokesman Hugh Morrow said for nearly two days that he did not know of any
woman being present when Rockefeller died; but just yesterday the New York Times
said that, "The Associated Press yesterday reported that at 4:00 A.M. Saturday, less
than five hours after Mr. Rockefeller died, one of its reporters, recalling that Miss
Marshack had worked as a radio AP news reporter in Washington before being hired
by Mr. Rockefeller, had called her seeking a radio report on his death. She declined to
make the radio tape, the Associated Press said, but told the reporter that Mr. Morrow
was with her in her apartment and might speak to him later". When asked about this
by the Associated Press, Morrow reportedly replied that "Whatever Megan said at
4:00 A.M., I'm not going to comment on it. I've been through this thing over and over
again, and I'm tired of it".
The two remaining brothers, Laurance and David, believe they cannot afford to let the
truth be generally known about Nelson's death. It would raise too many questions at
this critical time. The greatest protection for their power has always been the false
halo of philanthropy. That tranquil image would be shaken to its foundations by
public knowledge that Nelson Rockefeller was murdered. And so because of the ugly
head wound, his body was cremated with dispatch and his death attributed publicly
to a heart attack.
The once mighty four-man unit comprised by the four Rockefeller brothers is now
very badly crippled. David and Laurance will need desperately to have someone join
their inner family circle as a replacement for Nelson Rockefeller; and as it happens, the
man most likely to don Nelson's cloak of power is already conveniently at hand. In
fact, he was with Rockefeller only hours before his death. He is the man most
responsible for America's disastrous intelligence gap, as I discussed at the Pentagon
over two years ago with the late General George S. Brown. Several years ago a former
CIA officer described this man to me as "a little Hitler waiting in the wings"; and now

after 25 years as Nelson Rockefeller's political protege, he now has a chance to become
a member of the inner family circle of the Rockefeller family--and if he does, which is
likely, he will be the man who will have gained the most from the murder of Nelson
Rockefeller. His name: HENRY KISSINGER.

Topic #2
Here in the United States the death of Nelson Rockefeller stole some of the headlines
from another major event, which is drawing to a close. On Friday afternoon, January
26, just a few hours before Rockefeller was killed, the man who parades as Pope John
Paul II arrived in Mexico. Today, after five tumultuous days there, he is returning to
Rome.
It was five months ago in Audio Letter N° 37 that I first alerted my listeners to the
drastic changes that were afoot in the Roman Catholic Church. Pope John Paul I had
been elected just the previous day; but as I explained then, Bolshevik influences
within the Vatican were preparing to throw the Church into their fight against
Russia, which has wrestled free of Bolshevik control, and Pope John Paul I, soon
known as the smiling pope, vanished from the scene barely a month later. In Audio
Letter N° 39 I explained how he had run afoul of the Bolshevik game plan, and what
had happened to him as a result. And last month I revealed that his successor, the real
Pope John Paul II, has also been eliminated. In his place there is now an actor, a man
who is neither Polish nor Christian, who is doing the bidding of his Bolshevik masters.
He bears a close resemblance to the man he replaced, but there are visual clues to look
for. Close-up photographs of this actor should be compared carefully with those
taken in October 1978 immediately after Cardinal Wojtyla was named Pope. As
identification experts know, a person's ears are almost like fingerprints in their
uniqueness, and you will discover that the ears along with other detailed features are
not the same now as they were at first.
Since making public the tragic destruction from within that is taking place in the
Catholic Church, I have received heartbreaking letters from Catholic priests
everywhere. They have confided in me about their torment because of the Bolshevik
control, which is spreading like cancer throughout the Catholic Church. From my
own past experience, I share their deep sadness. To report the machinations of
Bolshevism in the Church is painful for me; but, my friends, the central and dominant
issue facing men of good will today is that of the Satanic forces rampant on Planet
Earth. In this vein, some Catholic priests have revealed their fear to me that to remain
in their priestly positions would jeopardize their faith itself.

Last month I pointed out how important publicity is for the actor pope in the antiRussian game plan of the Bolsheviks. Describing this game plan, I said: "These days the
actor pope is the most visible pope in history, made so by the controlled major media";
and early this month, on January 6, the New York Times echoed this very theme in an
article titled "JOHN PAUL'S WINNING WAYS". The second sentence read: "He has
become the most highly visible pope in modern history, sallying forth from the
remoteness of the Vatican every few days and charming the crowds, from school
children to old people and from nuns to soccer players." Ironically the same article
adds later on that: "He plays to different crowds with the skills of the former actor
that he is".
My friends, the actor pope is being used as a Pied Piper. Strictly as a tactic, he is
singing a tune of progressive conservatism that is music to the ears to untold millions
of Catholics, yet his two major themes, "Religious Freedom" and "Human Rights", are
actually centered on Man, not God. With this clever counterfeit of the real message of
Jesus Christ, deadly politics is being disguised as religion; and the Catholic world,
entranced by the tune of the actor pope, is already being led down the path toward
the Bolshevik slaughterhouse of WAR against Russia.
It was 14 months ago, in Audio Letter N° 28, that I was first able to reveal the
revolutionary change that has taken place in the Kremlin. The atheistic Bolsheviks,
who all but destroyed Christian Russia 60 years ago, have been overthrown after a
struggle of six decades. In their place are the self-styled "Spiritual Communists", an
old and extremely tough Christian sect of native Russians; and as I revealed in Audio
Letter N° 36, these new rulers of the Kremlin are actually in a process of discarding
Communism in everything but name. Instead, their basic political viewpoint today is
that of a strong Russian nationalism, as I discussed in Audio Letter N° 28; so, in a
descriptive sense, they would be more accurately called Spiritual Nationalists.
The overthrown atheistic Bolsheviks are in a frenzy to cut down Christian Russia
again before the last vestiges of Bolshevik influence can be expelled. They know that
their time is short if Russia's holy war to wipe out Bolshevism is successful. The
Bolsheviks know that the heart of Russia is spiritual, and so they are trying to rip out
the heart of Russia by means of a spiritual attack. Already the actor pope is working
feverishly on overtures to the Eastern Orthodox Churches hoping to reunite them
with the Roman Church after 15 centuries of separation; and the real target in all of
this is the Russian Orthodox Church. Before the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, the
Russian Orthodox Church was infiltrated by the Bolsheviks. Today Bolshevik
influence is fast being weeded out in Russia; but if the plans of the Bolsheviks in the
Vatican succeed, it will be restored as a weapon against Russia. All of this is tied to
the secret American first-strike strategy, which I exposed in detail in Audio Letter N°

37; and the just-ended visit to Mexico by the actor pope is part of an elaborate strategy
to throw eastern Europe into bloody revolution against Russia.
On January 24, just hours before the actor pope left for Santo Domingo and Mexico,
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko had a two-hour audience with him. Vatican
officials said they could not recall such a long, intensive audience between a pope and
a statesman. No statement was issued about what was discussed, but I can reveal that
the actor pope pretended to show his concern for Catholics in Russia. Gromyko,
however, argued in effect that the Pope not rock the boat in eastern Europe, saying
that the moves under way by the Church will destroy Christianity, not help it. Then
the actor pope left for Latin America. At his elbow throughout the trip was Giovanni
Cardinal Benelli, a close friend of Henry Kissinger. As I revealed last month, Benelli is
the key Bolshevik agent in the Vatican, and he went along to write the script for the
actor pope to follow.
The papal trip to Mexico was a tremendous publicity stunt and a prelude to the
confrontation with Russia. The heavy news coverage surrounding the trip served to
build a much broader public awareness of the actor pope's image as an antiCommunist. At the same time the visit to Mexico was a preview of the Pope's
scheduled trip to Poland next May; and, as such, it was well calculated to send
nervous shivers up the spines of government officials in Warsaw and Moscow. In
Mexico, as in Poland, the government does not officially condone the Catholic
Church; instead, for historical reasons, the Mexican Constitution imposes stringent
limitations on church activity and power. Yet in Mexico, just as in Poland, the
population is about 90% Catholic; and so when the Pope decided to go to Mexico, the
Mexican government had no practical choice but to allow him to come. Furthermore,
Mexican law forbids churchmen to preach in public or even to wear a clerical garb in
public; but these restrictions were clearly unenforceable for the Pope. To limit his
visibility that way would have invited riots and mayhem, and the government knew it.
For Mexico, the only practical thing to do was to wink at the law and give the Pope
free rein during his visit; but for Poland, the situation is not so simple. The public
intention of the actor pope is to visit Poland for the 900th anniversary of the
martyrdom of Saint Stanislaus. To most Americans, having little idea who Saint
Stanislaus was, this probably sounds remote, irrelevant, and therefore somewhat
tame; but to the Poles, the symbolism and emotional tensions involved are enormous.
The actor pope is the look-alike of the late Karol Cardinal Wojtyla of Poland. Before
becoming Pope last October, Wojtyla was the Archbishop of Krakow. Nine hundred
years ago, Saint Stanislaus was also the Archbishop of Krakow. Wojtyla was widely
known among Polish Catholics as a man who stood up to the government even back
in the brutal days of Stalinism; and 900 years ago Saint Stanislaus repeatedly spoke
out in defiance of the king. He even excommunicated the king for cruelty to his

subjects. Nine hundred years ago this May Saint Stanislaus was sought out by the
king and killed for his defiance; and this May, the actor pope is scheduled to appear in
Krakow to climax observances on the date of the anniversary of the martyrdom.
Since this past September, the Vatican has been engaging in tactics designed to
steadily build up tensions in Poland; and since Christmas Day the rise in tensions have
been focused around Saint Stanislaus Day, because in messages to Polish churches just
before Christmas, the actor pope urged that the Saint Stanislaus observances begin
Christmas Day and continue until May. The Warsaw government is trying to figure
out how to keep the lid on in the face of the feverish tensions that will apparently
exist by May; but the final key to the Bolshevik plan is a stratagem, which even the
actor pope himself does not suspect. If all goes according to plan, he will arrive in
Krakow after first filling the streets with crowds that will dwarf those seen in
Mexico. There in Krakow during the observances of the martyrdom of Saint
Stanislaus, the actor pope himself is to be assassinated! The Bolshevik conspirators
will arrange to make it appear that the Russian dominated Warsaw regime is at fault,
and agitators will whip up the crowds. It will provide the classic triggering incident
for revolt, and the Pope's revolution will be on. It will erupt in Krakow, and spread
like wildfire throughout Poland; and if the Bolshevik plans are a complete success, the
Pope's revolution will spill over into Hungary, 67% Catholic, and to other Catholic
strongholds of eastern Europe.
The Bolsheviks believe that by lighting the fires of revolution at Russia's front door,
they will be able to continue to keep the Kremlin off balance; and if Russia has her
hands full trying to put down the Pope's revolution, they reason, Russia will be in no
position to go to war. Like America's shotgun diplomatic marriage to Red China, they
expect the coming revolution to buy more time for their panic rearmament for
NUCLEAR WAR ONE. But, my friends, the Bolsheviks are wrong, dead wrong. If
they do succeed in their plans to stain eastern Europe with a sea of Catholic blood, it
would not stave off Russia. Instead, it will be the last straw for the Kremlin. As
Russia's rulers see things getting out of hand, they will realize that their advantage
over the West, all things considered, has stopped increasing at that point. Seeing that
further delay is no longer on their side, they will wait no longer. The remaining moves
on their pre-war chess board will simply be abandoned. Contrary to Bolshevik
expectations, the Russians will not try to put down the Pope's revolution before going
to war. Instead, they will shift quickly to a full war footing. Their first priority will be
TO DESTROY THE UNITED STATES and other pockets of Bolshevism world-wide,
using their space triad with devastating effect. Only after the war will they try to pick
up the pieces in eastern Europe.

Topic #3
One year ago last month loud air blasts at sea began shaking homes and frightening
thousands along America's east coast. For a while government spokesmen tried to just
ignore them; but the booms, now known as AIR QUAKES, would not go away. Next
they were ridiculed in the controlled major media, but that tactic quickly changed too
because too many people were hearing them to accept it all as a big joke. Finally, after
these air quakes had been going on for several months, the government tried to
explain it all away by blaming the whole thing on freak weather conditions. Alleged
experts were trotted out to impress the public with the mumbo jumbo about
unusually cold air layers.
Waving their arms about these weird weather conditions, some tried to say that the
booms were due to military aircraft, perhaps a hundred miles out to sea. Others
managed to keep a straight face as they told us that the booms were caused by the
Concorde supersonic transport. Somehow, they said, the shock waves from the plane
were striking America's east coast more than an hour ahead of the plane itself, and
with incredible force. Explanations like these were ridiculous on their face; yet many
Americans, eager to be pacified, accepted these insults to their intelligence at face
value. Most of the vast number of air quakes taking place nation-wide were kept out
of the press, and people calmed down. Even many of my listeners tried not to believe
the truth about the air quakes, which I made public shortly after they began in Audio
Letter N° 29 for December 1977. They were caused by newly operational Russian
Cosmospheres firing their Particle Beam-weapons in a defocused mode into the air
over the Atlantic Ocean.
When I recorded Audio Letter N° 29 there were seven Cosmospheres hovering over
the United States, but in the months that followed the numbers of Cosmospheres
grew into the hundreds world-wide. Now that the media lid is on the air quakes, a
government-sponsored study of them by the Miter Corporation has been quietly
released. The report, released early last month, lists 594 air quakes between December
1977 and the following June. By June, of course, those alleged 'freak cold air layers' of
last winter had to be long gone. The study does its best to blame the booms on
aircraft noises anyway, but 181 air quakes were impossible to link, even artificially, to
any acceptable excuse, so the report lamely concludes that they must be of some
natural origin--it wouldn't do, after all, to admit the real cause.
The Cosmospheres, my friends, are Russia's version of the HOVERING WEAPONS
PLATFORMS about which the late General Thomas Power tried in vain to give a
warning 14 years ago. General Power, former head of Air Force Research and
Development and then of the Strategic Air Command, knew what he was talking
about. In Audio Letter N° 32 last March I reviewed in detail the efforts of General
Power to warn the American people; but as with many others who have tried to alert

us over the years, his efforts were suppressed and ignored. As the numbers of
Cosmospheres have multiplied world-wide during the past year, UFO sightings have
likewise been mushrooming. As in the past, some UFO sightings today are just that-Unidentified Flying Objects; but nowadays it would be more appropriate in many
cases to call the sighted objects IFOs--that is, Identified Flying Objects, because they
are not unknown space visitors but identifiable as Russian Cosmospheres. In some
cases though, combined sightings are taking place which involve both Cosmospheres
and true UFOs.
In the past, UFOs have always been attracted by aircraft, rockets, and spacecraft,
especially when these are new or experimental. The Cosmospheres are no exception
to this rule. Wherever Cosmospheres are congregated nowadays over military targets,
UFOs occasionally show up and dart around among the Cosmospheres. The best
known case of this type so far happened recently in New Zealand. Late last month on
the evening of December 30, an Australian television news crew made headlines
world-wide by filming what they called UFOs from an airplane over New Zealand.
The film, some seven minutes long, was purchased by the BBC and by the CBS TV
network. On January 2 CBS showed less than 50 seconds of the film which showed a
glowing spherical object, and most of the objects sighted that evening by the camera
crew and other observers were described as spheres of light. However, as the film clip
was shown, a sound track was played. The Australian newsman described a different
object. He said it looked like "a flying saucer". Walter Cronkite did not say whether or
not the sound track had been recorded simultaneously with the film clip that was
being shown. In any case, the spherical object in the film was a Russian Cosmosphere,
but the attempts to discredit the film are an echo of the ridiculous government stories
about the air quakes last year. On the evening of January 25, just six days ago, Walter
Cronkite of CBS News reminded viewers of the New Zealand UFOs; then he went on:
"Well, the New Zealand Air Force reported today that freak atmospheric conditions,
not visitors from outer space, were responsible. Investigators said one definite cause
was an unusually bright Venus rising in the eastern sky".
My friends, the recent flurries of so-called UFO sightings over Australia and New
Zealand are actually due to Cosmospheres--and with good reason. Lately we are
hearing a great deal about plans for America's so-called MX mobile missile; but, in fact
American mobile missiles are already being scattered like popcorn world-wide. Our
Bolshevik rulers are hoping to outflank Russia with sheer numbers of missile sites if
nothing else. The missiles involved are based on our standard Minuteman.
As a solid fuel rocket, it is well suited for mobile basing--in fact, this was designed
into some versions of the Minuteman in the first place; and now New Zealand is host
to two American mobile missile bases. One is not far from Hamilton on the North
Island, the other is near Alexandra on the South Island. They are concealed in

mountainous areas. Likewise, a very large missile complex is in the Northern Territory
of Australia--it straddles the Robinson River and spreads out over an 18 by 22-mile
area. In that area there is no one to watch what goes on but alligators and aborigines.
The Russians are keeping close tabs on all American missile bases, new and old, by
means of their Cosmospheres. As I have explained in the past, their Particle Beamweapons can blast our missiles at the moment of launch; but our Bolshevik rulers
believe they have devised a way to disable the Cosmospheres just long enough to get
the missiles safely launched against Russia. Scientific intelligence analysts in the
United States understand that the Cosmospheres hover by floating in the earth's
electrostatic field. They also presume that the Russians use the same techniques we
would in order to aim their Particle Beam-weapons--that is, a combination of infrared
detection and radar. They reason that if the Cosmospheres can be disturbed from their
hovering positions and if their sensing systems can be blinded, their Particle Beamweapons will do no good. Even if they fire they will be aimed wild and will miss our
rockets as they are launched.
The solution they have devised is called a Cobalt Ionization Bomb. Unlike a normal
cobalt bomb, such a device is not designed to create a tremendous blast; its primary
purpose instead is to create tremendous quantities of totally ionized cobalt--that is,
the cobalt atoms are stripped of all their electrons, leaving bare nuclei. The plan is to
detonate these at various locations in the upper fringes of the atmosphere, as high as
possible, but below the hovering altitude of the Cosmospheres. The result will be an
enormous storm of electrons, spreading horizontally in the earth's magnetic field to
pass underneath the Cosmospheres. This, they believe, will briefly disrupt the
electrostatic field around each Cosmosphere and also the infrared and radar systems
used to watch the missiles below; and while the Cosmospheres are briefly
incapacitated in this way, our rulers plan to launch our ICBMs right past them.
Meanwhile, ground-based high-power lasers will be used in an effort to shoot down
the Cosmospheres.
But, my friends, our masters are falling victim to the very intelligence gap which they
themselves brought about years ago, because the Russians well understand the
importance of surprise, including technological surprise. And so while they have
allowed their space triad to become known in intelligence circles because of its
deployment, they still have a master secret weapon in reserve for the war itself. This
weapon is a system to protect the Achilles' heel of their beam-weapons--the ability to
aim them accurately. It is called "Psychoenergetic Range Finding", or PRF. PRF does
not rely on conventional radiations like infrared or radar--instead, it's based upon
detection of the actual atomic signature of the target, and normal jamming techniques
have no effect on PRF. So when the American cobalt ionization bombs explode, the
Cosmospheres will be able to aim right through the electron storms to blast our

missiles. And so, my friends, day by day the atheistic Bolsheviks are leading the AngloSaxon West into the caldron of thermonuclear war! Already we can sense the
impending doom in our nostrils, yet still we refuse to do anything to stop it. If we
allow Western civilization to be dissolved, will the survivors dare to say, "May God
forgive us?"
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter in Washington. Today is Feb. 28, 1979, and this is my
Audio Letter(R) N° 43.
All across the United States millions of Americans are growing weary of a long, harsh
winter. Over large areas of the country winter storms this year have been abnormal and
unpredictable. Time and again America's industrial heartland in the Midwest has been
paralyzed by unusually heavy snowstorms. Powerful rainstorms have battered
California, which supplies a major share of America's food supply. The major
population corridors of the Northeast have endured storm after storm, taxing energy
supplies and human patience. In the Southwest and elsewhere storms have caused
losses of electrical power on an unprecedented scale, and even here in Washington,
D.C., the biggest snowstorm in over 50 years has just taken place. For days, the nation's
capital was brought to a standstill by two feet of snow, and we are still digging out.
And strange weather patterns have struck also in Europe this winter.
Four weeks ago on January 31, NATO ground forces gathered in Germany for their first
winter maneuvers in six years. When they began, conditions appeared ideal, the ground
was frozen solid to the depth of five inches, making a nice firm footing for NATO tanks
and other vehicles. There was also a convenient amount of snow on the ground, a little
less than a foot. This was enough to make the war games seem realistic without actually
making things difficult. The NATO teams were divided up into mock invaders, called
the "Orange Force"; and defenders, called the "Blue Force." At one minute after midnight
January 31 the Orange Force began its make-believe invasion. It was right on schedule
without the element of surprise that would exist in a real invasion. Even so, the
attacking Orange Force soon outflanked the Blue defenders, and for the next two days
the Orange Force, representing the Warsaw Pact, rode southward across the West
German landscape. Meanwhile the so-called Blue Force, representing NATO defenders,
were getting set to counterattack.
On the morning of February 2, the third day of the make-believe war, the Blue Force
was almost ready to go; but then, the unexpected happened. Suddenly the weather

changed, strong warm winds blew up out of nowhere, and soon these were joined by
rain. Within hours the ideal maneuvering conditions vanished--the snow melted,
swelling streams and causing local flooding; and the frost melted, causing the whole
area to turn into a mud bog. Tanks churned and groaned as they sank into the mire.
Meanwhile NATO's alleged new wonder weapon against enemy tanks, the A-10 Closesupport Aircraft, turned out to be absolutely useless.
They were grounded by dense fog. Flooding caused a rush evacuation of a Field
Hospital, and for three days NATO troops, tanks, and artillery sat stalled in a so-called
"Administrative Hold." Finally, NATO Commander General Alexander Haig flew over
the scene by helicopter and then called off the whole thing. And so the NATO exercise,
which had been named "CERTAIN SENTINEL" ended on a very uncertain note.
Meanwhile, 200 miles away in Czechoslovakia, Warsaw Pact maneuvers were under
way too; and when the weather changed, they went on as if nothing had happened. It's
almost as if the weather itself had turned against the United States and the NATO
alliance. And, my friend, it has!
Over a year ago in Audio Letter N° 29, I revealed that Russia had begun the operational
deployment of Hovering Weapons Platforms. These remarkable machines, which the
Russians call Cosmospheres, are armed with Charged Particle Beam-weapons. When I
recorded Audio Letter N° 29, seven Cosmospheres were on station over the continental
United States, and they were causing the famous 'air blasts' now called AIR QUAKES.
These were the by-product of weather modification experiments using their Beamweapons in a defocused mode.
Fourteen years ago the late General Thomas Power, former Commander of the United
States Strategic Air Command, gave a public warning in advance about these hovering
military craft. In Audio Letter N° 32 I reviewed General Power's efforts to warn America
before it was too late, but he was ignored and Russia developed these machines, while
America did not. And today they are on station over our missile bases, major dams, and
cities, ready to pulverize targets on command. They are also manipulating the weather
over the United States, and a squadron of Cosmospheres used the weather to turn
NATO's so-called CERTAIN SENTINEL" maneuvers into a farce. The purpose was a
bloodless object lesson to the Western European members of NATO. The Kremlin is
trying by every possible means to persuade Western Europe to stay out of the coming
thermonuclear war between Russia and America, while most Americans still are
blissfully unaware of the reason for much of this winter's unusual weather. All they
know is that they are tired of winter and looking forward to the first signs of spring.
And yet, my friends, if the "new Bolsheviks" who now control the American government
have their way, the season of real trial and hardship is only beginning, NOT ending.
Their intrigues are accelerating toward a climax, and as winter melts away the world is
heating up with the danger of WAR.

Six months ago in Audio Letter N° 37, I revealed in detail the top secret plans of
America's rulers to initiate nuclear war with Russia. For the first time in American
history it is now the master strategy of the United States to strike first in a major war,
and in this same Audio Letter I outlined the steps which were being planned to lead up
to full scale war with Russia. The strategy of the "new Bolsheviks" to launch an
American nuclear first strike against Russia is already far advanced, and moving fast.
Many elements of the top-secret plan which I revealed last August have already become
highly visible.
First, the Camp David summit of last September 1978 set the plan in motion. The plan I
had revealed was followed to the letter, and the so-called surprise "Peace" accords were
signed with big smiles by Carter, Begin, and Sadat on nation-wide television. Likewise,
the Bolshevik plan to throw the Roman Catholic Church into their own fight against
Russia has been moving along right on track. Pope John Paul I, elected only the day
before I recorded Audio Letter N° 37, quickly left the scene, and today the anti-Russian
policies of the Vatican are becoming more visible by the day. More recently the crucial
importance of Iran and China in the first-strike plan has caused them both to dominate
the news. As planned six months ago, Iran has been made a source of concern to the
American public; and China, whose western province of Sinkiang is essential to the
American first-strike strategy, forced the United States into full diplomatic recognition
over two months ago. Now we are moving rapidly toward the stage of 'oil shortages'
and 'gas rationing' as the crisis atmosphere intensifies prior to war. And exactly
according to plan, Saudi Arabia is being painted more and more as a threat to peace by
politicians and the controlled major media.
My friends, springtime is always a time of unrest and possible war. It is the easiest time
of the year to trigger violence; and as spring approaches, preparations are under way
jointly by the United States and Israeli governments to trigger an incident that will
cause war to erupt in the Middle East. The nuclear destruction of Saudi Arabia's oil
fields is intended to follow soon afterward. In Eastern Europe too, the coming of spring
is accompanied by great danger this year. Last month I revealed the Bolshevik plan for
the "Pope's Revolution" to erupt in Krakow, Poland, this May. The key to the plan is to
be the visit to Poland in May by the 'actor Pope', the man who calls himself Pope John
Paul II; and just six days ago it was revealed that the Pope now plans to be in Poland
May 13 through the 15th. For the reasons I revealed last month, my friends, it will be the
beginning of the end for the West if the "Pope's Revolution" does take place. That
means the next two months or so could well determine the future course of human
history. If that history is written according to the Satanic Bolshevik plan, it will be
written in our blood, and it will be a story of thermonuclear catastrophe, unparalleled
destruction, tragedy, suffering, torment--all on a scale that is beyond human
comprehension.

And yet, my friends, I must remind you once again of something I pointed out in my
very first talking tape recorded over four years ago in October 1974. That was Audio
Book N° 1 titled: "HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF FROM THE COMING
DEPRESSION AND THIRD WORLD WAR." The information I make public from my
own intelligence concerns the plans of men. These human plans are not unchangeable.
The men who make these plans like to play God, but they are not gods. Their plans do
change, their timetables do slip, they do make mistakes, and the unexpected does
happen.
During the past several weeks, my friends, the unexpected HAS happened, dramatic
events are taking place hidden from the public, which will inevitably have profound
effects on the course of events both here and world-wide.
My three topics for this month are:
Topic #1--THE MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE OF DR. HENRY KISSINGER
Topic #2--THE PLUNDERING OF THE ROCKEFELLER FAMILY EMPIRE
Topic #3--OUR LAST CHANCE TO SAVE WESTERN CIVILIZATION.

Topic #1
Last month on the evening of January 26 the life of Nelson Rockefeller suddenly came to
an end. Five days later when I recorded Audio Letter N° 42, I was able to report that he
had been murdered by a single expert shot to the head. Immediately Rockefeller aides
and spokesmen were put to work in a feverish effort to cover up what had happened.
For the reasons I mentioned last month, Nelson's surviving brothers, David and
Laurance, felt that it would be too dangerous to have the public know he had been
murdered. It would have raised too many questions, and so Rockefeller spokesmen
spouted one set of lies after another for public consumption. Meanwhile, Nelson
Rockefeller's body was cremated quickly to make sure that the multiplying public
questions about his death did not lead to an autopsy. By the time I recorded Audio
Letter No. 42 on January 31, key Rockefeller family spokesman, Hugh Morrow, had run
through three versions of the circumstances surrounding Rockefeller's death and each
new version demolished what he had already said. About a week later, the third version
began falling apart. News reports quoting unnamed sources within the Rockefeller
family said that the person who had called the New York emergency number 911 for an
ambulance was not Megan Marshack. Miss Marshack, Rockefeller's young aide, had
been with him in his townhouse at the time of death; but the 911 call, it was now said,
had been made by Miss Ponchitta Pierce. Miss Pierce, a New York television
personality, was said to be a friend and neighbor of Marshack.

On Saturday night February 10, Ponchitta Pierce put an end to several days of questions
and rumors by releasing a statement through her attorney; but her statement triggered
new questions as it ruined all previous statements by Rockefeller spokesmen about
Rockefeller's death. In her statement, Ponchitta Pierce said that Megan Marshack had
called her between 10:50 and 11:00 P.M. on that evening of January 26. That ruined the
official story of Rockefeller spokesmen to the effect that Rockefeller had suffered his
"heart attack" at 11:15 P.M., and it revived the early questions to the effect: Why all the
delays between Rockefeller's alleged heart attack and a call for help? The Pierce
statement added to the mystery in another way too. She said that she got to
Rockefeller's townhouse about 11:15 P.M., called the 911 emergency number to request
an ambulance, and then left quickly to go back to her own apartment. The natural
question is: Why would anyone flee from the scene of a heart attack? Especially since
contrary to some reports Ponchitta Pierce had known Nelson Rockefeller for more than
10 years! Why didn't she stay to help?...unless he was obviously beyond help.
On the same day that Ponchitta Pierce released her statement to the press, the New
York Post quoted Steven Rockefeller, Nelson Rockefeller's second eldest son, as calling
for clarification of the whole situation; and two days later his son, Steven, Jr., Nelson
Rockefeller's 18-year old grandson, reportedly said, "We just want the truth. The issue
is simply whether he could be alive now. Had he been a more practical man, thorough in
his bodyguard protection, maybe this would not have happened". These words of
Nelson Rockefeller's grandson Steven, Jr. were dangerously close to the mark. Last
month I explained how Nelson Rockefeller had been caught in a weak moment with
"his guard down" and with his normal large contingent of bodyguards off duty. Two
days later, February 14, his father Steven made a complete turnabout: he joined with his
brother Rodman and sisters, Ann and Mary, in a joint statement aimed at cutting off the
controversy. The statement said in part: "Since we are convinced that nothing could be
done to save Father, and that all the people who tried to help acted responsibly, we feel
that it is wrong for us to take part in a continued debate over the details. Consequently,
we do not intend to make any further public comment".
But the circumstances surrounding the death of Nelson Rockefeller have an important
bearing on the future of the United States, not just the future of the Rockefeller family;
so the questions about those circumstances will not go away just by wishing it so. As a
footnote to what I made public last month, I can now reveal the reason for the long
delay between Rockefeller's shooting and the 11:16 P.M. call for an ambulance.
Rockefeller did not die at 11:15 P.M., nor even at 10:15 P.M., as stated in the earliest news
reports. The death actually took place between 9:30 and 10:00 P.M. After Megan
Marshack recovered from her semi-state of shock following the shooting, she placed a
call which still has not been made public. As a result of this call, a doctor quickly
arrived who was prepared to handle the situation. The single gunshot wound in
Rockefeller's forehead stopped bleeding in less than an hour. The doctor then filled the

bullet hole with Calamine Lotion, which hardened. After cleaning off all the blood, the
doctor's job was done. It would now be possible to remove the body by ambulance
without the true cause of death being apparent at a glance to casual bystanders.
The doctor's make-shift work on the scene did fool bystanders, but if you will look on
page 39 of LOOK magazine for March 5, 1979, you will discover that the job was not
quite perfect. The photo at the bottom of the page is of Nelson Rockefeller's body as it
was being carried out of his townhouse on a stretcher. The picture is grainy and shows
little detail; even so, look closely. One to two inches above the bridge of the nose and
slightly toward the left eyebrow you will see a roughly circular dark area. That, my
friends, is the hastily disguised bullet hole. The Calamine Lotion did not completely
hide the discoloration and was not smoothed to perfection.
Last month I alerted my listeners to the fact that the man who stood to gain the most
from Nelson Rockefeller's death was his protege of 25 years, HENRY KISSINGER; and
Kissinger wasted no time in pushing ahead with his bid to fill Nelson Rockefeller's
shoes in the inner family circle of the Rockefeller empire. His campaign was already
well under way on Friday February 2, 1979.
On that day a memorial service for Nelson Rockefeller at the Riverside Church in New
York was attended by well over 2000 people from 71 nations. Eulogies were delivered by
a daughter, Ann Rockefeller-Roberts; by a son, Rodman C. Rockefeller; and by brother
David Rockefeller, and by Henry Kissinger. It was Kissinger whose eulogy received all
the attention from the controlled major media--and no wonder. The huge audience was
hushed as Henry Kissinger made his way to the pulpit. Then, seemingly with tears in
his eyes, Kissinger began to speak of Nelson Rockefeller. As his choking voice echoed
through the great sanctuary of the Riverside Church, Kissinger referred to Rockefeller
as: friend, inspiration, teacher, and "my older brother". Kissinger's eulogy was a
masterpiece and brought tears to the eyes of many. The final passage was about sitting
with Nelson Rockefeller "on the veranda overlooking his beloved Hudson River in the
setting sun." And as the last words of the eulogy, Kissinger claimed that Rockefeller
would occasionally say: "Never forget that the most profound force in the world is
Love".
With those final words echoing through the church, the man who had plotted the death
of Nelson Rockefeller turned and slowly left the pulpit. What Kissinger did not suspect
was that he had just said his final words in public. The following evening, Saturday,
February 3rd, Kissinger was reportedly in Seattle with the stated intention of seeing
China's Deng Hsiao-ping. In fact, the Washington Post two days later reported that
Kissinger saw Deng in Seattle on Sunday morning, February 4; but the Post was wrong
about that. At about the same time that the Washington Post said Kissinger was in
Seattle, he was actually at Dulles Airport outside Washington, D.C. Just past noon at
12:30 P.M. Washington Time, February 4, Kissinger took off for London on the British

Airways Concorde. Less than 11 hours later, Kissinger arrived at Chaumont in the Loire
Valley, France, where it was the morning of February 5th. From there Kissinger flew
nearly 200 miles west to Blois, France, in time to breakfast there. By late that evening of
February 5, Henry Kissinger and his wife Nancy were in London. At approximately
11:00 P.M. London Time, they took off for the United States in a private jet; and as they
did so, they were subject to continuous surveillance. A network of 26 Russian
Cosmospheres were on station at that time above the air lanes between America's east
coast and Europe. At 7:12 P.M. Eastern Standard Time, February 5, all contact with the
jet carrying Henry and Nancy Kissinger was abruptly lost. The jet did not arrive at its
destination, and Henry and Nancy Kissinger are nowhere to be found. Kissinger aides
claim that he is "on vacation", meanwhile articles keep being printed about Kissinger
which keep his name before the public, but he himself has dropped out of sight.
On February 15, I stated publicly that Kissinger was missing on the Ray Briem Talk
Show over Radio Station KABC, Los Angeles; and on February 17, I appeared on the Bob
Snyder Talk Show over Radio Station WINQ, Tampa, Fla. On that program I not only
reported that Kissinger was missing but stated that he had been so since February 5. I
also gave Kissinger's itinerary immediately preceding his disappearance--that is,
Washington to London, to France, to London again--and then missing. Now there is
already an attempt to head off public awareness that Kissinger is missing. His aides are
now giving out a cover story, which has already found its way into print. In the New
York Daily News for February 26, just two days ago, the "People" section contained an
item titled: "K Soothes Sorrow in Europe". It began: "Where is Henry Kissinger hiding?"
Saying that an unnamed Washington commentator suggested he was missing, the
article says: "Well, forget it all. The fact is Henry and his wife Nancy left town shortly
after the death of his close friend, Nelson Rockefeller, for a vacation from the news
hounds. Henry left New York February 4, went to England, then France, back to
London, and is now in Mexico". As I mentioned before, Kissinger left Washington on
February 4, not New York; and his plane did not land in Mexico or anywhere else after
leaving London on February 5. But the New York Daily News article says Kissinger is
expected back next month; and just for good measure, a Kissinger aide is quoted as
saying: "He is alive and well, and may show up anywhere in the world because he is
welcome anywhere".
My friends, I can only say that it will be a miracle if the real Henry Kissinger is ever seen
again; and speaking as a lawyer, I can tell you that only the real Henry Kissinger could
bring legal action against me for what I have told you concerning his criminal activities
against the life of Nelson Rockefeller. Henry Kissinger has vanished from the scene just
as he was on the threshold of the ultimate grab for power that was his dream. But
Kissinger conspired with others to bring about far more than the mere death of Nelson
Rockefeller; and the startling events he helped to set in motion have continued despite
his own mysterious disappearance.

Topic #2
On February 7, two days after the disappearance of the Kissinger jet over the North
Atlantic, Megan Marshack emerged out of hiding. She was seen briefly in New York and
was photographed wearing a raccoon coat. That was the last time she was seen in
public. That night she and David Rockefeller boarded one of David Rockefeller's private
jets and took off for London. Arriving in London the morning of February 8, local time,
they headed for separate destinations. She went to a location in the western end of
London, while he had business in the Seven Oaks section of South London. Early the
following morning David Rockefeller received an urgent message to go to Megan's
location in the west end of London. There had been some trouble.
Arriving there he saw for himself. Megan Ruth Marshack, the only known witness to
the actual murder of Nelson Rockefeller, was dead. She had died as Rockefeller had,
with a single bullet in the forehead. Megan Marshack was far less well known in
England than she had become here in America, but the psychological profile of David
Rockefeller would show that his reaction in this new crisis would be much the same as
it had been when his brother had been murdered. David Rockefeller would insist upon
overseeing arrangements to make sure that the public did not learn that Megan
Marshack had been shot to death. And so, he stayed on the scene just long enough to
become a target himself. Within a few hours the body of Megan Marshack was on its
way to a morgue in northeast London without identification of any kind.
But then, David Rockefeller died in the same way--a single bullet to the head. Early that
afternoon, February 9, David Rockefeller's body was placed aboard the private jet that
had brought him and Megan Marshack to London the previous day. The jet took off for
the United States. Just as the Kissinger jet had done four days earlier, it was running a
gauntlet of surveillance by Russian Cosmospheres; and apparently the Russians did not
know that David Rockefeller was already dead as his jet streaked westward across the
North Atlantic. At a point within 100 miles of the last known location of the Kissinger
jet, all contact was abruptly lost with the jet carrying David Rockefeller's body; and the
jet never arrived at its destination.
On Sunday morning, February 11, Ponchitta Pierce was seen on her television program
by viewers of New York's Channel 4, WNBC; but the program was on tape as usual.
Ponchitta Pierce herself was nowhere to be found. The previous evening she had
released her statement to the press about her actions on the evening of Nelson
Rockefeller's death, and had raised all sorts of new questions in the process--and since
that time Ponchitta Pierce has been missing. Meanwhile, her television program is going
on each week just as usual. She is said to have already taped programs until some time
in May. When questioned, her office has been saying lately that she is "on vacation." The
same thing is now being said of Megan Marshack at her office--"on vacation". On the

evening of February 13, the body of Hugh Morrow, the long-time Rockefeller family
spokesman, was discovered.
Following the death of Nelson Rockefeller, it was Morrow who was given the heaviest
responsibility for carrying out the cover-up campaign. Now the death of Morrow
himself is the subject of cover-up efforts. Morrow died of a bullet between the eyes on
February 13 and that is the real reason why we are hearing no new pronouncements
from him these days, but his office claims that he is "on vacation." Early Saturday
morning February 17, the third generation of the Rockefeller dynasty came to an end.
Laurance Rockefeller died in the same manner as Pope John Paul I did last October--of a
bullet to the nape of the neck, and the next morning both Laurance Rockefeller and
Hugh Morrow were cremated.
In my appearance of February 15 on the Ray Briem radio show in Los Angeles I
mentioned all of these missing persons, except for Laurance Rockefeller who was still
alive then. Two days later on the Bob Snyder show in Tampa, Florida, I listed them all
and stated how long each had been missing. And according to the New York Post for
February 15, 1979, it was claimed that Rockefeller security aides, Andy Hoffman and
William Keogh as well as chauffeur Lonnie Wilcher, cannot be found.
My friends, according to high intelligence, what has just taken place is nothing less
than a bloody coup d’état involving the real rulers of America; and those responsible are
none other than those former allies of the Rockefellers--the "new Bolsheviks".
Now, the plundering of the Rockefeller family fortune is beginning without the
Rockefeller fourth generation suspecting a thing. After all, as I have always made clear
in the past, the fourth generation Rockefellers were not party to the machinations of
the four brothers. As a result they are not aware of the true implications of the recent
upheavals that have wiped out the third-generation brothers, and they are being duped
into public silence about these chilling events in the mistaken belief that silence is in
their own best interest. The fact is that their silence is playing into the hands of those
who want to loot the Rockefellers of their wealth, and it is also serving the interest of
those who are working feverishly to throw the United States into the fires of
DICTATORSHIP and WAR--the "new Bolsheviks".
During the recent past the four Rockefeller brothers made one final great mistake that
has now cost them their lives. That mistake was brought on by panic over a year and a
half ago. In a stunning upset on September 27, 1977, the United States was defeated by
Russia in the most decisive battle of the 20th Century. It was the still secret BATTLE
OF THE HARVEST MOON in space--history's first true Space Battle. In a single blow
the Russians had undone the Machiavellian Rockefeller two-prong strategy for world
domination, and now it was Russia that was suddenly calling the shots. The Rockefeller
brothers knew they were in deep, deep trouble. In a state of near panic, the four

Rockefeller brothers began casting about for a way to stave off Russia, and that is when
they made their final fatal mistake.
Certain of their advisers reminded them that the Rockefeller-Soviet alliance was not
really with Russia itself but with the BOLSHEVIKS in Russia. The new Russian regime
had already begun weeding out and expelling the old Bolsheviks from Russia. The
advisers argued that since they were the real allies of the Rockefellers and since they
knew Russia, the old Bolsheviks should be welcomed to America and placed rapidly in
positions of power. In their panicky need to do something fast, the Rockefeller brothers
accepted this line of reasoning, but in doing so they were forgetting the true nature of
their alliance with the Bolsheviks.
When I recorded Audio Letter No. 7 in December 1975, over three years ago, the longstanding secret Rockefeller-Soviet alliance was still functioning. In that Audio Letter I
explained the nature of the alliance--it was an alliance between CORPORATE
SOCIALISTS on one hand (the Rockefellers) and the STATE SOCIALISTS on the other
(the rulers of the Soviet Union). As I explained in Audio Letter N° 7, Corporate
Socialism and State Socialism are two sides of the same coin--both are systems for
amassing great wealth and power into the hands of only a few people, so an alliance
between the rulers of two separate countries having these two systems is natural. But
what the Rockefellers forgot--their fatal mistake--is that Corporate Socialism and State
Socialism cannot co-exist in the same society. Corporate Socialism has as its goal giant
monopolies that are completely exempt from governmental regulation; State Socialism
seeks the exact opposite--that is, total governmental control and regulation of
everything and everyone. To bring them together under the same roof is to guarantee a
head-on collision between the two; and that, my friends, is what is beginning to happen
now.
It was in Audio Letter N° 29 for December 1977 that I was first able to reveal that a new
Bolshevik Revolution was getting under way here in the United States, with the aid of
the Rockefeller brothers! By the time I recorded Audio Letter No. 38 last September, the
handwriting was already on the wall for the four Rockefeller brothers. Already the
oldest of the brothers, John D. III, had suddenly vanished from the scene; and in Audio
Letter No. 38 I pointed out that: "Increasingly, it is not the Rockefeller brothers who are
using the Bolsheviks, but the other way around. Soon the remaining three Rockefeller
brothers will fade from the scene, but that will not undo the cancer of Bolshevism with
which they have infected the West." (End of quotation from Audio Letter N° 38).
The kingpin among the "new Bolsheviks" in America was to be HENRY KISSINGER.
He was Nelson Rockefeller's protege for 25 years, but he played both sides of every
street! With his easy access to the plans, the personnel, the resources of the Rockefeller
empire, Kissinger was the most important single person among the "new Bolshevik"

faction in America. Kissinger truly believed that he could replace Nelson Rockefeller
and someday become PRESIDENT OF THE WORLD.
My friends, the known witness to Nelson Rockefeller's death, Megan Marshack, as well
as others close to that case, have vanished from the scene. The entire pattern of events,
except for Kissinger's disappearance, is typical of Bolshevik purges, which always
include measures to cover their tracks. The "new Bolsheviks" are now in control of
America through their grip on the United States government, but it still remains for
them to spread and consolidate their power base. And to this end, they will perpetuate
the fiction as long as possible that David Rockefeller, Laurance Rockefeller, and Henry
and Nancy Kissinger are still alive. In this way, actions can be taken in the name of
these other people that would not be possible if they were known to be dead. Surviving
members of the Rockefeller family have been led to believe that their own security, even
their physical security, depends upon their maintaining silence about the events of
recent days; but the truth is that their silence is being used against them.
Unlike the late four brothers, the fourth generation Rockefellers do not wield great
influence over the far-flung Rockefeller cartel of banks, multinational corporations,
Foundations, etc. They are largely at the mercy of managers of all these assets. By their
silence they are leaving many of these managers with the power to plunder the
collapsing Rockefeller empire of its riches. To preserve their power governmentally and
otherwise, it is crucial right now that the Bolsheviks suppress any news of the
disappearances I have told you about. Therefore, "doubles" or look-alikes may begin to
appear on the scene for these people. What is amazing, especially in the case of
Kissinger, is that they have been able to stifle public questions for so long in his
absence. But the Bolsheviks know that "doubles" fool only the public. An intimate friend
of David Rockefeller, for example, would not be deceived for long in a face-to-face
meeting; and so "doubles" would be used only as a last resort.
My friends, with the four Rockefeller brothers out of the picture, and with Henry
Kissinger gone, a new ad hoc gang of four has emerged who are now in control of the
United States government. These four are:
--ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI, Jimmy Carter's National Security Adviser. In 1973
Brzezinski did the leg work for David Rockefeller in organizing the Tri-Lateral
Commission. Like the late Henry Kissinger, he is foreign born.
--W. MICHAEL BLUMENTHAL, Secretary of the Treasury, Tri-Lateral Commission
member, and foreign born. As a former head of Bendix Corporation, Blumenthal has
important ties to the Rockefeller corporate aristocracy. This is particularly true in the
area of arms and defense, which is the real topic of his present trip to Red China.
--HAROLD BROWN, Secretary of Defense, Tri-Lateral Commission member; and

--JAMES SCHLESINGER, Secretary of Energy. Schlesinger is not an official member of
the Tri-Lateral Commission but he is of like mind with the others. His approach is:
Control from the top, and heavy governmental regulation of everything. Schlesinger
formerly headed the Atomic Energy Commission, the CIA, and the Department of
Defense.
One common thread that runs through the background of all these men is their
preoccupation with matters of warfare, weaponry, and international maneuvering. In
every possible way they are all trying to hurry along the Bolshevik strategy for a
NUCLEAR FIRST STRIKE AGAINST RUSSIA. My friends, all of them are very
dangerous men; but the new gang of four cannot truly replace the four Rockefeller
brothers. For the first time ever these men no longer have anyone to give them
instructions and pave their way. They are trying to carry out the very detailed plans
which have already been set in motion, but they are doing it without the same power
base which the four Rockefeller brothers had at their disposal; and so the question is:
CAN THEY BE STOPPED?

Topic #3
Over 100 years ago the United States of America began falling under the spell of
Rockefeller power. Slowly at first, but then faster and faster John D. Rockefeller, Sr.
moved to the head of the line of America's robber barons. As the 19th Century was on
the wane, the Rockefellers were forming alliances with other powerful groups, not only
here in America but overseas. Through their influence on America's leaders, they began
turning the United States away from the virtues extolled by George Washington and
toward the vicious ways of Machiavelli.
More than 80 years ago the Spanish-American War broke out as a shadow of things to
come. The war was brought about by the United States, not Spain, yet most Americans
were lured into supporting America's acts of shame. America began to trade national
honor for prestige as a world power. In this way the stage was being set for the 20th
Century. It was to be the century of OIL POLITICS, of war after war--each worse than
the one before--and ever expanding Rockefeller power. In all of this the United States of
America was to be no more than a springboard in the Rockefeller plan to finally control
the whole world. And so, as Rockefeller power became ever more complete in America,
our country's behavior became increasingly foreign to our own traditions and values. As
a nation, we began to court our enemies while punishing our friends. The Land of
Opportunity gradually was twisted into the Land of Regulations, and the original
American concept that all men are equal in the sight of the law was gradually warped
into the idea that all human beings have to be the same in all respects. Our value as

individuals began fading from our own minds so that we might be molded more
perfectly into a society of perfect slaves.
Down through the years millions of Americans have been alert enough to feel at least
vaguely that something was wrong, but the real source and reason for all these
disturbing trends was always kept hidden and so there was no one to challenge or
hinder the master program of Rockefeller conquest. In recent years America's drift
toward nuclear war has also been more and more apparent; but here, too, Americans sat
paralyzed as the Rockefeller planners dragged us closer and closer to the fire. For
decades now, most Americans have fallen into one of two groups. By far the larger group
has consisted of that great "Silent Majority", so called. They have been silent about
Rockefeller power and intrigue because they did not know about it. The other main
group, much smaller, has consisted of those who did know about Rockefeller power
and felt it was too great to be challenged. Down through the years only scattered
individuals have both known the truth and dared to actively oppose what was
happening to America; and those few, my friends, have always been easy to isolate and
neutralize in various ways. But now, for the first time in a century, the situation has
changed.
Almost overnight the centralized control of the world-wide power of the Rockefeller
Empire has been shattered. The four Rockefeller brothers of the third generation are no
more, and there is no one who can really fill their shoes. But the new gang of four-BRZEZINSKI, BROWN, BLUMENTHAL, and SCHLESINGER--are eager to set
themselves up as our undisputed RULERS. Left to themselves they will lead America
into thermonuclear national suicide. But their dreams of replacing the four Rockefeller
brothers are insane. What will they do, my friends, when it becomes known in the
corridors of power world-wide that David Rockefeller is no more? Who will hold the
intimate, private dinner gatherings with the Powerful here and abroad by which David
Rockefeller kept everyone on the same track? Who will take his place, giving word from
'on high' on big policy shifts? Who will keep the TRI-LATERAL COMMISSION, the
COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS (CFR), the COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAS
humming along in unison as he did? Who will coordinate the actions of the top 200
industrial corporations and banks of the world as he did? Who will guide the policies of
the Business Council or of the Business Round-Table as David Rockefeller did? Who
will take his place in assigning tasks to his former private detective agency--the CIA?
Who will decide the global issues that he did? And force unified action to implement
those decisions--Brzezinski? Blumenthal? Brown? Schlesinger?
It is in the nature of people to form their own opinions about things if they are not
forced to accept and implement certain policies. And so think of the free-for-all that
will soon start developing behind the scenes on all sides! Within the industrial
community, for example, honest differences of opinion will start cropping up as to how

to handle new situations as they arise. Without David Rockefeller to act as arbitrator,
these differences will not just go away. Industrial leaders will begin to break up into
factions built around different policies, but no faction will be able to impose its will on
all the others as David Rockefeller did. And so, inevitably, that phenomenon which John
D. Rockefeller, Sr. denounced as a "sin" will begin to rear its battered head. It's called
COMPETITION. If we can avoid a suicidal disaster in NUCLEAR WAR I, the same
thing will also begin happening in all other areas of life--in banking, in business, in
politics, even in religion. A new freedom of independent thought may yet be reborn--IF
war can be prevented between Russia and the United States.
Soon the inevitable internal conflict here in the United States will be getting under
way. On one side there are the Corporate Socialists of the now headless Rockefeller
cartel; on the other side there are the Bolshevik State Socialists who are now in control
of the United States government. Right now the Rockefeller Corporate Socialist Empire
is still more powerful than the United States government. If they wake up in time, they
could put a stop to the Bolshevik plan which is now directed AT THEM; and if the
people also awaken, then the inevitable re-birth of competitive enterprise could lead
gradually to a new era of freedom and prosperity in the West. By breaking their silence
about recent events, the fourth generation Rockefellers could help bring about this turn
of events.
As the conflict builds up between the Corporate Socialists and the Bolsheviks, Jimmy
Carter will be caught in the middle. Already he is racked by leukemia and by cancer in
his head, in his intestines, and now in his lungs and bladder. If he does not die first,
watch for him to flee from the presidency under these pressures. When that happens,
my friends, you will be faced with a choice which you cannot avoid. Carter's hasty
departure from the presidency will be the first public sign that the rout of the
Bolsheviks is beginning here in America. At that point you must decide to do one of two
things--to act, or not to act! If you decide to act to help save America from the Bolshevik
nightmare, you will be choosing FREEDOM, LIFE, and the SURVIVAL OF
CHRISTIANITY. But if you decide to step back and do nothing, you will be casting
your vote for BOLSHEVIK CONTROL over America; and if you do that, you will be
choosing SLAVERY, DEATH, and the SATANIC HELL of Bolshevism.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter Audio Letter(R), Box 16428, Ft. Worth, Texas 76133.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter in Washington. Today is March 29, 1979, and this is
my Audio Letter N° 44.
It has now been 15 months since I first revealed in Audio Letter No. 29 that a new
Bolshevik revolution was getting under way here in the United States. Last month I
revealed that a Bolshevik coup d'etat had just taken place, bloody and vicious, yet out
of the public limelight. All four of the third generation Rockefeller brothers are now
dead, as are others who were close to them. Now, America is being dragged along
toward revolution, dictatorship, and war by the ad hoc gang of four--BRZEZINSKI,
BLUMENTHAL, BROWN, and SCHLESINGER. It was Schlesinger who said in the
fall of 1975: "Some years from now someone will raise the question, 'Why weren't we
warned?' and I wanted to be able to say, 'Indeed you were'." Now Schlesinger himself
is working fast to help bring on the very disasters he warned us about. Can you
imagine?
Seven months ago in Audio Letter N° 37 I spelled out the secret new strategy for an
American nuclear first strike against Russia; and as I say these words, more and more
parts of that plan are falling rapidly into place. At the same time, the Bolsheviks are
trying to schedule coming events to bring on full-scale revolution here as their first
priority; then, with a stunned America in their iron grip, they intend to move us
quickly into NUCLEAR WAR with RUSSIA. Already the plan I revealed last August
for the Camp David summit to lead to an Egyptian-Israeli 'Peace Treaty' has been
accomplished. At the same time, Bolshevik control within the Vatican has brought
about the drastic shift of the Roman Catholic Church to a strongly anti-Russian
stance. Two popes--John Paul I and the real John Paul II--were murdered last fall by
the Bolsheviks in the process, as I detailed in Audio Letters N°. 39 and 41. The crucial
importance of Red China and Iran in the plan I revealed last August has also caused
both of them to undergo dramatic developments during the past six months.
My friends, we are now at the crossroads. It is do or die for the Satanic Bolsheviks
who will never turn back from their suicidal plans. It is also do or die for the survivors
of the four Rockefeller brothers--the rest of the Rockefeller family--who are in mortal

danger from the Bolsheviks. And, my friends, it is DO or DIE for us, for Christianity in
the West, and for Western civilization itself! Many people today are now saying,
"What can I do?" After you have heard this recording, you have my suggestion as to
what you can do; and I urge you to act quickly, because there is no time to be wasted!
My three topics this month are:
Topic #1--THE HOAX RE-APPEARANCE OF DR. HENRY KISSINGER;
Topic #2--THE IMPENDING COLLAPSE OF THE CHASE-MANHATTAN
BANK; and
Topic #3--THE EGYPTIAN-ISRAELI TREATY FOR NUCLEAR WAR.

Topic #1
Two months ago on the evening of January 26, the life of Nelson Rockefeller ended
abruptly. As I revealed five days later in my Audio Letter N° 42, he was murdered-shot once in the head. Last month I reported that Rockefeller's murder had been only
the beginning of a pattern of events. The pattern is that of the Bolshevik purge--that
is, a bloody, yet secret, coup d'etat. In the space of only a few weeks, the secret
rulership of the United States changed hands. The coup began on January 26 when, as
the Bolsheviks put it, Nelson Rockefeller was liquidated; and by February 17, the coup
d'etat had been achieved because by that date both David and Laurance Rockefeller
had also been executed. Meanwhile, the purge had also eliminated several persons
who knew too much about Nelson Rockefeller's murder. These included: Megan
Marshack, Ponchitta Pierce, and Rockefeller family spokesman Hugh Morrow. But
there was one disappearance last month that was not according to the Bolshevik
game-plan.
As I reported in Audio Letter N° 43, Dr. Henry Kissinger was to be the key man in the
new Bolshevik power-group. Kissinger had conspired with others for Nelson
Rockefeller's murder and was positioning himself to pick up the reins of Rockefeller
power; but on February 5 the private jet carrying Henry and Nancy Kissinger with
their five body guards from London to the United States disappeared over the North
Atlantic. I can now reveal that the Kissinger jet suffered a mid-air explosion. The
crippled airplane crashed into the sea at the navigational coordinates 54 degrees, 40
minutes, 57 seconds North; 26 degrees, 40 minutes, zero seconds West. No one
escaped from the plane, the remnants of which sank in approximately 8,000 feet of
water. The exact fate of the Kissinger jet was not immediately known last month but
it did soon become obvious that Kissinger was gone for good. As a result, the

Bolsheviks here in America were thrown into turmoil. The plans Kissinger had helped
set in motion to dispose of the Rockefellers were carried forward.
Meanwhile, the ad hoc gang of four emerged as the guiding force of the secret new
Bolshevik revolution here in America. These four men have only a small fraction of the
power formerly wielded by the four Rockefeller brothers--but they are very dangerous
men indeed! These men are: National Security chief ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI,
Treasury Secretary W. MICHAEL BLUMENTHAL, Defense Secretary HAROLD
BROWN, and Energy Secretary JAMES SCHLESINGER. Together they are working
feverishly toward a complete take-over of America's industry, banking, agriculture,
EVERYTHING; and beyond that their goal is NUCLEAR WAR with Russia--an act of
national suicide for the rest of us!
As of now, the Bolshevik coup d'etat--that is, the change in ruling circles--has already
been accomplished. What still lies ahead is the full-fledged open revolution to
transform American society as a whole into a Bolshevik HELL. Using the excuse of a
deliberate war-crisis in the Middle East and resulting oil shortages, the Bolsheviks
plan to start closing down American freedoms in a declared 'National Emergency.'
From there the Bolshevik grip around our necks will steadily tighten, gradually
choking and strangling us into total submission. As the last gasp of free air is squeezed
from our lungs, the blackness of BOLSHEVIK DICTATORSHIP will gather itself
around us. Then, those who have been content to 'Wait and See' will realize too late
that IT CAN HAPPEN HERE.
In Audio Letter N° 14 I described some of the valuable lessons the four Rockefeller
brothers had learned from their clandestine support of Adolf Hitler. One of these
lessons was that a revolution is best carried out with, and not against, the full power
of a nation's government; and that lesson is not lost on the Bolsheviks here in
America--the former allies of the Rockefeller brothers. Using the excuse of crisis
conditions, they will use their governmental authority for revolutionary purposes:
Businesses large and small will be nationalized as the Bolsheviks take over America's
means of production;
The banks will be closed, cutting off access of millions of people to their life savings;
Both corporate and private farms, ranches, orchards, and vineyards will be taken away
from their owners nation-wide and collectivized;
Engineers of all types will be put to work wherever the government puts them in allout preparation for war--and the prelude to this is already visible in the job market of
today;

People without special skills will be herded like cattle from one location to another for
agricultural or other tasks; and
Millions who are troublesome for various reasons will be sent to Concentration
Camps--of which 13 already exist in America in various states of condition.
These things, my friends, are what the Bolsheviks--including the new ad hoc gang of
four--have in mind for us very soon. All they have to do is to hold on to their present
power until the coming Middle East crisis unties their hands. Until then they cannot
unleash the DICTATORIAL EMERGENCY POWERS they want--and so they are
vulnerable. While they are waiting for their hour to come, they know they must not
let the American public realize anything about the Bolshevik coup d'etat that has
taken place.
Last month I revealed intelligence that the disappearances of Henry and Nancy
Kissinger, David and Laurance Rockefeller, and others were all connected to the
Bolshevik coup d'etat, so the Bolsheviks dare not let you know that any of these
people have dropped out of sight. That is why I said last month: "Doubles or lookalikes may begin to appear on the scene for these people. What is amazing, especially
in the case of Kissinger, is that they have been able to stifle public questions for so
long in his absence".
During the past month or so the Bolsheviks have been orchestrating a careful
campaign using the major media to deceive the American public and, sure enough,
doubles are being used as part of this deception campaign. Falsified stories are being
planted in the news media, both with and without the knowledge of those who
publish the stories. One day it may be just a sentence or two in a Society column
alleging that Henry Kissinger showed up at a social gathering, without saying where
or when. A day or two later a different newspaper may print a story alleging that
Megan Marshack is looking for a new job here in Washington. The picture that
accompanies the story is one of the same old file photos we have been seeing for two
months. Several times, however, a "double" has been used. Then, an item appears about
Ponchitta Pierce with a supposedly new photo, but you are not told that the person in
the photo is only a "lookalike". The real Ponchitta Pierce is dead, of a bullet in the
head. And then, of course, once in a while there has to be a low-key item in the news
about David Rockefeller. In his case, a very good "double" has been on the job since
late February, and he appears occasionally in photos. One example of this took place
on February 27 when the David Rockefeller "double" spoke before the Staten Island
Chamber of Commerce. He had never spoken there before and so his audience never
suspected that this man was not David Rockefeller. The next day the New York Times
ran a brief news item about the talk, complete with a small photograph of the David
Rockefeller "double" at the lectern.

But of all the disappearances I revealed last month, by far the most dangerous to the
Bolsheviks is that of Dr. Henry Kissinger. For many years Kissinger was highly visible
to the American public. Any time a major new development takes place in
international relations, Americans expect to see Kissinger giving his comments on
television. His name is a household word and his distinctive face and guttural voice
are recognized instantly by millions. These factors would have made Kissinger a great
asset to his fellow Bolsheviks if he had lived, but now these very same factors are
presenting the Bolsheviks with a difficult problem.
Of all the missing persons, it is Kissinger whose prolonged absence from public view
would be noticed first by Americans; and yet, he is also very difficult to imitate
successfully enough to pass the test of prolonged television interviews with close-up
shots. And so up to now the use of the "double" is only a secondary factor in the
Bolshevik cover-up of Kissinger's disappearance.
In recent weeks, a well-tanned "double" for Kissinger was dispatched to Acapulco,
Mexico, to lend credence to the cover-story that he was vacationing there. He has also
shown up elsewhere mingling with people who do not know him well, and even
speaking to such groups of people. This is the man who was seen momentarily on
television three days ago in connection with the signing of the Egyptian-Israeli treaty
in Washington. As the television cameras gave us a brief, instant look at this man
hugging Egypt's President Sadat, we were told, "That's Henry Kissinger." In ways like
this, the Kissinger "double" is playing an important role now. But the big problem
facing the Bolsheviks is the television interview problem, and so far they have not
been able to produce a "double" who is capable of completely solving that problem. So
instead they have recently concocted a different kind of hoax using the little known
technical tools of television itself. In a moment I will describe in detail how a
television hoax has just been perpetrated by the Bolsheviks. The purpose of this hoax
is to trick you into believing that Henry Kissinger, after disappearing for over a month,
has miraculously reappeared. They will stop at nothing to make you believe this, my
friends, because in order to believe that Kissinger is alive you must disbelieve what I
told you last month about his permanent disappearance on February 5. That means
you will also disbelieve what I told you about the other secret deaths and
disappearances last month; and that means, in turn, that you will refuse to believe that
a Bolshevik coup d'etat has taken place here in America. And so, my friends, you are
faced with a clear choice upon which YOUR FREEDOM and YOUR LIFE depend.
One choice is to keep your mind open to what I have told you--that Kissinger is dead-and decide whether the fast-growing crisis atmosphere makes sense in that light. Your
only other choice is to believe what the Bolsheviks want you to believe--that is, that
Kissinger is alive because "I saw him on television". Your decision about what you
believe in this situation is so important that I cannot stress it enough; so before I

describe the Kissinger television hoax itself, I believe it is essential that I give you
some background for what is going on now.
There is nothing new about "doubles", hoaxes, and trickery by those who control the
mass media. Many people think that a "double" is an exotic, rare occurrence, but
actually "doubles" are relatively easy to find for those who specialize in that field. For
example, in Hollywood, California, there is an agency called "Celebrity Look-Alikes,
Inc." run by Ron Smith. The agency provides look-alikes for all kinds of public figures
for entertainment purposes. They have over 400 look-alikes, including one for
Kissinger; and not one, but two look-alikes for Jimmy Carter. One Carter look-alike is
named Ed Beheler from Waco, Texas; the other named Walter Hannon is from Los
Angeles. Both look so much like Carter that most people can't tell the difference. Not
long ago Bob Hope illustrated this fact when he wrote to Ed Beheler: "Dear Ed-Thanks for bringing the Jimmy Carter look and your talent to NBC for the 'All Star
Comedy Tribute to Vaudeville' special. May I say your presence was somewhat
unnerving. After your appearance on the set, three of the pages left immediately to pay
their back taxes".
But "doubles" and other hoaxes are not always so entertaining. Since medieval times
"doubles" have been used as an instrument of intrigue. History is replete with the
exploits of impostors who have taken the place of the rich and the powerful, and often
they have been remarkably successful. If all of this is new to you, I urge you to do your
own library research. For example, one of the latest books on the whole area of hoaxes
was published in 1977 by Reader's Digest--it's called "The Pleasures of Deception" by
Norman Moss. Chapter 4 of the book deals with a topic that is specially relevant here-that is, hoaxes perpetrated by means of the mass media. It begins: "With the creation
of the mass media, a whole new area of deception was opened up. This provided the
means of fooling the whole public at the same time in the same way. Anything told
through the mass media carries credibility; it is more solid than rumor, more
respectable than gossip, more believable than hearsay". A few lines further on the
author points out that people tend to just swallow what they read, saying "The
newspapers say so and so". He might have added, "I saw it on television". The
psychological key to all this is explained in the words: "This authority stems partly
from the fact that the media, and particularly the news media, deal with public issues
that are beyond the experience of most of its audience". In other words, if we don't
know any better, we just believe what we are told. Still you may say, "Surely the great
major media of the United States are not used for really serious distortions. It just
couldn't happen here". Well, my friends, it began happening here over 80 years ago.
I've pointed out on several past occasions that America began selling her soul at the
time of the build-up to the Spanish-American War. Spain was dragged into war by
the United States, and American public opinion eagerly welcomed the war. The

Hearst newspaper chain deliberately whipped up American passions to the point
where the cries of "Remember the Maine" led America into a national crime against
Spain. Later on, the gross distortions and outright lies by the Hearst media came out
publicly; but by then the damage was done, and the American public did not cry out
in anger over the trickery nor insist that we make amends to Spain. Instead, we were
too puffed up over being suddenly a world power. With that, we began to blind
ourselves to the dangers of media lies. It has gotten worse and worse, and we have
become more and more blind. The major media have fallen ever more completely under
centralized control, and have become increasingly powerful and ruthless. In June 1972,
a national scandal called "Watergate" began, and from start to finish it was
orchestrated by the controlled major media. The media script to destroy first VicePresident Spiro Agnew and then President Richard Nixon was incredibly detailed.
For example, beginning early in 1973 I was able to reveal on radio Talk Shows all over
America that the face of Spiro Agnew was scheduled to appear on the covers of Time
and Newsweek for the week of August 13, 1973. That was to be the signal for Agnew to
be cut down fast by scandal. Everything went off exactly as planned. Agnew did
appear on the covers of Time and Newsweek right on schedule, and less than three
months later he left office under the cloud of scandal. I revealed more about the
Watergate scandal in the past, and there is no time to review all of that again now.
The point is this: the controlled major media of the United States have proved
themselves to be powerful enough to bring on a war, or to end a presidency; and now
they are under the control of the International Bolsheviks--the most diabolical, crafty,
and ruthless people ever to stalk the earth. Regardless of the other details, their
schemes always have one key ingredient in common--that is to instill trust in their
intended victims until the moment of vicious attack. And that, my friends, is what
they are trying to do to you now by means of their television hoax about Henry
Kissinger's seeming reappearance.
The Kissinger television hoax began early this month, March 1979. My Audio Letter
N° 43 had been recorded on February 28 and began reaching subscribers the first few
days of this month. Within days the Bolsheviks began their counterattack in an effort
to discredit what I had revealed about Kissinger's disappearance. As a preliminary
step, an interview of Kissinger was shown on the NBC "Today Show" of March 9.
Jimmy Carter was then in the midst of his trip to Egypt and Israel, and the topic of the
NBC interview with Kissinger was the Middle East; and yet, Kissinger made no
reference to the Carter trip then under way. Instead he spoke in generalities that were
months out of date. Many viewers all over the United States recognized the interview
segment as having been shown before by NBC, and many stations received
complaining telephone calls about it; but the "Today Show" episode was only a
stopgap measure. The master hoax took place just four days ago on the NBC television
interview program "Meet the Press".

My friends, the history of "Meet the Press" is like the story of America's entire network
of major media news sources in miniature. "Meet the Press" was started as a radio
show here in Washington in the late 40's by my friend of 30 years, Martha Roundtree.
As a highly intelligent woman and a real patriot, Martha Roundtree ran "Meet the
Press" in such a way that it truly informed Americans with all sides of an issue. But in
the late 50's she was pressured into selling "Meet the Press", which quickly lost its
former award-winning quality. Meanwhile, she found herself systematically
blackballed from introducing any fresh news programs anywhere in the broadcast
media. Just as happened to me a decade later, Martha Roundtree was discriminated
against and locked out; and just as I am doing now, she has for some time been
informing Americans as best she can by other means. For those who would like to
know more, you may write to her at:
Leadership Foundation, Box 1720, Washington, D.C., zip 20013.
Her current project is called "Proposition One - The Great Awakening", and it is a
program to restore the moral and spiritual values to our nation. You can receive a free
brochure about it if you will enclose a stamped self-addressed business envelope with
your letter.
Returning to "Meet the Press", control recently passed to NBC itself. Unlike individual
radio and TV stations, the networks are completely unregulated by the FCC. Now
"Meet the Press" has joined other network programming as a vehicle of propaganda,
answerable to no one. This past Sunday, March 25, NBC fed a "Meet the Press"
program to affiliated stations nation-wide featuring Henry Kissinger as the guest; and,
my friends, that was the real Henry Kissinger answering questions; but in exactly the
same way, the real Clark Gable was also seen on television recently in "Gone with the
Wind." Both men looked alive on television, but in actuality both men are dead. But,
my friends, the "Meet the Press" program of last Sunday was much more than a mere
re-run of an old tape--it was carefully doctored so that Kissinger appeared to be
answering new and up-to-date questions. When you hear how it was done, I believe
you will understand why there were so many strange things about that program, and
you will also see that NBC went to a great deal of trouble to produce an artificial and
falsified edition of "Meet the Press" last Sunday. It had only one purpose and that was
to deceive you.
Under his million-dollar a year contract with NBC, Kissinger was periodically taping
interviews to be kept on hand for instant use whenever they might prove useful. All of
Kissinger's answers that you saw and heard last Sunday were taped over two months
ago on Saturday, January 20, 1979; but that session was not shown the next day on
"Meet the Press". Instead, the guest that day was Leonard Woodcock, newly
designated Ambassador to Red China. The footage you saw last Sunday of the
panelists on "Meet the Press" was taped early that same morning, March 25. Each of

the four panelists asked questions which were designed to fit Kissinger's answers of
two months ago. In addition, several scenes were shot using a look-alike to be used at
commercial breaks and at the end. In these brief scenes the panel were seen on the left
of your screen facing the alleged Kissinger on the right; and as you may have noticed,
the Kissinger stand-in sat as still as a zombie in those scenes without saying a word.
Finally, computerized video tape editing techniques were used to splice together the
new questions, Kissinger's old answers, and the 'break' scenes. The net result was
"Meet the Press" for March 25, 1979--a TV hoax by NBC.
The March 25 "Meet the Press" hoax preceded by only one day the signing of the socalled Egyptian-Israeli Peace Treaty here in Washington. The treaty is the end
product of a process begun by Kissinger's own famous shuttle diplomacy, so the treaty
should have been a prominent topic among the questions; and yet, the fact is that not
one single question was asked about the treaty. No one asked Kissinger the obvious
question: "What do you think of the treaty?" Instead, the illusion of an up-to-date
program was conveyed by means of clever wording of questions by the two NBC
representatives--Bill Monroe and Richard Valeriani. In each case a passing reference
to the treaty was made in the course of asking about something else, such as the
perennial West Bank problem; and during the entire program, Kissinger himself used
the word "treaty" only in two brief sentences. These were edited into the beginning of
the program for maximum psychological effect, but they said only what Kissinger
began saying over six months ago that we will be better off with a treaty than without
one. The two NBC representatives dominated the program asking 12 out of the total of
21 questions, and except for the deceptive references to a "treaty", the entire program
was strangely out of date. For example, one question about the Middle East had to do
with the prospects after Begin leaves office. With Begin here in Washington in
triumph for the treaty signing, such a question was ridiculous; but two months ago
when Kissinger was taped, rumors were widespread that Begin might resign shortly.
Likewise one question about Nicaragua, of all things, was of current interest two
months ago; but today? Even the questions about Iran were two months behind the
times. There was not one word about the so-called Khomeini government of today.
Instead, the questions and Kissinger's answers revolved around the fall of the Shah
and who was to blame for it. When Kissinger was taped on January 20, those
questions were right up-to-date because the Shah had just left Iran only four days
earlier on January 16. But who is talking about the Shah today?
My friends, what is most revealing about last Sunday's "Meet the Press" hoax is what
was not asked. Kissinger played a key role in opening America's doors to Red China,
yet there was not a word about the visit here by Deng Hsiao-ping last month. There
was a flash-back question about Kissinger's role years ago in regard to Vietnam,
Cambodia, and Chile; yet China's just completed border war with Vietnam was not
even mentioned. We have heard stories for weeks that Kissinger was vacationing in

Mexico last month, yet Kissinger was asked nothing to shed light on the hostile
reception Jimmy Carter received there last month. And strangest of all, there was not
a word to acknowledge Kissinger's alleged 'terrible grief' over the death of Nelson
Rockefeller.
In the dream world of last Sunday's "Meet the Press" hoax, it was as if none of these
things had ever happened--and that is only natural, my friends, because when
Kissinger was taped on January 20, they had not happened yet. Kissinger did not even
have the impressive tan he was supposed to have gotten in Mexico; instead, he
appeared pale and unusually nervous. The nervousness, my friends, was due to the fact
that on January 20 Kissinger knew that his own conspiratorial activities would lead to
the murder of Nelson Rockefeller only six days later.
My friends, the "Meet the Press" hoax was an act of desperation by the Bolsheviks.
They want desperately for you to swallow it whole, to say "Of course Kissinger is alive.
I saw him on television". If you do that, you will be your own worst enemy in the
Bolshevik game-plan. They cannot keep up this charade for very long, but they are
only playing for time--and not much time at that! Timetables have slipped before, but
the Bolshevik target date to start shutting down our freedoms is the middle of May,
only six weeks from now; and after the Bolshevik death grip is around our throats,
they could not care less if we then realize that we have been tricked, because then it
will be too late.

Topic #2
For hundreds of years doubles, look-alikes, and impostors have been recurring facts of
life throughout modern civilization. Where the rich and the powerful and the ruling
classes are involved, the pattern is always the same. Quoting once again from the book
I cited earlier, THE PLEASURES OF DECEPTION: "A monarch or heir to the throne
dies but in circumstances which leave the possibility of doubting that he really did
die, at least to those who want to doubt it, and claimants come forward".
When one considers the enormous empire which the late four Rockefeller brothers
presided over, the attractions for impostors are overwhelming and there is no need to
resort to confidential information to recognize this much. For example, you might
look over the book titled THE ROCKEFELLERS by Peter Collier and David Horowitz
published in 1976 by Holt, Reinhart and Winston. It reveals such a major role in
history and such family wealth that anyone who could get control of it all would put
themselves in a very powerful position. The plunderers would gain not only the
wealth and assets but the power that goes with controlling the dynasty's fortune. If
the heads of the dynasty were to vanish from the scene without this becoming widely

known, the way would be opened for doubles and impostors to enter the picture. The
whole empire could be taken over without eliminating anyone except the very closest
associates of those who had secretly disappeared.
Last month I revealed that the Rockefeller family empire has now been placed in
exactly this vulnerable condition. All four of the third generation Rockefeller brothers
have been killed in a Bolshevik coup d'etat behind the scenes, and the deaths of the
last two--David on February 9 and Laurance on February 17--are being kept secret.
Even the surviving members of the Rockefeller family who know about it, the widows
and the members of the fourth generation, are keeping quiet about it. As I mentioned
last month, they have been led to believe wrongly that silence is in their own best
interest. And so the plundering of the Rockefeller family fortune is now underway in
earnest. On one hand the Bolshevik purge of those who were closest to the four
brothers is continuing. The most conspicuous case of this lately was the murder of Dr.
John Knowles, president of the Rockefeller Foundation, early this month on March 6.
He was shot in the head. At the same time, doubles for David Rockefeller are now
playing an important role in the Bolshevik plundering of the Rockefeller family
fortune. Ironically the most vulnerable part of the whole Rockefeller financial
complex is its heart, the mammoth Chase-Manhattan Bank.
For many years the late David Rockefeller was preoccupied with manipulating the
world-wide tentacles of the Rockefeller cartel. One day he would be somewhere in the
United States presiding over a meeting to coordinate the actions of huge multinational
corporations; next, it might be a rush trip by private jet to the Middle East to patch up
some problem there. For example, when David Rockefeller got word that his brother
Nelson was dead on January 26, he was in Oman pressuring the Bank of Oman to stop
buying gold. Had he not returned here for that emergency, his next stop might have
been Singapore or Tokyo. On and on it went, always on the move. The world was
David Rockefeller's oyster and he all but ignored the pearl at the center, his own
Chase-Manhattan Bank. His constant travels made David Rockefeller a stranger in his
own bank in recent years, he was so seldom there; and thereby without realizing it he
developed a fatal weakness in his pattern of behavior. Like his brother Nelson, David
Rockefeller had been subjected to psychological profile studies without his
knowledge; and as with Nelson, David's weakness was discovered. He was not
minding the store--that is, the Chase Manhattan Bank.
As I mentioned last month, the closest associates of David Rockefeller would not be
fooled for long in an intimate meeting with a "double"; but those close associates, my
friends, are scattered world-wide, they are not found at Chase-Manhattan Bank. And
so the David Rockefeller doubles are using the Bank itself as the "open sesame" to
plunder the Rockefeller family riches. Obeying instructions, they are ordering the
transfer of tremendous sums of money out of Chase-Manhattan Bank and into

Bolshevik coffers here and abroad. Meanwhile they are keeping up the image of the
late David Rockefeller by darting around on quick trips here and there. In this, they
are being assisted by Bolshevik agents within the fabric of the Rockefeller network of
banks, businesses, and publications. By means of the David Rockefeller doubles and
other actions, the Bolsheviks are working like a swarm of termites eating away the
assets of Chase-Manhattan Bank from within. Other banks, here and abroad too, are
being affected by this process. Already Columbia University in New York has begun
dumping millions of dollars worth of bank stocks including that of Chase-Manhattan.
And in a portent of things to come, a subsidiary of Chase-Manhattan Bank has just
filed for bankruptcy. When Chase-Manhattan itself collapses, it will have staggering
consequences for the banking system of the entire world.
Last month I revealed the beginning of the plundering of the Rockefeller family
fortune. At that time the Rockefeller fourth generation members did not know what
was afoot. Now they do know but are at a loss of what to do about it. The four thirdgeneration brothers always kept tight control over the Rockefeller empire. As a result,
the fourth generation Rockefellers were always left in the dark about what the
Brothers were up to and without any control over their own assets. But I believe now
is the time to remind the fourth generation members of the Rockefeller family and also
the third generation widows of the one time when they did exert their collective
muscle and make it stick. I am referring to the June 1974 conclave of 84 members of
the Rockefeller family. The top item on the agenda for that conclave was to answer the
question: "What shall we do about Dr. Beter?" The four brothers--John D. III, Nelson,
Laurance and David--argued that I should be "taken care of" before I could become
well-enough known to be dangerous to their plans. Two months earlier I had testified
before Congress about the missing gold at Fort Knox. The Brothers had easily
prevented Congress from investigating my charges, but now I was going public with
the story. The Brothers did not admit that my charges were true in the conclave, only
that they were dangerous; and they urged that I be silenced quickly by whatever
means. But my friends, the fourth generation said "No". The Brothers were told in no
uncertain terms that the fourth generation would have no part in such a plan. As a
result, the Brothers decided instead simply to ignore me, to force me off the Radio
Talk Shows on which I had been appearing and to let me say whatever I wanted since
I would be denied an audience.
My friends, over the past several years I have been asked countless times, "Why are
you alive?" My basic answer is that I trust in the Lord Jesus Christ to protect me, and
He has done so. But one of the concrete examples of that protection was the action
taken nearly five years ago by the fourth generation Rockefellers. So if you have ever
wondered why I have always made such a sharp distinction between the four
Rockefeller brothers and the rest of the family, now you know. In all likelihood, they
saved my life. Now I would like to repay them if only they will listen. If they will meet

once again in conclave, they will discover that there are concrete steps by which they
can retake control of what remains of the Rockefeller empire for the good of all
Americans. As I explained last month, the interests of the surviving members of the
Rockefeller family are now identical with those of all patriotic Americans; and so if
they will seize this brief opportunity now, they can not only save what remains of
their own assets but, more importantly, help save America.
My friends, the Rockefeller survivors have a golden opportunity now to redeem
themselves and the family name. By acting now they can truly become the benefactors
of society which their forebearers only pretended to be. But I must add this final
observation as well: if the Rockefellers do not take courage and act as I have said,
history shows clearly what their fate will be. Whenever the heads of a dynasty are
overthrown or killed, those responsible always seek out and kill all survivors to make
sure the dynasty can never rise again. That is what the Bolsheviks have in store for the
entire Rockefeller family IF THEY DO NOT NOW ACT to prevent it!

Topic #3
Three days ago on March 26, 1979, the Washington air was filled with the promises of
'Peace, Peace' that always pave the way for war. Shortly before noon that day, Egypt's
President Sadat and Israel's Prime Minister Begin joined Jimmy Carter on the lawn of
the White House. In a dramatic open-air ceremony, the Egyptian-Israeli Peace Treaty
was signed. Then Sadat and Begin each spoke in glowing terms about achieving, after
30 years of hostility, peace between Egypt and Israel. Even Mrs. Sadat and Mrs. Begin
had their turn, side by side at the microphones. Echoing the feelings of wives and
mothers everywhere, Mrs. Sadat spoke of the blessings of no longer having to look
forward to more war, suffering, and death. And in a display of pure joy, she abruptly
leaned over and embraced Mrs. Begin. But that same afternoon, with the ink barely
dry on the so-called "Peace Treaty", the Carter administration quietly signed two
separate agreements with Israel. In one agreement the United States has now given
Israel an unconditional guarantee that it will receive all the oil it needs for the next 15
years. This agreement means that Israel will be completely unaffected by the coming
destruction of Middle Eastern oil fields, and it is to remain in force no matter how
severe the rationing will become here in America. The other agreement or
Memorandum of Understanding pledges the United States to go to war against Egypt
should the treaty break down. Egypt was not warned in advance about this second
American-Israeli agreement and has reacted as if she had been betrayed, which she
was! Meanwhile Israel's Prime Minister Begin has been gloating over this agreement in
public, calling it "A beautiful document, well written, and what it contains is very
important".

My friends, what we are seeing now is the culmination of the late Henry Kissinger's
"shuttle diplomacy" of three and four years ago. In Audio Letter N° 6 for November
1975, I explained what the SINAI ACCORD was all about. It consisted of a pair of
treaties--one between the United States and Israel, the other between the United
States and Egypt--and the purpose of the Sinai Accord was to lay the groundwork for
a Middle East war that would involve the United States. As I said then, the Middle
East war plan was to involve a limited nuclear strike against Arab OPEC oil wells
jointly by the United States and Israel.
Since I first revealed this basic plan over three years ago, events have caused it to be
delayed and revised several times but now it is moving along fast as part of the
Bolsheviks' game-plan. They want to use the coming Middle East crisis to shut down
America in a Bolshevik revolution before going to war against Russia; and right now
cadres of Bolsheviks are pouring into the United States, most all of them experienced
in revolution tactics and strategy. Shortly before the Bolshevik revolution of 1917, the
ruling circles of the United States sent more than 1,500 of these people to Russia to
foment revolution. Now they are returning to do the same thing here in the United
States.
Beginning with the strange death of John D. Rockefeller III eight months ago, control
of America began shifting rapidly to these Satanic Bolsheviks; and last August 1978 in
Audio Letter N° 37, I was able to reveal their master strategy to build up to a nuclear
first strike against Russia. It's a prescription for up to 350-million people to die worldwide, all to no avail. But it's "do or die" for the Bolsheviks. They would rather have all
of us die than to give up their own dreams of total WORLD DOMINATION, and the
key to this catastrophic plan lies in igniting the long-delayed Middle East war.
We have already been given a sample of what lies ahead for us in the Jonestown,
Guyana tragedy. Four months ago I devoted Audio Letter N° 40 in its entirety to the
military operation that took place there and the role played in that operation by the
mass murder. As I revealed then, Israeli Commandoes were the key to the success of
the operation. It wiped out the secret Russian Missile Base I began warning about
over four years ago. My friends, the joint American-Israeli operation in Guyana was
only a dress rehearsal for the coming joint American-Israeli limited nuclear strike
against Saudi Arabian oil fields. In Audio Letter N° 37 I explained how the plan was to
begin with the supposedly surprise success in the Camp David talks last September.
The goal was to be an eventual treaty between Egypt and Israel set up in such a way as
to drag in the United States, and now this situation is a fact, and the "Hate Saudi
Arabia" campaign is also far advanced--right on track, as I reviewed it in Audio Letter
N° 41. Soon a major manufactured incident in the Middle East will scuttle the Peace
Treaty. The ensuing nuclear destruction of Saudi Arabia's oil fields will give the rulers
of both Israel and the United States what they want. Freed of any concern about her

own oil supplies, Israel will be free to destroy the engine of Arab economic power--oil
revenues; and the resultant cut-off of oil supplies will give our Bolshevik rulers here in
America the excuse to shut down our freedoms under the guise of a NATIONAL
EMERGENCY. Quickly then they plan to bring us all under total regimentation as
America gradually shifts onto a full war footing.
My friends, the time left to us is very short, and yet there is one last chance left IF WE
WILL TAKE IT. The rulers of Russia today are Christians. Right now the 'actor Pope'
who masquerades as the dead Pope John Paul II is preparing to create trouble in
Poland. By contrast, Russia has just invited over 200 Polish priests into Russia to
begin opening monasteries, schools, and churches there. Two years ago I began asking:
"Where are the churches in this hour of need?" !! I urge now that American church
leaders at all levels and from all denominations band together for a "Pilgrimage for
Peace" to Moscow. Pastors and other church leaders who want life and freedom for
America, instead of death and destruction, can do this for our Lord Jesus Christ.
Therefore, I urge you to call my business number here in Washington, D.C.--Area
Code 202-659-3999.
Give me your name, address, telephone number, and what your church position is so
that you can be contacted later. My friends, it's up to YOU to make sure Christian
leaders and church leaders all over America hear this message in time to respond by
April 30, 1979.
When I record Audio Letter N° 45 next month, God willing, I plan to tell you whether
or not American church leaders have responded in great enough numbers to rise to
this occasion. If that takes place, and a massive pilgrimage of church leaders can be
formed to visit the Kremlin leaders, perhaps they can be convinced that the Bolsheviks
have not infiltrated all of our churches. And if that is true, perhaps we can turn aside
the BOLSHEVIK WAR PLAN; but if church leaders here do not respond, Russia's
leaders will continue to believe as they do now. They are convinced that what
happened to the Russian Orthodox Church 60 years ago has now happened to the
churches here in America; and if that is true, then God help us all.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.

Dr. Peter David Beter - Audio Letter N° 45.
"AUDIO LETTER(R)" is a registered trademark of Audio Books, Inc., a Texas
corporation, which originally produced this tape recording. Reproduced under open
license granted by Audio Books, Inc.
----------------------------------------------------------------Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter in Washington. Today is April 27, 1979, and this is
my Audio Letter #45.
This evening the last in a 10-part special series of reports called "Second to None?" was
shown on ABC’s World News Tonight program. For two entire weeks the series has
drummed away night after night about America’s military weakness compared to
Russia. Full-page newspaper ads have urged viewers to watch the series; so have
various newspaper articles. And the series itself has carried so much impact that it has
made an indelible impression on millions of Americans. Most of all, the nine-minute
installment on April 17 describing the outbreak of nuclear war between Russia and
America left many viewers badly shaken. The frightening picture painted in the ABC
news series is accurate as far as it goes, but it also would have been accurate three to
four years ago. We were not shown these things then, so the question is: WHY NOW?
One reason that has been given is that we might be about to sign the SALT II treaty
with Russia, and that we ought to look before we leap. But if that were the real reason,
a series like this should have been shown more than 18 months ago; because that is
when SALT I expired and the air was full of promises of a new SALT treaty then.
My friends, the people who put together the ABC documentary series did a very good
job indeed; but the reason our Bolshevik rulers want it to be shown now is to help add
to the atmosphere of war tensions. They also want to make sure that SALT II, if it is
signed, will generate a storm of controversy and be defeated in the Senate. If that
happens, it will be like closing the door to peace and telling the world that war with
Russia is inevitable. In more and more ways the atmosphere of mounting crisis and
the threat of war is being stoked up by the Bolsheviks here in America. The low drum
beat of BRING BACK THE DRAFT keeps coming back over and over, a little louder
each time. The specter of gas rationing keeps haunting the news as the artificial crisis
in the Middle East heats up. For example, former Defense Secretary Melvin Laird now
says the government should institute gas rationing just to make the crisis seem more
real to people. Can you imagine?
My friends, I realize that today, as in the past, many people are skeptical about what I
have to reveal. After all, these things are probably contrary to what they have heard

from friends, family, teachers, and the news media. They do not have my intelligence
sources; and if I were to reveal these sources, they would dry up. But I believe that my
duty is simply to reveal the truth--not cover it up just because it may be hard to
accept.
This month events have been moving very fast in startling ways. Four days ago I said
over the Ed Busch Show on WFAA, Dallas, Texas, that the take-over here in the
United States has already taken place. The people you will see on your television
screens are not the people you think they are! Now I can say more.
My three topics this month are:
Topic #1 - THE DOMESTIC GUYANA AT THREE MILE ISLAND
Topic #2 - THE SECRET INTELLIGENCE WAR OF "DOUBLES"
Topic #3 - LAST CALL FOR A "PILGRIMAGE FOR PEACE"

Topic #1
As dawn was breaking over Pennsylvania 30 days ago on March 28, it looked like the
beginning of just another ordinary day. It was a Wednesday and there were jobs to go
to, schools to attend, errands to run. The streets of Harrisburg, the capital city, were
coming to life as people began their day's activities.
East of the city the rich farm lands of the Pennsylvania Dutch country were coming to
life with the bloom of spring. For generations the Pennsylvania Dutch have been
famous for their life close to God and far from modern technology; but on that
Wednesday morning of March 28, 1979, the Pennsylvania Dutch were completing
their first year with a landmark of modern technology almost on their doorstep. It was
the THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR POWER PLANT located in the Susquehanna
River southeast of Harrisburg.
In the first rays of morning light the distinctive outlines of the nuclear plant gave no
hint of the danger within it. The plant appeared quiet and peaceful; in fact, quieter
than normal.
Two of the four giant cooling towers 37 stories high had stopped belching steam. That
meant one of the two nuclear reactors on the Island had been shut down for some
reason; and, in fact, some residents near the power plant had been awakened in the
pre-dawn hours by a thundering roar of escaping steam. But no one seemed to be
really worried. A few minutes before 7:00 AM someone close to the plant might have

detected the first clear signal that something ominous was happening. An emergency
siren began to wail telling workers to abandon immediately certain critical areas of
the power plant. Several workers made a dash for their cars in an attempt to escape.
Two cars raced out of the power plant site across the bridge to freedom--then the gate
was closed to make sure no one else could leave! A few minutes later at 7:02 AM
officials of Metropolitan Edison called the Dauphin County Civil Defense authorities.
A site emergency had just been declared at the nuclear powerplant. By this time, Three
Mile Island Plant N° 2 had already been in a state of growing crisis for more than three
hours; and for nearly an hour the computer designed to monitor conditions inside the
reactor had been printing question marks instead of numbers. The reactor was
overheating so badly that the computer system could no longer measure the
temperatures.
It had all begun shortly after 3:00 AM when trouble developed in a key water pump.
Soon the pump failed, halting the flow of water to the steam-driven power turbine.
Automatic devices immediately shut down the turbine in a situation known as a
"turbine trip". Superheated steam at enormous pressures was diverted from the
turbine and vented to the outside, producing the thunderous roar that wakened
nearby residents. At the same time, other automatic devices were shutting down the
nuclear reactor itself in a so-called "scram"--that is, a rapid emergency shutdown.
Normally when a nuclear reactor is started up or shut down, it is done gradually. This
allows temperatures throughout the reactor to rise or fall gently, avoiding thermal
stresses that might do damage. It also allows the start-up or shutdown process to be
monitored carefully at every step to make sure nothing unexpected happens.
But on that Wednesday morning of March 28 there was no time for all that. With the
pump failure and "turbine trip", the nuclear reactor was left producing enormous
quantities of heat that had no place to go. So the automatic control system
“scrammed” the reactor. Within seconds, all the reactor’s control rods were dropped
into the core to make the fission chain reaction die away. But even with the rods in
place, the hot reactor was still generating heat, at a slower rate. So to cool it down, the
automatic control system turned on three big standby pumps--two were meant to
flood the reactor core with cooling water, while the third had a related safety purpose.
The three pumps roared to life, but nothing happened. There was no water for them to
pump, because before the episode began someone had turned off the valves ahead of
the pumps. It was far more than a mere breach of regulations! Shutting those valves
was an act that could not have been more expertly calculated to bring on a potential
catastrophe. All three valves were closed, thereby defeating the redundancy which
was built into the backup systems for safety purposes. It was an unthinkable thing to
do!

It threatened a power plant worth nearly one billion dollars with possible destruction.
It threatened untold thousands of lives; and if done by an employee, it even threatened
the life of whoever closed the valves. It was, in short, a kamikaze act of sabotage!! But
perhaps because it was so unthinkable, it worked.
A number of workers have stated that they noticed the valves closed and tagged in the
days just before March 28; and everyone who worked in the vicinity of the valves
knew very well how critical they were. So the tendency was to assume that there must
be some good reason why they had been closed. After all, they even had tags to show
that they were closed. It was an obvious and serious violation of safety procedures,
but it seemed unthinkable that this could be unauthorized and deliberate. And so the
valves remained closed, and no one did anything to correct the situation. In this way,
the stage was set for Wednesday, March 28, 1979. As the reactor was “scrammed”, the
backup pumps screamed in vain, trying to draw water through valves that were
closed. No fresh water went to the reactor to cool it, pressures built up in the reactor,
and a safety valve popped open. Superheated radioactive water began flashing out of
the reactor into the huge concrete containment dome, and the water level started
dropping in the reactor itself. Then the valve stuck open, instead of closing as it was
supposed to do. Radioactive water kept right on gushing out of the reactor. Strangely,
it was more than two hours before the Control Room button was pushed to stop
radioactive water from escaping.
My friends, all this was going on while neighbors of Three Mile Island were drifting
back to sleep. They had been awakened by the brief roar of vented steam when the
turbine tripped, but then all had quieted down again. All seemed peaceful and normal
again around the nuclear power plant; but inside the Control Room of Three Mile
Island N° 2, claxons were blaring, alarms were ringing, and trouble lights were
flashing. The reactor was fast losing water and heating up rapidly. Soon the last-ditch
emergency cooling system automatically turned on; but within a few minutes one of
the emergency pumps was shut off by person or persons unknown for unexplained
reasons. Six minutes later the same was done to the other emergency cooling pump-once again redundant emergency systems had been thwarted by human intervention!
Soon there was a radioactive pool of water on the floor of the huge containment dome
where it had spilled out of the reactor. Sump pumps began sucking the water out of
there into a nearby auxiliary building which is not equipped to seal in radioactive
materials. From there radioactive materials soon began to filter outside to be carried
downwind.
Strangely enough, while pumps critical to safety were being turned off right and left,
the one pump that should have been turned off, the sump pump, was left running! As a
result, it was guaranteed that radiation from the reactor would find its way outside to
contaminate the countryside. Within 20 minutes after the episode began, someone

discovered that all the water to the reactor had been cut off, and took corrective
action. Cooling water began rushing into the reactor, and for a while the situation was
under control. But within an hour, the unthinkable happened again! All four water
pumps were quietly turned off again, and the reactor started heating up fast. Soon the
monitoring computer began printing question marks, thousands of small cylinders of
uranium fuel in the reactor began coming apart at the seams with heat, highly
radioactive uranium and fission products bubbled out of the reactor with the stillescaping water.
At 7:02 AM the first call was placed to Civil Defense. By 7:20 AM Metropolitan Edison
had to call Civil Defense officials again. Radiation levels in the containment dome
were skyrocketing, and now the Three Mile Island situation had been upgraded to a
general emergency. Yet, to the public at large, there still was no word that anything
was wrong at Three Mile Island. Thousands of commuters in Harrisburg drove to
work without a hint on their car radios that anything unusual was taking place.
Mothers hurried to get their children packed off to school on time, farmers in the
neighboring countryside set about their daily chores without giving the nuclear plant
a second thought. Meanwhile traces of radioactive uranium and fission products from
the crippled reactor were already wafting downwind and beginning to contaminate
the Pennsylvania landscape for miles around.
It was not until 9:06 AM, more than five hours after the episode began, that any public
notice of the emergency was given. It was a brief report over the Associated Press
news wire marked "Urgent" to the effect that a general emergency was underway at
Three Mile Island. From then on, Three Mile Island became like a domestic Guyana
story--and in more ways than one! Like Guyana, it captured the headlines for a week
and more; like Guyana, it seemed unthinkable--and yet there it was right before our
eyes. Just as with Guyana, news stories about the events at Three Mile Island were
marked by confusion; and in Pennsylvania as in Guyana, large numbers of innocent
American civilians were the victims. In Guyana they were poisoned by means of
potassium cyanide; in Pennsylvania thousands have been poisoned by varying
amounts of radioactive uranium and its fission products, such as xenon and krypton
gases.
Right now doctors in the vicinity of Three Mile Island are reporting many patients
who are now exhibiting symptoms such as nausea, headaches, diarrhea, nervousness,
insomnia, and eye trouble. Many doctors are not aware of it, but these are among the
classic symptoms of low-level radiation poisoning. The Government is telling a half
truth in saying that the contamination from Three Mile Island should not lead to an
increase in cancer. The reason is that the particular elements released in the nuclear
accident do not cause cancer but other disorders. The word cancer, for that matter,
has been turned into a medical scare word that hides more than it reveals. “Cancer” is

a Latin word meaning "crab". It is used to describe a certain kind of growth or tumor
that grows with tentacles in various directions, giving it a crab-like appearance. What
makes cancer so frightening is that it grows fast, consuming healthy tissue as it goes;
so any tumor that grows rapidly is labeled as cancer, while tumors that remain stable
or grow very slowly are usually called "benign".
In the 1920’s Dr. Otto Warburg earned the Nobel Prize for determining exactly what
cancer really is. He was able to prove that the malady called cancer is just a condition
of blocked cell oxidation. Today, more than 50 years later, we hear year in and year out
about new ideas about what cancer might be. Meanwhile Warburg’s conclusive
findings of long ago are ignored. Billions of dollars and millions of lives have been
wasted over the years in efforts to figure out how to kill cancer when it occurs. The
reality, my friends, is that cancer is itself the conversion of normal tissue into a kind of
living death. True elimination of cancer can only be achieved not by agents of death,
but by restoring life.
In the area surrounding Three Mile Island though, cancer is not the problem. Uranium
and its derivatives can produce a fungus that leads to lumps and tumors which often
are misdiagnosed as cancer. If the fungus enters the bloodstream, it produces a disease
known as cystic fibrosis. With this disease, the entire body undergoes weakening and
gradual degeneration. It often strikes children, and is usually considered fatal. The
best protection against these disorders produced by radiation as well as against
cancer and other diseases is to make sure your body cells are provided with the things
they need to stay healthy. A key to this lies in four key minerals which need to be in
proper balance in your body at all times. The therapeutic value of these minerals was
established by Dr. Wilhelm Schussler of Basel, Switzerland a century ago and has
been confirmed in countless ways since then. In order of importance, these four are:
potassium, calcium, magnesium, and sodium. It is best to obtain these four minerals in
as non-toxic a form as possible. Ordinary table salt, for example, is sodium chloride-an inorganic poison to the cell. It has to be de-toxified by the liver and companion
organs of the body before assimilation. Likewise, many forms of potassium are toxic,
even though potassium is vital to good health. So it is important to get these minerals
in an organic form--such as citrate, gluconate, or oyster shells. In the United States
proper supplements like these are especially important because most American food is
badly demineralized, and this is most true of potassium, the most vital mineral of all.
The episode at Three Mile Island blanketed hundreds of square miles and possibly a
million people with low-level radiation; but the miracle is that it was not much worse
than it was, for most of the radioactive materials released during the episode are still
confined to the power plant site itself. The huge concrete containment dome around
the reactor became so radioactive inside that no one could enter it without dying
almost instantly; and the reactor itself was damaged so badly that today, 30 days later,

the shutdown of the reactor is just reaching its final stages. The damage and
contamination at Three Mile Island Plant N° 2 are so extreme that there are serious
doubts as to whether it can ever be cleaned up and used again. Already there have
been suggestions by some that it should be encased in a tomb of concrete and
abandoned.
My friend, that is an echo of the suggestion I made about the United States Bullion
Depository at Fort Knox 3-1/2 years ago in Audio Letter N° 5. The Depository had been
contaminated by a leaking radioactive CIA superpoison secretly stored there, and it
remains contaminated to this day. Three Mile Island has proven that there are great
potential hazards from nuclear power plants, but those proven hazards lie in the area
of vulnerability to sabotage that can produce terrible consequences. The available
evidence strongly indicates that the emergency at Three Mile Island was not an
accident--it was a criminal act. Its effect is to help speed up the plan to shut down
American freedoms by means of energy shortages, economic disruptions, and
government controls.
Five months ago in Audio Letter N° 40, I revealed in detail how hundreds of American
civilians had been deliberately sacrificed by the American government in Guyana, and
why. I warned then that the gruesome tragedy at Jonestown, Guyana, is only a pale
shadow of what lies ahead for the entire United States if the cancer of Bolshevism is
not stopped. And now, a domestic Guyana has taken place at Three Mile Island. A
completely unnatural sequence of events took place causing a nuclear crisis to take
place which had never even been analyzed in official studies.
Those responsible--the Bolsheviks among us--were hoping to achieve a full-fledged
disaster at Three Mile Island with massive releases of radiation. This would have
killed many people outright, sickened many more, and required a mass evacuation of
several counties in the Harrisburg area. That would have accomplished two things.
For one thing, it would have increased the general air of crisis, of emergency, and of a
need for decisive federal action; but, more importantly, it would have turned all
nuclear power plants into objects of fear and hate by the American public. This would
have justified an immediate shutdown of all 70 nuclear power plants across the
United States. In one blow America would have lost 13% of its electric power. The
virtual rationing of electricity by various means would have followed quickly as one
means of tightening governmental control over American life. But the Three Mile
Island episode never quite reached the level of catastrophe except in terms of damage
to the power plant itself, and so the Bolshevik plan for now is to settle for half a loaf.
Three Mile Island Plant N° 2 was built by a company named Babcock & Wilcox,
which has also built eight other nuclear plants, including the N° 1 plant on Three Mile
Island; so the plan now is to blame that company in various ways and to shut down
those eight plants, as was ordered today by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. In

the areas affected, the cutbacks in electric power will have the disruptive effects
planned by the Bolsheviks. The Bolshevik scheme to rob America of part of its electric
power by shutting down the nuclear plants is elaborate. In recent months,
controversy over nuclear power has been stirred up to unprecedented levels, and in
mid-March two actions were taken to set the stage for Three Mile Island. First, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission abruptly shut down five plants in the northeast,
ostensibly over earthquake worries; then the movie, "The China Syndrome", was
released--and, my friends, there is more to come.
By means of Bolshevik coup d'etat and revolution an international group who were
once more powerful than the Rockefellers are making a new bid for power here in
America. But the outcome in the turbulent events now going on behind the scenes is
impossible to predict, because there is now a clandestine war going on involving not
one but several major intelligence agencies. The prize: CONTROL OF AMERICA!!

Topic #2
Long before the American Revolution for Independence, a famous principle was
formulated in Europe. It was:
"GIVE ME THE POWER TO ISSUE A NATION’S MONEY, AND I CARE NOT
WHO WRITES THE LAWS".
The man who originated this dictum used it to launch a family dynasty of
unprecedented wealth and power. His name: MAYER AMSCHEL ROTHSCHILD
(pronounced as Rothsheeld).
The power of the Rothschilds, or Rothschilds (pronounced with long "I") as many
people call them, grew fast in Britain and Europe. By the time of the American
Revolution, the financial affairs especially of Britain and France were in the
Rothschild pocket. The taxation schemes which brought on the Revolution actually
originated not with King George but in the House of Rothschild. After the Revolution,
Rothschild agents were on hand to try to return America to Rothschild control. One
of the most powerful of these was Alexander Hamilton, but his maneuverings were
ended by the famous duel with Aaron Burr. America managed to steer clear of
Rothschild control until the Civil War provided a new opportunity. In Audio Letter
N° 26 I mentioned how Russia, then the greatest Christian nation on earth, came to
America’s rescue in 1863. Britain and France were preparing to dismantle the United
States, but Russia prevented it. For that and other reasons, the Rothschilds thereafter
marked Russia for utter destruction. At the same time the Rothschilds were
determined to take over America and decided to do it by promoting powerful groups
already within our country. The era of America’s robber barons was spawned and

with it a new superdynasty--the ROCKEFELLERS. By 1917 Rockefeller power in
America had become so great that they were strong partners with their former
mentors, the Rothschilds. The Bolshevik cancer to destroy Russia was a Rothschild
creation, but it was the Rockefeller interests who actually injected that cancer into
Russia.
As the 20th Century progressed, the power of the aging Rothschild dynasty finally was
eclipsed by that of the upstart Rockefellers. Where Rothschild power had begun with
the control of money, Rockefeller power was rooted in the control of ENERGY; and
with Saudi Arabia in their grasp after World War II, the Rockefellers soon began to
out-distance all rival power groups world-wide, including the Rothschilds. But, my
friends, the Rothschild interests bided their time. They waited for the Rockefellers to
start making mistakes, and not long ago it began happening.
In Audio Letters N° 38 and elsewhere, I have described how the atheistic Bolsheviks
who used to run Russia have recently been overthrown. This final overthrow is the
culmination of six decades of determined effort by a tough, tightly-knit band of
Russian Christians. When the final phase of undisguised overthrow began two to
three years ago, it was the Rothschilds--not the Rockefellers--who learned about it
first. For 60 years the Rockefellers had been secret allies of the old Bolsheviks in
Russia. But the Rockefellers were sadly mistaken in their belief that they actually
controlled the Bolsheviks. Instead, it was always the Rothschilds who secretly
controlled the Bolsheviks in Russia--and who now control them here in the United
States.
In the past, the interests of the Rockefellers and Rothschilds always coincided well
enough that this distinction did not really matter; but after the Battle of the Harvest
Moon, which I made public in Audio Letter N° 26, everything changed.
Recently I explained the fatal mistake which the four Rockefeller brothers made in
their panic following the Battle of the Harvest Moon. That mistake was to open
America’s doors to the old-line Bolsheviks, who are being expelled from Russia now. It
was a suicidal act for the Rockefellers because their own Corporate Socialist empire
could not hope to coexist with those Satanic State Socialists--the Bolsheviks. But the
Rockefellers accepted the recommendations of certain advisers to do so--and those
advisers, my friends, were Rothschild agents! During the past several months a
Bolshevik coup d’état has taken the lives of all four of the Rockefeller brothers, as I
have made public in my tapes. The Rothschild interests of today are making a
desperate bid to regain their former status as the world's N° 1 power group, and they
are doing it through their own forces of Bolshevism.
Last month I tried to warn the remaining members of the Rockefeller family that they
must join forces and act now to stop what is happening. If they do take action as I said

last month, they could help save not only themselves but all of us here in America; but
if they do not act, and quickly, they will suffer the historic fate of all overthrown
dynastic families--they will all be tracked down and killed by their Bolshevik enemies.
So far, I’m sorry to report, the Rockefeller survivors remain fragmented and
neutralized, persuaded wrongly that they do not have enough power to act; and now,
my friends, another prominent member of the Rockefeller family has been killed-murdered near Paris, France; but a double has already been substituted.
My friends, if the Bolshevik coup d’état and coming full-scale revolution are
successful, our land faces a future of agony and despair. Christians will have to hide
their Bibles and hope for some day long in the future when it will be safe to read them
once again. When the Bolshevik revolution swept across Russia six decades ago, that
was the way it was. Our Lord Jesus Christ is a thorn in the side for the atheistic
Bolsheviks, and their hatred for Him will be expressed in merciless persecution of His
followers. No doubt about that!
There are those who say today, "America is too big, no one could take over our whole
country"; but, my friend, the continental United States has only four (4) Time Zones.
Sixty-two years ago smaller numbers of Bolshevik revolutionaries, using cruder
techniques than today, succeeded in taking control of Russia--and Russia spreads
almost half way round the world, with eleven (11) Time Zones! The Bolsheviks, doing
the bidding of the Rothschilds, are working fast; and yet in recent days the situation
has become much more complicated than before. The struggle for control of America
has now mushroomed into a secret intelligence war, involving not one but several
major intelligence agencies of the world. Where it is all leading is by no means clear
right now. All I can do at this point is to report the facts to you and urge you to keep
your eyes open. At the present time, for example, the Bolsheviks are planning to ignite
a Middle East crisis around mid-May. The Pope’s revolution was also planned for May
when I first made the plan public in Audio Letter N° 42, but that has now been
pushed back to June. But these and other plans have been thrown into question by
recent eruption of intelligence warfare by means of “doubles”, look-alikes, and
impostors.
For example, earlier this month on April 11, Vice-President Walter Mondale
reportedly left Washington on a trip to Iceland, Scandinavia, and the Netherlands;
but, my friends, the man and woman on Air Force II were not Mondale and his wife
but actually "doubles". The real Walter and Joan Mondale had been spirited away. The
following day Jimmy, Rosalyn, and Amy Carter, the real ones, left the White House for
a 10-day Easter vacation in Georgia. The first 8 days were to be spent offshore in
seclusion at Sapelo Island. Carter was looking more haggard by the day, racked by
leukemia and multiple cancers. His visible loss of weight lately had prompted cover
stories about his alleged success at dieting. He was fast losing the ability to work at

all, and news stories said he was going to Georgia to seek solitude. And so for a week
and a half surrounding Easter, the President and Vice-President of the United States
were out of public view. A few low-key reports appeared in the papers about the
alleged activities of Mondale on his trip. Otherwise all was quiet here in Washington.
The real purpose of the trip by Mondale's Bolshevik "double" was to try to obtain oil
for Israel, but in this the Mondale "double" failed because very recently Russia’s
Marshal Dmitry Ustinov--the man now in charge in the Kremlin--had visited Norway
personally, and Norway has now come to terms with Russia.
The weekend after Easter things happened fast, completely unseen by the public. On
Friday night, April 20, the real Walter Mondale was being held incommunicado by
Bolshevik captors in New Richmond in western Wisconsin. Sometime between 9:30
and 10:00 PM local time, Vice-President Walter Mondale was executed!
Mondale had been one of Nelson Rockefeller’s closest political allies and had been
prominent among the mourners at Rockefeller’s memorial service at Riverside Church
in early February. Now he had died on a Friday evening, as Rockefeller had, at almost
the same local time and from the same cause--a bullet in the forehead. Barely an hour
later, Mondale's body was dumped into Lake Superior at a point about 12 miles
southeast of Taconite Harbor, Minnesota. Meanwhile Air Force II was already on its
way westward across the Atlantic with a Mondale "double" aboard.
Mondale had been scheduled to return on Sunday, according to public
announcements, but his plane was returning a day early for security reasons--but it
did no good. Air Force II, a duplicate of Air Force I flown by the President, was a
specially outfitted military Boeing 707 known as a VC 137-C. Its remains all except for
the left wing are now lying under thousands of feet of water in the North Atlantic.
The navigational coordinates are 57 - 30 - 35 North, 26 - 38 - 20 West. That’s about 150
miles north of where the Kissinger jet crashed in February. The left wing of Air Force
II is lying on the ocean floor about 13 miles to the east of the rest of the plane. The
flight crew were unable to radio details, but a blast close to the fuselage tore off
practically the entire left wing in flight. The wing fluttered away like a leaf while the
rest of the plane spiraled downward 7 miles into the sea. At present Mondale’s office
claims that he returned Sunday April 22 at 1:00 PM, but the next person you see in the
news as Mondale will be his second “double”, recruited to fill in for the first “double”
who died in a North Atlantic crash of Air Force II. A replacement for Air Force II will
no doubt appear as soon as one can be outfitted.
On Saturday April 21, Jimmy Carter flew secretly from Georgia to Camp David
unaware that Mondale was dead. After lunch he went to Bethesda Naval Hospital for
a checkup on his cancer and then to the White House briefly. It was not until roughly
8:00 PM that night that the real Jimmy Carter returned to Plains. There about 10:30
PM Jimmy Carter, President of the United States, was shot between the eyes, but

incredibly he retained some signs of life. He was rushed from Plains to Andrews Air
Force Base outside of Washington, arriving shortly after midnight. By 2:00 AM
Sunday April 22, he was in surgery at Bethesda Naval Hospital; but it was hopeless,
just as it was in 1963 when President Kennedy was shot in the head. With Rosalyn
Carter in shock, the body of the late President of the United States was disposed of
quickly. That evening the real Rosalyn Carter was at the White House under heavy
sedation, but shortly after midnight she, too, was executed with a bullet between the
eyes.
During the past several days Jimmy Carter N° 2 (that is, Carter's "double") has been
seen repeatedly in public--and what a change! Jimmy Carter No. 2 looks and acts 10
years younger than the real Carter did. Listen now to the tired, halting voice of the old
Carter as he read a prepared statement just 17 days ago on April 10 (sound track
follows):
"We have already begun to hear a good deal of talk from the oil companies about socalled 'plow backs'; but what this talk covers up is that this proposal, as it will be
presented with the Windfall Profits Tax, already provides six billion dollars in
increased revenue".
Now compare that with the more shrill voice--forceful, vigorous, and confident--of
Carter N° 2 just two days ago on April 25 (sound track follows):
"The bottom line is, that if there is an effort to cheat on the SALT agreement including
the limits on modernizing ICBMs, we will detect it".
My friends, the flat, awkward speaking style of the old Carter is gone. In its place is a
new style of delivery which imitates the old Carter but has better phrasing and more
lively inflection of the voice. The eyes which were becoming glazed with pain and
sedative are now gone, and in their place are eyes that are piercing and alert. Gone is
the old Carter under siege. In his place is a man who is talking about storming the
country by entering every Democratic Presidential Primary in the nation, but he is
making do with only a weak imitation of that most famous of all Carter campaign
assets--the face-splitting Carter grin. The change in appearance and behavior are so
striking that something had to be done to focus peoples’ attention in a way that would
explain it all away--in other words, distraction. And so the new Jimmy Carter, the
“double”, is receiving great publicity over the fact that he parts his hair on the left; the
old Carter, of course, parted it on the right. So now anyone who looks at him and
thinks, "Carter sure looks different these days", will also think, "I guess it's the hair
that does it".
My friends, strange things are going on and you should prepare yourself for big
surprises in the days ahead. Besides the clandestine services of the United States and

the Rothschild interests, there are at least three other factions secretly busy here now.
These are the Intelligence Agencies of Russia, Great Britain, and Israel. Within the
past two months, Britain has secretly come to terms with Russia, and the Russian
underwater missiles around Britain have been removed; and the "doubles" for Jimmy
and Rosalyn Carter have been at the Russian Embassy here in Washington a great
deal this past week, avoiding the White House as much as possible.
One thing, my friends, is certain: whatever these things mean, the Russians are taking
it all very seriously. Since last Sunday, April 22, there have been 24 Russian
Cosmospheres deployed over the Washington metropolitan area. Something
important is afoot, and however it turns out, the Russians intend to be ready.

Topic #3
One week ago today, April 20, was Lenin’s birthday. In the past it has always been a
day that demanded a properly reverent attitude on the part of all Russians; but things
are changing in Russia today. Brezhnev N° 2 - the "double" who replaced the real
Brezhnev after his death in January 1978 - is used today to convey Russian policy
positions to the world, and this year Brezhnev N° 2 was conspicuous by his absence
from Lenin Day celebrations. Instead, he went to a hockey match and one which had
little significance to Russia, whose team was not one of those playing. It was a graphic
way of saying in effect: Lenin doesn’t live here anymore.
Meanwhile other members of the Russian leadership were giving signals about what
does matter in Russia today. The hockey game attended by Brezhnev N° 2 was taking
place on Good Friday, as reckoned in Russia. At the time, a Congressional delegation
from the United States was in Moscow meeting with leaders including Prime
Minister Kosygin and Foreign Minister Gromyko. In James Reston’s NEW YORK
TIMES article of April 24, 1979, some surprising behavior by the Russian leaders is
mentioned:
"Paradoxically they arranged with the Congressmen on Easter weekend to go into the
old Christian church at Syzran and watch, if not take part, in the ceremony of the
Resurrection".
More than a week earlier the Easter season had begun in Moscow in a way that
stunned many outside observers. On the evenings of April 13 and 14 the Moscow
Conservatory, the most important concert hall in Moscow, was packed with capacity
crowds. They were there to hear something not heard in Russia since the Bolshevik
Revolution in 1917 - they were there to hear Handel's MESSIAH. And in the capital
city of the land our leaders want us to hate, the Moscow Conservatory thundered

with those triumphant words of the Hallelujah Chorus: "THE LORD SHALL REIGN
FOR EVER AND EVER".
In an interview by the British Broadcasting Corporation on February 3, exiled Russian
author Alexander Solzhenitsyn said he wants to return to Russia. He says there is a
rejuvenation of society going on there now--and no wonder! During the Easter season
just past the Russians have been celebrating not only the Resurrection of our Lord
Jesus Christ, they have also been celebrating the resurrection of Christianity itself in
Russia. My friends, it’s a fact that Russia is no longer ruled by Satanic Bolsheviks, but
by native Russian Christians. Yet it is also a fact that the Kremlin today is in command
of the most powerful military machine the world has ever known. Russian underwater
missiles are poised within our own territorial waters, ready for launch in a devastating
nuclear strike at a moment’s notice. Russian submarines armed partly with neutron
weapons now patrol continuously along our East, West, and Gulf coasts. Russian
charged Particle Beam-weapons are on the Moon, in earth orbit, and on floating
Electrogravitic Platforms over our country. Our major dams and many other targets
have been sabotaged with hydrogen bombs which are already in place ready for
detonation upon satellite command.
If the kamikaze war plans of our Bolshevik rulers are not stopped, there’s no question
what the outcome will be. All of America will be turned into a funeral pyre, and the
American dream will end in a nightmare. Looking at all this, ever so often someone
asks me: "If the rulers of Russia today are Christians, why would they want to hurt us;
much less, kill us?" My friends, to begin with, their actions have already proven that
they do not have a desire to destroy us at all. Over a year and a half ago Russia
defeated the United States in the still secret Space Battle of the Harvest Moon. Ever
since then Russia has been increasingly in a position to destroy America at will--but
the Russians have not done it in spite of continuing treachery by America’s Satanic
rulers.
As I detailed last September in Audio Letter N° 38, the rulers of Russia do plan to wipe
BOLSHEVISM off the face of the earth. Even so, it's now clear that if they find a way
to do it without resorting to full-scale war, they will try to do it; but the problem is
that our own rulers who are now the Bolsheviks are making war increasingly
unavoidable. First, the Bolsheviks want to bring us all under their own TOTAL
DICTATORSHIP. Then they will be able to mold America into a much more efficient
war machine than it is now; and under the conditions of Bolshevik dictatorship, you
and I will be powerless to stop it. Russia's rulers will then be faced with only two
possible choices.
One choice will be to allow Russia’s people, who have suffered beyond belief at the
hands of the Bolsheviks, to suffer again when the American nuclear first strike is
launched. The only other choice will be to put America out of action. In that case,

untold millions of American Christians will be killed; but the attitude of Russia's
rulers is that if we allow the Bolsheviks to carry things that far, we will have only
ourselves to blame! Last month I proposed that a "Pilgrimage for Peace" to Moscow be
formed by American Christian leaders. Its purpose would be to begin building bridges
of trust between the peoples of Russia and America as the only real foundation for
peace and friendship. I appealed to Christian leaders of all denominations and at all
levels to respond in great numbers by April 30. That way there was a chance Russia's
rulers could be proven wrong in their conviction that America's churches are
infiltrated by Bolshevism.
Now, my friends, it is time to report the results. In all of the United States there have
been only a tiny handful of independent-minded pastors and church officials who have
responded. There is no chance that such a tiny group would convince the Kremlin of
anything; and so I am forced now to repeat the question I asked in Audio Letter N° 21,
and that is:
WHERE, OH WHERE ARE THE CHURCHES TODAY?
But there is still a ray of hope, my friends. My call for a "Pilgrimage for Peace" last
month was directed only to church leaders, who for the most part have not responded.
Yet there has been a spontaneous outpouring of interest from lovers of our Lord Jesus
Christ in all other walks of life; therefore, I am hereby expanding my proposal for a
PILGRIMAGE FOR PEACE. The name Christian originally meant "Christ one"--that
is, anyone who loved and followed the Lord Jesus Christ. Now I am appealing to all
Christ ones in all walks of life:
 Would you be willing to join me in a "Pilgrimage for Peace" to Russia?
 Do you want Russia’s Christian rulers of today to understand that there is still
a backbone of decency, honesty, and truth in America??
 Would you be willing to spend some of your time and money on a pilgrimage to
Russia if it might prevent thermonuclear war???
My friends, if you could participate in a Pilgrimage for Peace in any way, please
contact me BY THE END OF MAY 1979. If you could go yourself, or if you could help
sponsor someone else to go, please let me know. To streamline things as much as
possible, please do not call but--WRITE to me (Dr. Peter Beter) here at:
1629 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. zip 20006
WRITE the word "Pilgrimage" in the lower left corner of the envelope.

Please give your name, address, telephone number, occupation, and whether you are
available to go yourself or to sponsor someone else.
It remains to be seen whether Russia’s rulers will approve such a visit, but I believe
that depends mostly on you. If they see that the people of America truly want peace,
and trust, and friendship, I believe their response will be favorable; but if they are not
convinced that we are serious, there will be no Pilgrimage, and the consequences for
America and the world will be very grave.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter Audio Letter(R), Box 16428, Ft. Worth, Texas 76133.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter in Washington. Today is May 28, 1979, and this is
my Audio Letter N° 46.
In most all of the black nations of Africa, criminals and internal enemies of the state do
not last long. People disappear in the dead of night never to be seen or heard from
again, and when they disappear their families know they are gone for good. They
know better than to say anything about it. The victim is taken to a secret place that is
spoken of only in fearful whispers in black Africa--the place is usually known as "The
Pit". The victim is blindfolded and led through the night-time darkness to the edge of
the pit. There kerosene is poured over him until he is thoroughly soaked. Then as the
victim screams in vain, the torchbearer approaches. Moments later the scene around
the pit is illuminated as the kerosene catches fire. Then the victim is pushed over the
edge to fall alive, but aflame, into the pit.
In most all of black Africa that's how Law and Order is kept; but that is not the only
place where people are rumored to disappear in silence. Lately there have been reports
of wholesale disappearances in Argentina. A few days ago, on May 22, the BBC put the
number of disappearances at 4,000 since 1976, and a few days before that on May 16
the New York Times ran a story titled "Vanished in Argentina". The article referred to
a major story in the Buenos Aires Herald and also quoted from a related newspaper
advertisement. Included were the words: "The most capable and most renowned
people become used to keeping quiet".
To most Americans, nighttime disappearances in Africa probably don't seem very
relevant. We relax and say to ourselves, "Maybe that's Africa, but it's different here.
This is America". Argentina may strike a little closer to home since Argentina is a
modern, advanced nation. Even so, most of us are likely to comfort ourselves that this
is America, not Argentina; it's different here, we think. Well, my friends, it is different
here. In Africa the natives may talk only in whispers about disappearances and "The
Pit", but whispers travel fast. Everyone knows about "The Pit". In Argentina, too, the
people at least know disappearances are going on because so far the press has been left
free to publish reports about them. But it is here in the United States that the most

momentous disappearances are now taking place. It began four months ago with the
murder of Nelson Rockefeller. Now important and famous people are disappearing.
Nelson Rockefeller's murder has been followed by convulsions in the rulership of
America, and yet there is no hint to the public about what is taking place. The
Rockefeller murder in January signaled the beginning of an all-out Bolshevik coup
d'etat here in America. A secret Bolshevik purge of the Rockefellers was under way,
bloody but hidden from public view. But last month I revealed that a secret
Intelligence war between "doubles" had erupted for control of the United States
Government. When I recorded Audio Letter N° 45 last month, the situation was
confusing and my information was still fragmentary, but I told you what I could--and
now I can tell you more.
The war of "doubles" involves not only the Bolsheviks but the clandestine services of
Russia, Great Britain and Israel; but the basic battle lines are being drawn between
Russia and the Bolsheviks. As of now, the Russians appear to be gradually gaining the
upper hand, thanks to their use of an astonishing new Intelligence weapon. There is
irony in what the Russians are now doing in the war of "doubles". They are raising the
ghost of none other than Nelson Rockefeller--and in a way that he would have
appreciated.
My three topics this month are:
Topic #1--NELSON ROCKEFELLER'S REVENGE FROM THE GRAVE
Topic #2--THE COSMOSPHERE SHUTTLES TO PREVENT NUCLEAR WAR
Topic #3--THE MODERN REBIRTH OF THE "HOLY ALLIANCE"

Topic #1
In the summer of 1976 a missile crisis erupted between Russia and the United States
which to this day has never been made public officially. As all my older listeners
know, I am referring to the underwater missile crisis of 1976. The Russian Navy was
planting small, short-range, underwater-launched nuclear missiles within the
territorial waters of the United States.
They were doing the same thing in selected other locations world-wide. They were
preparing for a surprise nuclear first strike against the United States involving not
ICBMs but a naval strategy. By this means they were hoping to bring America to her
knees with one swift blow; but if that failed, they were prepared for all-out war. It
was a desperate gamble by the Kremlin, far more dangerous than the Cuban Missile

Crisis of 1962. In a military double-cross the Kremlin was terminating unilaterally the
secret Rockefeller-Soviet alliance of nearly six decades. But nuclear war did not erupt
then, thanks primarily to the brave actions of just one man. That man was the late
General George S. Brown, then Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It was he who
persuaded then President Gerald Ford to give the order overruling Henry Kissinger to
remove the Russian missiles from America's waters.
In Audio Letter N° 16 that September I revealed the loyal, brave actions of General
Brown in preventing nuclear war. Those actions included my own lengthy meeting
with him at the Pentagon on September 16, 1976. For doing his duty, General Brown
very soon encountered reprisals against him. It began in October 1976, soon after my
meeting with him. The major media began cutting him down, and he was even forced
to apologize on national television for some alleged remarks that were six months old.
Up until then, General Brown had been famous for his outspoken, forthright behavior;
but after that he quickly faded into obscurity. He did not actively serve out his term as
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, and reportedly died of cancer soon after retiring. In
Audio Letters Nos. 17 and 23 I revealed how the fate of General Brown was tied
directly to a drastic reversal in America's fortunes, but until now I have never revealed
what finally happened to General Brown. Now, at last, I can tell you. I'll return to the
matter of General Brown after telling you some other things which you need to know
first.
The neutralization of General Brown was part of an effort by the late four Rockefeller
brothers to reinstate their former secret alliance with the Soviet Union. The Brothers
simply could not believe at first that the alliance was gone for good. It was not until
mid-1977 that they received evidence convincing them that their old allies in Russia,
the atheistic Bolsheviks, were being overthrown. Up until then the Brothers were still
trying to glue things back together.
In this regard, a little-known practice of the late Nelson Rockefeller is now acquiring
crucial importance. Of the four brothers, Nelson in particular always lived in fear of
being assassinated. Like a moth drawn to a flame, he craved the limelight and yet
feared it at the same time. Most of all, he was always worried that someone close to
him, someone he himself had placed in power, would someday double-cross him. And
as I revealed in Audio Letter No. 43, his fears were well founded. For Nelson
Rockefeller the lust for power was rivaled by only one other emotion--revenge. He
never forgot a grudge. For example, three decades ago a young California
Congressman named Richard Nixon marked himself for Rockefeller's hatred. Nixon
went after an intimate associate of Rockefeller named Alger Hiss, charging treasonous
activity by Hiss. Finally Hiss wound up behind bars--not for treason but for perjury in
connection with treason. Rockefeller was enraged and vowed to "do-in" Nixon one
day. Later when Rockefeller created the 25th Amendment to the United States

Constitution, he kept Nixon in mind. The 25th Amendment was the means by which
Rockefeller intended to become President without being elected. The stage was set for
a scandal called WATERGATE, and Nixon was maneuvered into the Oval Office so
that it would be he who was ruined by WATERGATE. As planned, Nixon left the
presidency in disgrace, and Hiss left prison as a sympathetic figure in the major media.
In the same way, Nelson Rockefeller wanted to make sure that if he should ever be
murdered he would have his revenge, even from the grave. And so over the years he
made a habit of keeping a complete list of all the people placed in important positions
by his brothers and himself. Periodically he provided copies of the latest list to certain
elements within Russia's Intelligence community. His political testament contained
instructions that were very simple: "If anybody ever killed me, use the list; find out
who did it. I don't care if you have to get rid of everybody on the list, just do it". In
doing this, the one thing he never anticipated was that the Rockefeller-Soviet alliance
itself would come apart. Even so the Rockefeller "Hit Lists" are now coming into their
own in a way that he could never have anticipated, because the Bolsheviks who
carried out the coup d'etat against the Rockefellers are also the enemies of the new
ruling faction in Russia. So Russia, for her own reasons, is now using Nelson
Rockefeller's "Hit List" in the secret Intelligence war now going on. They know
exactly whom to go after here in America and have known for years, and they have
been preparing for years to be in a position to use the list if that turned out to be the
best way to proceed. Here, my friends, is where the new Russian Intelligence weapon
enters the picture.
What I am about to reveal I am revealing primarily for history. I know even before I
reveal it that some of my listeners will desert me after they hear it, saying "It just
cannot be"; but, my friends, I also know that the events in the days ahead will be
impossible to understand without knowing this secret. So I do not ask that you
believe it simply because I say it. What I do ask--and I ask it for your own good--is
that you keep an open mind. Listen and hear what I must now reveal, then watch
events themselves.
My friends, since World War II and before, scientists the world over have been
probing for the basic secrets of life itself; and in this field as in others, progress has
been much faster than the public has been led to believe. Today it's common
knowledge that heredity is governed by something called genes, yet barely a
generation ago this relationship was only beginning to be suspected. When it was
suggested in 1944 by a theoretical physicist, Erwin Schrodinger, it was a novel idea.
Beyond that no one was too certain what genes were aside from huge molecules or
clusters of molecules. Some thought they were molecular chunks of protein, some
thought they were something else. When Schrodinger's ideas about genes were
published, World War II was still raging and basic scientific research was on a back

burner; and yet, barely a half a dozen years later, researchers were zeroing in on a
building block of life even more basic than genes. The solution was found to this
revolutionary puzzle in April 1953 at Cambridge University in England.
Scientists James Watson, Francis Crick, and Maurice Wilkins were later to share the
Nobel Prize for solving the puzzle. They had discovered the molecular structure of
DNA, the famous "double helix". In 1968 Watson published a book titled "THE
DOUBLE HELIX", published by Athenaeum, New York, N. Y. To understand the
overwhelming importance of the double helix discovery in 1953, one need go no
further than these few words on the jacket of the book:
"DNA is the molecule of heredity, and to know its structure and method of
reproduction enables science to know how genetic directions are written and
transmitted, how the forms of life are ordered from one generation to the next".
In other words, to understand DNA is to begin to understand life itself.
It has now been over a quarter century since the crucial discovery of the DNA double
helix, and since then research in molecular biology has not been standing still but
speeding up. In some cases research has gone in directions which are deliberately
sheltered from publicity because of the fear of public reaction. Not so long ago, for
example, universities doing research into artificial microbes found their neighbors in
an ugly mood when they found out about it. Test tube babies are now a reality, and
that began not long ago in England where the mystery of DNA was first unraveled.
Then, of course, there are clones--that is, creatures which are reproduced by artificial
means and which are exact duplicates of an original. Clones of all kinds of animals
have been produced successfully in the laboratory, but that is not what bothers
people. In the recent past it has been claimed that human clones are also possible and
that some may already be in existence. These last claims about human clones have
been ridiculed, denied, and suppressed by all kinds of officials--the reason is that the
idea of duplicate human beings impinges upon a super-secret realm of Intelligence
activities by both Russia and the United States. True clones are not involved, but
something that bears a superficial resemblance to cloning is going on; and the last
thing the powers-that-be want is for you and the public to have any hint about what
is afoot.
In Russia as well as in the West, research has been under way for many years in
biological synthesis--that is, artificial life forms; and according to high intelligence, a
stunning break-through took place in Russia some years ago. The Russians refer to
this break-through as a "providential discovery", something they learned almost by
accident. They discovered the key to creating what are known as "organic robotoids".
An organic robotoid is an artificial robot-like creature, it looks and acts exactly like a
human being and yet it is not human. A robotoid is alive in the biological sense but it

is an artificial life form. Robotoids respond to conventional routine medical tests in
the same way as humans do; they eat, they drink, they breathe, they bleed if cut; and
they can be killed. Robotoids can also think, but they think only in the sense that a
computer thinks. Like any other computer, the brain of a robotoid has to be
programmed for each assignment it is given; but unlike many electronic computers,
the biological computer brain of a robotoid possesses an enormous memory. As a
result, robotoids can be programmed to communicate and think in such complex
patterns that they act human.
Organic robotoids are remarkable creatures, but they have many drawbacks. They
don't grow or reproduce but must be manufactured one by one in the desired form.
They also have a very limited life span, measured in months or even weeks, depending
upon how they are utilized. This is due to the fact that their metabolism, while it
resembles that of humans, is very inefficient. A robotoid can be manufactured on very
short notice, a matter of hours; but after a few weeks or months it suddenly begins to
degenerate physically and mentally. When that takes place, the robotoid has to be
removed from service and disposed of. To extend its useful life as much as possible, a
robotoid is customarily cooled down to slow its metabolism between assignments.
Organic robotoids are extremely expensive, troublesome creatures to produce and
utilize; and robotoid capabilities do not exceed those of human beings. All they can
really do is simulate human beings; but, my friends, for Intelligence purposes that's all
they have to do!
To produce an organic robotoid it is necessary to have a pattern to go by. The pattern
required is that of genetic coding taken from a few cells from the body of a human
being. In this respect the Russian technique sounds like cloning, but the technique
itself is totally unrelated to genuine cloning. A robotoid is produced within a matter of
hours, and it simulates the human donor at his current age. Like any man-made copy
of anything, a robotoid is never a perfect copy of the human that is to be simulated;
there's always small discrepancies in appearance and behavior, but these are seldom
great enough to arouse any suspicion.
When the initial Russian break-through in robotoids took place years ago, the
Rockefeller-Soviet alliance was still functioning. The Christian group who now rule
Russia were already secretly more powerful than the Bolsheviks, but the final
overthrow had not yet taken place. When the robotoid break-through took place,
they moved quickly to minimize the amount of information obtained about it while
those Bolsheviks still retained positions of power. They also tried to prevent
information about it from leaking through Intelligence channels to the CIA,
nevertheless partial information did reach the CIA and the late four Rockefeller
brothers. By early 1975 the Russians were known to have successfully created at least
one organic robotoid in the laboratory. Meanwhile the CIA was coordinating a

feverish research effort aimed at accomplishing the same feat. Up to now, robotoid
technology in the United States is far behind that of Russia. The American capability
in robotoids is not even close to being operational, whereas the Russians are
deploying them right now.
But there has been at least one attempt to create an organic robotoid for public use in
the United States, and I am referring to the final fate of the late General George S.
Brown. In April 1977 I revealed how much General Brown had sacrificed by that time
as the price of doing his duty for America, but not long after that General Brown paid
the supreme price for his actions. It is only now that I am free at last to reveal it.
On July 10, 1977, General Brown was taken to CIA headquarters near Washington,
D.C., in Virginia. There he was taken to one of the many secret rooms designed into
the CIA building by Nelson Rockefeller. The room was a laboratory, and the attempt
was made to create a robotoid replacement for General Brown. The techniques
employed were far more crude than those used in the Russian process since the CIA
process required General Brown to be on the scene. The attempt ended in complete
failure. A crude facsimile of General Brown was generated but it refused to come to
life. Even so, General Brown could not be allowed to live because now he knew too
much; and so on the evening of July 10, 1977, General George S. Brown, the last great
patriot in the United States Government, was MURDERED.
A normal human "double" was found for General Brown since a robotoid attempt had
failed. This was the man who testified in the role of General Brown at the
Congressional hearings on the Panama Canal Treaty, September 27, 1977! At his side
throughout, briefing and prompting him, was the Secretary of Defense, Harold Brown.
Occasionally the "double" would be flustered by a question and looked down at the
table in front of him until the Defense Secretary whispered something in his ear. Then
he would look up again, say what he had been told, and so on. Once the Panama Canal
hearings were out of the way, the "double" for the late General Brown was seen as
little as possible in public.
Soon there were stories that he had contracted cancer. Then the Air Force Chief of
Staff, General David Jones, began acting as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs months
before the end of General Brown's tour of duty. In June 1978 we were told that General
Brown was retiring, and last December 5, 1978, we were told that he had died of
cancer. At that point the General Brown "double" collected his pay and headed for
Frankfurt, West Germany, where he landed on December 11, 1978, at 3:30 AM local
time. It is a standing rule that "doubles" for important people never live long, and so at
about 7:30 that evening General Brown's "double" was shot to death in the back of the
neck.

Last month I revealed that an Intelligence war of "doubles" had erupted in the United
States. President Carter, Vice-President Mondale, and their wives had fallen victim to
this war of "doubles" as their Easter breaks away from Washington were ending. Now
I'm sorry to report that Amy Carter, Billy Carter, Lillian Carter, and Hugh Carter all
died soon after Jimmy and Rosalyn did. All of them, including Amy, have been
replaced by "doubles"; but instead of the Bolshevik "doubles" who had been waiting in
the wings, those we are seeing are Russian organic robotoids. The voice of the Jimmy
Carter "double" which was reproduced last month in Audio Letter N° 45 is the voice of
a robotoid. That robotoid was the one who was dazzling everyone with his vigorous
new image. Only a few months ago Carter had been limping around with what we
were told were severe hemorrhoids; but now, out of the blue, here was a Carter who
was a powerhouse--hiking, fishing, and jogging ten miles a day, he also looked and
sounded younger than before--that was the first robotoid "double" for Carter which I
referred to last month as Carter N° 2. By the time I recorded Audio Letter N° 45, there
was also another Carter robotoid making the rounds--this one, Jimmy Carter N° 3,
was the one that attended the Holocaust observances in the Capitol building here in
Washington. By contrast with Carter N° 2, N° 3 looks noticeably older and more
haggard. As I mentioned earlier, robotoids are very good copies but they are not
perfect, no two look exactly alike.
Last month I mentioned that the "doubles" for Jimmy and Rosalyn Carter were
spending a great deal of time at the Russian Embassy here in Washington instead of at
the White House. Now I can tell you why. Robotoids are programmed at the Embassy
for each assignment. Between assignments they simply rest there in a state of reduced
metabolism.
When the Bolshevik coup d'etat against the Rockefellers began four months ago, the
Kremlin rulership already knew that Bolshevik "doubles" would soon be on the scene,
and they knew that if the Bolsheviks were allowed to complete their take-over of the
United States, Russia would soon suffer. The Bolshevik plans for nuclear war against
Russia are a blueprint for suicide for America--but they have not been abandoned. Up
until now the Russians had been keeping the robotoid capability under wraps, and
there was a real question whether they would ever be used; but the Bolshevik coup
d'etat convinced them the time had come to deploy the robotoids. Now they are using
Nelson Rockefeller's "Hit List", and using their robotoids the Russians have already
altered the course of world events in dramatic ways.

Topic #2
As recently as two months ago the Bolsheviks here in America had big plans for this,
the month of May. By now they were planning for tensions in the Middle East to be at
the breaking point with events building fast toward war. There was to be a
atmosphere of crisis over our own supplies of Middle East oil; and with that as an
excuse, they were planning to begin the process of closing down American freedoms.
The Bolshevik "ad hoc gang of four"--BRZEZINSKI, BLUMENTHAL, BROWN, and
SCHLESINGER--were expecting their power to start growing fast in this atmosphere
of crisis. Meanwhile the big oil companies of the now headless Rockefeller cartel have
been playing right into the hands of the Bolsheviks. Overnight they have trumped up a
gasoline shortage that does not exist, and they are lying about their costs and pushing
up prices out of sheer greed. They are creating an artificial crisis atmosphere to set the
stage for events to come.
Until a few weeks ago the tensions in the Middle East were building up as planned;
Egypt was calling Saudi Arabia names, saying Saudi Arabia had paid the other Arabs
to isolate Egypt; Israel was continuing its hard line toward the Palestinians; there was
talk of a growing rift between Saudi Arabia and the United States--and all the while
gas lines were growing longer here in the United States. But in recent weeks
something has happened. The news in the United States has been full of trivia for the
most part as if world events were in suspended animation. The reason is that while
events have been taking place with blinding speed, they have been behind the scenes!
The Intelligence war now going on is intense, and the situation is changing daily.
Bolshevik strategies have been badly jolted by the Russians using their robotoids, and
as a result the Bolsheviks are not sure what propaganda line to feed to the public right
now. A major shock to the Bolsheviks in recent days has been their loss of the "ad hoc
gang of four". First, I can now report that Brzezinski was with the Bolshevik "double"
for the late Vice-President Mondale last month on April 20. They were aboard Air
Force II which crashed in the North Atlantic, as I reported last month. Then on May
13 the other three were eliminated--Blumenthal, Brown, and Schlesinger. All four were
promptly replaced with Russian robotoids, as has been done with the Carters and the
Mondales. A number of other top officials have also been removed and replaced by
Russian robotoids. Last month Secretary of State Cyrus Vance was replaced; and on
the 1st of May, May Day, the American Association of Newspaper Editors were
treated to speeches supposedly by Vance and Brzezinski. In the past, Vance and
Brzezinski have always been noted for being at loggerheads on every issue; but this
time, as they spoke of the need for a new diplomacy by America, it was as if they were
both thinking with the same mind. Many observers were surprised but no one
suspected the truth.

As there begin to be more and more Russian robotoids in key positions of the United
States Government, there will be more and more surprises. One key public personality
I would urge you to watch very carefully now is Walter Cronkite in his television
broadcast on CBS Evening News. During this month of May he left on what was said
to be a vacation. Today, May 28, he resumed broadcasting. If you are accustomed to
watching the Cronkite news program, I suggest that you watch carefully now, look
for a change in the slant given the news--it will be subtle, but it will be there. If you
are serious about it, you might tape the shows every evening for a week, then play
them all back one after another sometime the following week-end. That way you can
compress a week into two hours or so not counting commercials, and better tell what
the drift is. Otherwise the most important single personality to watch is the one
labeled "Jimmy Carter". Periodically there will be small changes in his appearance and
behavior as one robotoid wears out and is replaced by another; and by listening to the
Carter robotoid, you can get some hints about what the Kremlin is up to.
The invasion of the Russian robotoids goes far beyond the mere removal of
troublesome people from official positions. Robotoids assume the identity and
authority of those whom they replace. As a result they can carry out official acts, give
orders, and sign agreements. A prime example is to take place next month in Vienna,
Austria, on June 15. To the world it will appear that the United States in the person of
President Carter will be signing the SALT II Treaty with Russia in the person of
President Brezhnev; but the signatories will actually be a robotoid that looks like
Carter and a human double who looks like Brezhnev. Over a year ago in Audio Letter
No. 33 I reported the January 1978 death of the real Brezhnev and his replacement
with Brezhnev N° 2. So the SALT II Treaty will actually involve Russia signing with
itself through puppet personalities!
For over a year and a half following the Battle of the Harvest Moon in September 1977,
the United States stalled off SALT II, but now it is the era of Russian robotoids, and
now SALT II is about to be signed. In recent weeks Russian robotoids masquerading
as American officials have been busy not only here in the United States but abroad as
well. They have been used to carry out diplomatic shuttle negotiations in the Middle
East. The Russians are trying to keep the lid on there so the Bolshevik first-strike plan
which I revealed in Audio Letter N° 37 cannot be carried out. The shuttles have been
taking place by means of a small fleet of second generation Cosmospheres. These are a
more advanced version of the Floating Electrogravitic Weapon Platforms which first
appeared operationally over the United States in December 1977. The new second
generation Cosmospheres are designed specifically as high-speed transports. Unlike
the first generation machines, they do not use rocket thrusters to move horizontally;
instead, the electromagnetic fields around the earth are tapped for that purpose. They
normally climb to a height of 100 miles or more above the earth to get beyond the bulk
of the earth's atmosphere, then they travel to any desired destination typically at

around 9,000 miles per hour. That is about half the speed of a satellite in orbit, so
passengers feel somewhat lighter than normal but not weightless. When the occasion
calls for it though, the Cosmosphere transports can go even faster. To make a trip from
Washington, D.C. to some far distant part of the globe, the passenger first travels to
Bangor International Airport in Maine; from there another plane takes him to a
Cosmosphere landing site in east central Quebec Province, Canada. This site, which
was first mentioned in Audio Letter N° 31, is on the north edge of Manicouagan Lake.
If the destination is in Russia, be it Moscow or Novosibirsk, the Cosmosphere can
land usually within a few tens of miles of the final destination. For other destinations,
however, secluded landing sites like the one in Quebec are used to maintain secrecy.
The earliest Russian robotoid to appear on the American scene was one simulating the
late David Rockefeller. That robotoid replaced a Bolshevik "double" for Rockefeller by
early March. On April 25 this robotoid (David Rockefeller N° 2) left the Russian
Embassy in Washington and headed for Jerusalem. The following day he met with
high Israeli officials, pressuring them to back off from the plan to destroy Saudi
Arabia's oil fields. The Israelis were astonished. The plan had been in gestation for
over four years and was a joint plan between Israel and America.
Now here was one of David Rockefeller's "doubles" telling them that Russia knows
about the plan and does not plan to let it succeed. The Israelis resisted. Rockefeller
No. 2 left Jerusalem for Moscow where he met with John Paisley shortly after noon.
Paisley is the former high CIA official whose body was supposed to have been found
October 1, 1978 floating in Chesapeake Bay. He has been described in various news
reports as a "mole" within the CIA--a foreign agent. That he was, an extremely
important one. It was Paisley who provided Russia with the orbital data on America's
Spy Satellites. With that data Russia's fleet of manned killer satellites, the Cosmos
Interceptors, finished destroying America's Spy Satellites in orbit over a year ago.
Since his disappearance last fall, Paisley has been living near Leningrad, following a
vacation at Odessa on the Black Sea. Rockefeller N° 2 briefed Intelligence officials in
Moscow about his discussions with the Israelis.
Paisley had been brought there because it was anticipated that his services would
shortly be needed. This was confirmed by the report of the robotoid. It was decided
that Paisley should go to Jerusalem the following day, April 27, but accompanied by an
agent of the KGB since the Russians did not entirely trust Paisley. The Rockefeller
robotoid was to return to Jerusalem that day also and put in an appearance along with
Paisley. In addition it was decided that Jimmy Carter N° 2 should visit Jerusalem in a
quick secret trip by Cosmosphere Transport. David Rockefeller N° 2 was then
dispatched to Washington with instructions for Jimmy Carter N° 2. By the evening of
April 26, Carter N° 2 was at the Israeli Intelligence Station outside Jerusalem. At the
same time Carter No. 3 was keeping up appearances here. Rockefeller No. 2 was seen

at the World Trade Center in New York but left that night for Moscow and then
Jerusalem. While Jimmy Carter N° 3 was appearing at the Holocaust ceremony in
Washington, Carter N° 2 was in Moscow having already been to Jerusalem;
meanwhile Paisley and Rockefeller No. 2 were in Jerusalem. Paisley's testimony was
being used to convince the Israelis of the extent to which America's military security
has been breached. Carter No. 2 likewise was there to prove that Bolshevik support
for the Middle East war plan was being removed as a factor in Washington.
Late on the 27th of April Rockefeller No. 2 began encountering questions and problems
which he was not programmed to handle; so obeying standing instructions for such an
event, he departed for Moscow for further programming. On the 28th he went to the
Russian Embassy in Washington. That night he returned to Jerusalem. For further
impact on the Israelis, the Carter N° 3 robotoid had been dispatched to Jerusalem
along with Rosalyn N° 2. Paisley had remained in Jerusalem all three days. Meanwhile
here in the United States Carter No. 2 and another new robotoid, Rosalyn N° 3, were
on duty. On April 29 Paisley left for Leningrad and the robotoids left for Washington-the first robotoid shuttle to the Middle East was ended after five days, in total
secrecy.
As April was ended and May was getting under way, the main focus of activity by the
Russian robotoids was here in Washington. On April 30 a Carter robotoid surprised
everyone with an uncharacteristic response to critical statements by Senator Ted
Kennedy. He said, "That is just a lot of baloney". "That just wasn't like Carter", people
said. The next day the Brzezinski and Vance robotoids had their turn to surprise
everyone. That was the day they abandoned their usual fisticuffs in favor of sweetly
humming the same tune to newspaper editors. "Just not like those two to behave that
way", said some puzzled observers. Two days later on May 3 it was suddenly
announced that a top official of the State Department, Leslie Gelb, was resigning.
Two days after that on May 5 another important resignation was announced, and this
one had a short fuse. Only a few days earlier on April 26 Air Force Secretary John
Stetson had said some important things in public. Without divulging any secrets he
almost let the cat out of the bag about America's recent military reverses. Speaking of
our ability to verify the proposed new SALT II Treaty he said in effect that he wasn't
worried about that. To him the real story was something far different, far different-that is, the possibility of secret development and sudden deployment of new weapons
by Russia.
That, my friends, is exactly what Russia has been doing now for nearly three years -Underwater Missiles, Charged Particle Beam-weapons, Killer Satellites,
Cosmospheres, and the Moon bases; and now Organic Robotoids! All were developed
secretly and then deployed suddenly, and not one of them is touched upon in the
SALT II Treaty. Speaking as he did, Stetson was not long for the Pentagon. His

resignation was announced May 5 and was effective on May 18, ten days ago. His
resignation was an echo in some ways of that of the Undersecretary of Defense,
Stanley Resor, in March; and the trend toward transfers of key personnel, shake-ups,
and resignations is continuing. Within a few days one of the men in the position to
observe Carter most closely will be transferred out and replaced with someone new-that's the President's Naval Attache, the man who carries the so-called "Black Bag" for
nuclear war. On May 16 it was reported that seven aides to National Security Chief
Brzezinski are quitting--and so it goes.
On May 7 Pravda praised the United States for having finally become sober-minded
about SALT II. Two days later it was announced that the United States had reached
an agreement in principle with Russia for a SALT II Treaty; but in still another strange
twist that raised many eyebrows, the announcement was not made by "President
Carter", instead it was made by "Secretaries Brown and Vance"--but then one robotoid
is as good as another. Carter robotoids began lobbying on Capitol Hill immediately for
the Treaty, one robotoid at a time, of course; but shortly the emphasis began shifting
again to the Middle East.
On May 13 Paisley arrived in Iran from Russia. After checking with Intelligence agents
in Tehran and Abadan, he returned to Moscow before the day was out. News reports
on May 16 said that Defense Secretary Harold Brown was going to Brussels to drum
up support for SALT II among our NATO allies; but a Harold Brown robotoid was in
Moscow on May 13 and 14 and arrived in Tehran on the 15th. The next day he went to
Jerusalem, where he joined Paisley and the N° 2 Jimmy and Rosalyn Carter robotoids.
Thus began the second Middle East Cosmosphere shuttle involving robotoids. After
intensive meetings with Israeli leaders, Paisley left for Leningrad; the rest of the group
went to Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, where they were joined by David Rockefeller N° 2.
After giving assurances of support to Saudi leaders, they went next to Tehran to
analyze the situation there. Meanwhile things were turbulent in the Middle East--the
Cabinet of Lebanon resigned, President Sadat suddenly announced that Egypt is ready
to pursue friendship with Russia, and gold prices started rising fast thanks to heavy
buying from the Middle East. The next day, May 17, the shuttle group were back in
Riyadh, then back to Jerusalem, then to Cairo all in the same day. Suddenly on that
day, May 17, Israeli Defense Minister Weizman withdrew from the West Bank
Negotiating Commission. Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan did likewise. Both were
angry with the continuing Begin hard line denying the possibility of Palestinian
statehood. The next day Begin suddenly adopted a more conciliatory line, offering to
meet with Jordan's King Hussein and saying: "We recognize the Arab nation". Can you
imagine? On May 18 the shuttle broke up, ending with brief trips by Harold Brown N°
2 to Damascus and Tehran. For the moment the lid seemed to be on the pressure
cooker; but two days later Iran blasted the United States for the Senate resolution
condemning the executions there. The United States was told to delay sending the

new Ambassador; and Senator Jacob Javits of New York, sponsor of the resolution,
was denounced as a criminal. Javits was promptly put under 24-hour police guard.
At the same time it was announced that Secretary of State Vance was to leave right
away on a two-week trip overseas. Reportedly Vance was to be going first to London
and several other points, but the real destination of the current Vance robotoid No. 3
was Tehran.
As I explained last summer in Audio Letter N° 37, Iran is an indispensable key to the
Bolshevik plan for a nuclear first strike against Russia. The Bolsheviks, as they see
their power slipping, are making a feverish attempt to go ahead with the first-strike
plan. The Vance robotoid was sent to Iran to gather information and to seek ways to
foil the first-strike plan. He arrived early May 22 in Tehran, but less than 36 hours
later the Vance robotoid was killed--shot in the head. It was less than 36 hours later
that another Vance robotoid arrived in Tehran, Cyrus Vance No. 4, but that one lasted
only a few hours before being gunned down on the morning of May 25. The Russians
are now very worried about the situation in Iran; they are also concerned that the
pressures and inducements they have brought to bear in the case of Israel and her
neighbors still may not prevent double-cross and war there. That is true even though
both Sadat and Begin have secretly been eliminated during the past month and
replaced with robotoid "doubles".
My friends, besides the Middle East there is one other imminent trouble spot for
Russia right now, and that's Poland. In Audio Letter N° 42 I revealed the Bolshevik
plans for a Pope's Revolution to erupt during the actor Pope's visit to Poland.
Originally the visit was scheduled for this month, May, but was delayed until next
month instead; and very early this month the actor Pope, the Bolshevik "double" for
the late Pope John Paul II, was eliminated along with his Bolshevik boss, Cardinal
Benelli. Both have been replaced by "doubles" from Russia, but the evidence is not yet
clear as to whether these "doubles" are human or robotoid. Having accomplished this
Vatican coup d'etat, the Russian and Polish leaders believe they will be able to prevent
the assassination of the Pope from taking place next month. That is why early this
month Poland suddenly reversed her earlier plans to levy stiff charges against
journalists who entered Poland to cover the Pope's visit. It is a calculated risk, but the
Russians feel that the publicity surrounding the Pope will be beneficial if the
Bolshevik assassination plan can be thwarted.

Topic #3
For centuries Russia has endured war after war, and invasion after invasion. Every
time the Russians have somehow endured the worst and somehow come back again,
stronger than ever; but each time the hatred of war has sunk deeper into the Russian

soul. Over 150 years ago Czar Alexander I of Russia proposed that a community of the
Christian nations of the world be formed. There was to be no question of victors or
vanquished in the wars just ended; instead, it was to be an alliance of trust and
friendship with all parties pledging to deal with one another according to Christian
principles. It was to be not a military alliance but a new kind of alliance designed to
remove the causes of warfare throughout Christendom. It was to be as Alexander I
named it: a HOLY ALLIANCE. The treaty creating the Holy Alliance was signed in
Paris on September 26, 1815, and for a while there were signs that it might actually
work. Most of the nations of a war-torn Europe were eager to join the Alliance,
designed as it was for the prevention of war. Alexander was hoping to see the Holy
Alliance unite all of Europe, the British Isles, and America--not so much politically as
in spirit. The beliefs and policies of Alexander I were derived from the influence of a
Christian sect in Russia, the same one that now has taken control of Russia. Prior to
their recent resurgence the days of Alexander I had been their heyday. But those days
were also the heyday of mushrooming Rothschild power in Britain and Europe; and
while Alexander I wanted to unite the Christian nations to prevent war, the
Rothschilds wanted the exact opposite. Their objective was to divide nations, one
against the other, and to become richer and richer by financing armaments and
warfare. Through diplomatic maneuvering and economic pressures the Rothschilds
succeeded in dismantling the Holy Alliance.
The events taking place around us today are far different in detail from those of a
century and a half ago, but they are cut from the same historical cloth. Increasingly
the main protagonists in the Western arena are the same as they were then--on one
side are the atheistic Bolsheviks and the Rothschild sponsors who destroyed the Holy
Alliance long ago, and on the other side is the Russian Christian sect which greatly
influenced Czar Alexander I and which now rules Russia. For many people it is still
hard to shake the image of Russia that was true in the days of Stalin; and in Russia as
elsewhere, things do not change overnight--but they are changing and for the better.
For example, consider the matter of taking Bibles into Russia.
I quote now from an article titled "WE PRAISE GOD" published last month, April
1979, in the record of the American Bible Society:
"The trip was less than 3,000 miles, but it took 65 years. As the heavily laden lorry
lumbered from the loading dock at the Bible printing plant of the German Bible
Societies in Stuttgart, the first leg of the journey began. Actual driving time was only
six days and would have been faster had the roads been in better condition; however it
was close to Christmas and Moscow was already well into winter. But the last time
such a large shipment of Bibles had reached Moscow with the full approval of the
government was 66 years ago in 1913. In October 1978 the Soviet government granted
an Import Permit to the All Union Council of Evangelical Christians, Baptists, in the

Soviet Union for 25,000 Russian Bibles and 5,000 concordances. As soon as the order
was received the United Bible Societies in Stuttgart stopped all other production so
that the presses could be devoted exclusively to the printing of these Russian
Scriptures. By early December they were ready and on their way by truck through the
German Democratic Republic and Poland, and into Russia. The Bibles cleared
customs on January 22, 1979, and before the end of the month more than 60% of them
had been distributed to churches. They are already in the hands of Christians in places
as far apart as Kiev in the Ukraine and Novosibirsk on the northern edge of Siberia, as
well as in Moscow and throughout the Baltic area".
My friends, throughout the old Christian areas of Russia the words of Jesus Christ are
being heard once again, churches long in disuse are being refurbished often at
government expense and re-opened, and the most hopeful sign is that in Russia it is
the young who are most eager to hear and learn about our LORD JESUS CHRIST.
Whether the Russians will succeed in their grand design for a modern Holy Alliance
remains to be seen. Perhaps it all depends upon whether we, the Christians of the
world, will continue to allow ourselves to be divided and pitted against each other--or
whether we will at last unite in trust and brotherhood.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER, Box 16428, Ft. Worth, Texas 76133.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is June 28, 1979, and this is my Audio Letter
N° 47.
The final Friday in May, last month, was a sunny spring day in Chicago. It was a
perfect day to fly, and O'Hare Airport was busy as usual. Inside the terminal complex,
thousands of air travelers were rushing to and from their flights. Nearby the runways
were alive--airplanes were taking off and landing in a steady stream, one right after
another. It was just another day at the world's busiest airport.
Shortly before 3:00 o'clock that Friday afternoon two hundred and fifty-eight
passengers boarded American Airlines Flight No. 191. It was a DC-10 Jumbo Jet bound
for Los Angeles. With its crew of 13, there were 271 people aboard when the doors
were closed. Then the DC-10 was rolled away from the terminal and taxied out
toward the runway. There Flight 191 took its place at the end of a line of jets waiting
to take off.
Meanwhile, a passenger waiting in the terminal for a different flight was passing the
time by taking snapshots. Reportedly, the man with the camera was a pilot himself.
Most fliers simply enjoy watching airplanes, and apparently he was no exception.
Just after 3:00 P.M. the O'Hare Tower cleared Flight 191 for take-off. The big DC-10
moved onto the end of the runway. Three mammoth engines -- one on the tail and one
under each wing -- changed their tune from a whine to a roar. The engines strained
like locomotives in their mounts and the jumbo jet began moving down the runway.
Half a minute or so later, after rolling a mile and a half, the nose of the DC-10 rotated
upward for take-off. Up to that moment everything had been normal and routine; but
then, without warning, the world began to end for Flight 191. The engine under the
left wing suddenly ripped loose. It lurched forward, then up and over the top of the
wing. It smashed down onto the runway, but the suddenly crippled DC-10 continued
to climb. The plane reached an altitude of about 600 feet, but by then it had rolled
steeply to the left. The wings were vertical instead of level, and the DC-10 began to
fall. Moments later the plane disappeared in a giant fireball as it hit the ground.

In the terminal, the man with the camera caught a picture of the Airliner on its side in
the air. Moments later he was photographing the fireball, which was partially
obscured by Airport buildings. Later the man who took those famous pictures -Michael Laughlin of Ontario, Canada -- gave his reactions to UPI. He reportedly said:
"After I had taken all the pictures, I just stood there stunned, wondering to myself,
'Did this really happen? Did I really take these pictures? Did that plane really crash?' I
thought, 'There has to be some other explanation for this crazy airplane turning over
and for all that fire.' I just couldn't believe it. I just stood there shaking".
My friends, reality is always hard to accept whenever it is unpleasant. Our minds play
tricks and tell us it just cannot be. Like the man who photographed the crashing DC10, we don't want to believe our own eyes and ears. Instead of accepting the truth as it
is when it disturbs us, we try to deny its existence. Right now this is happening to
some listeners to the Dr Beter AUDIO LETTER.
Last month I made public one of the most carefully guarded of all Intelligence secrets - that is, the existence of ORGANIC ROBOTOIDS. As I explained last month, they are
now the key fact of life in understanding current world events. Without knowing this
very important secret, you will have no hope of understanding present and coming
events. Even so, some of my listeners are not waiting for events to speak for
themselves. Instead, they are shakily telling themselves, "There just has to be some
other explanation for the strange things in today's news".
These people, my friends, are turning away from the AUDIO LETTER. They want only
to have their ears tickled with the words they like to hear. They want only to hear the
words they have heard before over and over again, year in and year out: Runaway
government, taxes, dishonest politicians, the Russian threat, and so on. With these
things they can feel dissatisfied yet content--reassured that nothing really ever
changes. But as I said last month, I knew very well that this would happen before I
ever said a word about the "robotoids". I knew that there would be a falling away by
some who have followed the AUDIO LETTER up to now.
But there is only one way that the AUDIO LETTER can serve those who do choose to
listen--that way is to continue to reveal the truth exactly as it is. If I were to withhold
crucial information whenever it is frightening or unfamiliar, perhaps I could avoid
losing any listeners; but then the AUDIO LETTER would end up serving no one--no
one, that is, but the enemies of our Lord Jesus Christ.
When our Lord walked the earth 2000 years ago, He said: "You shall know the truth,
and the truth shall make you free". He gave the Good News that a new day was
dawning for those ready to accept it. He began awakening His followers from their
slumber; and those who were benefitting from the oppressive status quo of that day

began to feel threatened. Soon Jesus made it clear that He was not talking about
politics or military conquest but something deeper than that. Many of His followers
fell away in disappointment. But the ruling circles felt even more threatened. Their
real control over the people was through their beliefs, and Jesus was opening their
eyes with the truth; so they had Him crucified, and the people cheered.
My friends, the French have a saying that: "The more things change, the more they stay
the same". Our modern world is radically different in some ways from the
Mediterranean world of 2000 years ago. Yet today, as then, there are those who want
to keep you ignorant and asleep so that they can control and use you. The Dr. Beter
AUDIO LETTER is interfering with these plans simply by revealing the truth from
behind the scenes; and because the influence of the AUDIO LETTER is growing faster
and faster, a "hate campaign" is now under way in an effort to destroy it.
Right now, some people are turning away; but others are awakening from their
slumber. Like Rip van Winkle, they are beginning to open their eyes after living for
years in a dream world of the past. They are beginning to ask questions and to see for
themselves what is really taking place in our world. After years of sitting glued to the
television sets, more and more Americans are beginning to talk to one another again.
People are gathering in groups to listen to the AUDIO LETTER and then arguing
about it. Concerned listeners are making countless copies of my AUDIO LETTERS to
give to friends and relatives. In New York City and elsewhere unauthorized copies are
being sold by illegal scalping operations for $10 and more; and these homemade and
scalped copies of my AUDIO LETTERS are themselves being listened to in groups,
and further re-copied.
The majority of those who are benefitting from the AUDIO LETTER nowadays are
doing so without contributing to its support. Free and scalped copies after all do
nothing to help sustain the AUDIO LETTER, which is expensive and difficult to
produce. Nevertheless, the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER is having an impact that is
growing wider every day.
Now that the four Rockefeller brothers have all left the scene, as I have revealed in
recent months, even the major media are beginning to take notice of the AUDIO
LETTER. This past Easter Sunday morning, April 15, 1979, it was a syndicated feature
article in the Sunday Magazine of the Washington Post. A month later on May 17, it
was an article on page B2 of the New York Times. And earlier this month on June 11, I
was contacted by a producer for the CBS television program "60 Minutes" about the
"Guyana story". Because of the growing impact of the AUDIO LETTER, those who
benefit by keeping you asleep and ignorant feel increasingly threatened by it. And so a
"hate campaign" has now erupted in an effort to destroy the AUDIO LETTER.

All kinds of techniques are being used in this "hate campaign". Articles are being
printed in certain publications that stoop to outright libel in an effort to defame my
personal reputation. Damaging rumors of all kinds are being circulated. Whisper
campaigns are being stirred up with ridiculous stories about my family. Now I'm told
they are even picking on my little five-year-old daughter Petra, saying somehow that
Petra has a Russian name. Petra, my friends, is simply the female form of the Greek
word meaning "rock". It is also the name of an ancient, beautiful, and historical
crossroads town in Jordan.
The hate campaigners are all waving the flag in an effort to dispute the patriotism of
the AUDIO LETTER. But their arguments are based on deceit and fraud--not truth.
Christ ones do not do such things.
What is most significant is the timing of this hate campaign. All of the groups now
attacking the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER have one identifying characteristic in
common. In every case, they have spent years in pointing accusing fingers at the
Rothschilds. This has led many people with some knowledge of past history to accept
the leadership of these organizations; and yet, years of finger pointing by these groups
has had no effect at all on the Rothschilds. The only people really affected are the
duped ones -- the followers of these groups and publications. Until very recently the
Rothschilds have actually been in a state of eclipse by the Rockefellers; but since the
Bolshevik coup d'etat secretly terminated Rockefeller power early this year, the
situation has changed.
In the past two or three months, I have focused attention on the Rothschilds and their
bid for renewed power; and as if on signal, the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER is now
under attack supposedly by anti-Rothschild groups. False opposition, my friends, is a
trick even older than Machiavelli. The hate campaign now under way will do its
damage but it will not stop the AUDIO LETTER. My employer is our Lord Jesus
Christ, and my AUDIO LETTER series will not end until it is time to end. This month
I am beginning the fifth year of my AUDIO LETTER.
It has been another year of surprises and dramatic events. It was only one year ago
next month that the oldest of the four Rockefeller brothers, John D. III, died abruptly
in an alleged auto accident. And it was only five months ago that the all-out Bolshevik
coup d'etat against the Rockefellers began with the murder of Nelson Rockefeller.
Today the Bolsheviks themselves are in retreat, thanks to the Russian "organic
robotoids." So the years to come will hold even more surprises for us all.

My topics this month are:
Topic #1 -- The Scientific Background of The Russian Robotoids.
Topic #2 -- The Russian Strategy To Dismantle Bolshevik Power, and
Topic #3 -- The Shifting Currents Between War and Peace.

Topic #1: The Scientific Background of The Russian Robotoids.
In the spring of 1973 my book "THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR" was
published by George Braziller, New York, New York. In the book I revealed in detail
how forces were being set in motion deliberately to destroy the United States dollar. I
named a lot of names, and I explained the role being played by various individuals and
multinational corporations. Of all the individuals I named in the book, the most
important was that of the late David Rockefeller. He was the kingpin in the plan to
destroy our dollar and our economy, as I showed in the book; but when he was asked
for his public comment about my book, he said: "Interesting science fiction". But as
events have proven, my book was anything but science fiction. I was a lone voice in
1973 because I was revealing things that were not publicly known. Instead, until I
went public with them, these things had been known only to a handful of the most
powerful in America and abroad. For that reason, many people found what I revealed
then hard to believe; yet today the things I warned about have already come true or are
happening now behind the scenes.
When I wrote my book in 1973, Americans had yet to experience an embargo of
foreign oil. The dollar was still thought of as almighty, and my warnings that it would
soon shrivel sounded preposterous to many Americans. But today, who in his right
mind would speak of the so-called "almighty dollar"? As for gold, Americans could not
even own it legally in 1973 except under special circumstances. Very few Americans
even thought about gold in 1973, so the plans I exposed in my book for gold prices to
shoot up past $200 an ounce sounded ridiculous to many; but today, who among us is
unaware of the daily news reports about astronomical gold prices? In 1973 I spoke of
stagnation with inflation, of shortages, of financial distress in municipal governments,
and on and on. At that time these things sounded too far off to many of my readers--it
sounded like science fiction. But today, just look around you, my friends. Look at the
gas lines, the truckers' strike, the defaults and near defaults by major cities, the prices
that change almost daily in your grocery stores. Today everyone talks about these
things, they are just facts of life; but when I warned about them six years ago, I was
ridiculed for saying they would happen because I was out of step with the crowd.

The same thing is happening now in the wake of my revelations last month about the
Russian "organic robotoids". The conventional wisdom, of course, is that there just
cannot be such things; or at least if they are possible, they must lie far in the future,
not now. But, my friends, the conventional wisdom is wrong, dead wrong. They are
not only possible but they are real, and they are walking among us right now. To those
who are ignorant of the scientific advances that have taken place in the past 20 to 30
years, they sound incredible; but within a small select group of scientists both in and
out of government, here and abroad, the existence of Robotoids is known, and certain
of those who know and understand about them are faithful listeners to the Dr. Beter
AUDIO LETTER. As I mentioned in my introductory comments, those who seek to
control us want to keep us all in a horse-and-buggy mentality. That way we remain
unaware of the forces we are confronting and therefore more vulnerable.
Ever since World War II began four decades ago, we Americans have been living with
a shroud of secrecy in the military and scientific fields. As a result, most Americans
today are actually living in the past without knowing it. But in my AUDIO LETTERS
I'm trying to bring you up to date with reality. For the past four years I've been letting
you in on developments which have taken decades to materialize in secret. Learning
about all these things over such a short time span is like having the world itself change
almost overnight. So it is little wonder that some of my listeners are getting a case of
"future shock" from my AUDIO LETTERS. By the way, the term "future shock" is
taken from the famous book titled "FUTURE SHOCK" by Alvin Toffler. The book was
published nearly 10 years ago, in 1970, by Random House.
Toffler defines future shock as "the shattering stress and disorientation that we induce
in individuals by subjecting them to too much change in too short a time." In his book
Toffler called attention to the fact that numerous rapid and drastic new developments
are taking place today without people quite knowing how to cope with it all. Among
these developments Toffler discussed the revolutionary advances in biology and
genetics. Quoting leading scientists in the field, he gave examples of astonishing
things which are either possible now or will be soon.
All of these are fascinating to read about and many are frightening as well. In
particular, several items point directly toward organic robotoids, although the book
does not say so. As I explained last month, an organic robotoid is an artificial robotlike creature. It is a kind of biological machine with a biological computer brain.
With this in mind, consider the words of Arne Tiselius, a biochemist and Nobel Prize
winner. As quoted in "FUTURE SHOCK" nearly a decade ago, he said: "It is quite
obvious that computers so far are just bad imitations of our brains. Once we learn
more about how the brain acts, I would be surprised if we could not construct a sort
of biological computer. Such a computer might have electronic components modeled

after biological components in the real brain, and at some distant point in the future it
is conceivable that biological elements themselves might be parts of the machine".
Dr. Tiselius was on the right track with these words of 10 years ago, but he was too
conservative. At that time, the Russians were already on the threshold of their key
breakthrough which I referred to last month. That breakthrough had to do with the
biological computer brain which is the key to a successful robotoid. In a few moments
I'll tell you more about that.
In other places, too, one can find many bits and pieces of information that point
straight toward robotoids, but you will not often find this information on television or
in the newspapers. Instead, it crops up here and there in specialized publications
directed at particular audiences. An example of this is the book "THE DYNAMICS OF
CHANGE" published in 1967 by Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. The
book is copyrighted by Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation, having first
published all the material in six issues of Kaiser Aluminum News.
The revolution in biology and genetics is only a very small part of the subject matter in
the book. Even so, listen to just a few brief quotes. Under the heading GENETIC
MANIPULATION: "The ability to control the formation of new beings may be one of
the most basic developments of the future. Recent discoveries about the nucleonic
acids, the basic building blocks of life, have led to the belief that man may some day be
able to treat genes in such a way that desired characteristics can be realized..."
Under the heading DIRECT EDUCATION OF BRAIN CELLS: "Experiments indicate
that certain chemicals in the brain will, when implanted in another brain, transfer
knowledge..." Under the heading MAN-MACHINE SYMBIOSIS: "...Computers exist
which can learn, remember, see, seek goals, reason, walk, sing on key, talk, be irritable,
play games, grasp, adapt to an environment, and even design improvements in
themselves..."
My friends, remember, these things were published for public consumption, and a
dozen years ago! Further, under the same heading: "...man-like computers may one day
contain plasma circulating through a viscera-like envelope, allowing them to be selfhealing." Finally, under the heading HUMAN ROBOTS: "...An electronic circuit that
imitates two neurons, the cells of the human brain, has been built, and has enabled a
robot to deal with some unexpected situations, but the neuron structure was bulky.
The brain has billions of neurons, meaning an incredible miniaturization job will be
necessary before truly human robots are developed".
Since those words were written, of course, incredible things have been done in
miniaturizing electronic computers. For example, a mere dozen years ago there was no
such thing as an electronic hand calculator. Within a few years they were on the

market but at a cost of hundreds of dollars. Today, just a few scant years further on,
they are all over the place -- tiny, inexpensive, and able to do things only bulky
computers could do a decade ago. But these things only hint very vaguely at the
scientific strides that have made Organic Robotoids a reality.
The man-made biological machine known as a Robotoid is remarkable from head to
foot; but the most astonishing thing about them is their ability to simulate human
beings--not just in appearance but in behavior. In other words, the most crucial and
most amazing thing about a Russian Organic Robotoid is its biological computer
brain. The developments that were destined to lead to Russia's breakthrough in
robotoid brain research began 32 years ago, in 1947. In that year a Hungarian-born
physicist, Dr. Dennis Gabor, conceived of a way to make three-dimensional
photographs called "holograms". It was a revolutionary scientific discovery, and it was
destined to lead to the Nobel Prize for Dr. Gabor. He did not receive the Prize until 24
years later, in 1971. By then, holograms were a reality in numerous laboratories worldwide; and yet most members of the general public still had not heard of holography.
And even today, more than three decades after Dr. Gabor's original discovery,
holography is still unfamiliar to the public as a whole.
In 1947 Dr. Gabor's theory pointed the way toward holography, but at that time
holograms could not actually be made. What was needed in order to make them was
something called "monochromatic light" -- that is, light of just one wave length. No
one knew how to create that kind of light in 1947, but in 1960 the situation suddenly
changed--that was the year the laser was invented. When lasers are discussed in
public, attention is usually focused on just one of their amazing characteristics -that's the ability of a laser to produce a narrow, intense beam of light. The beam can
travel great distances without spreading out and diffusing. Lasers pointed the way
toward energy-beam weapons, among other things; and as I revealed long ago in
AUDIO LETTER N° 26, this is what secretly spawned America's crash program to get
to the moon in 1961. But the reason laser beams behave the way they do is that the
light they produce is monochromatic, so they are made to order for generating
holograms. Like lasers, holography has led to developments that were totally
unexpected, and one of these was the Russian breakthrough in biological computer
brains some years ago. When you hear how they work, you'll understand why
robotoids act so much like the human beings they replace.
A hologram is a very unusual kind of photograph. To make one, the film is exposed
using a laser and a set of mirrors and lenses; and to make the holograph image on the
film visible later on, laser light must again be used. When you look at a hologram, it is
as if you were looking through a window at the real object. You can move back and
forth, up and down, and see it from different angles in three-dimensional detail. By
contrast, of course, a conventional photograph is flat and looks the same from all

angles. Holograms are also different in another way. If you tear a normal photograph
into several pieces, you ruin it. Each piece contains only a disconnected fraction of the
total, but not so with a hologram. If you cut up a holographic film into several pieces,
each piece still contains almost the entire image. There is some loss of detail but
basically it's all there. It's this fact that led years ago to the Russian breakthrough in
biological computer brains for their robotoids.
For quite some time, scientists in the Intelligence Community world-wide, studying
the human brain, have known one very important fact. That fact is that a portion of a
human brain can be removed through accident or surgery and yet the person still
retains most of his original memory, so in this respect the memory in a human brain is
like a hologram. Nowadays the relationship between holography and human memory
is beginning to be understood in the West. For example, Dr. Karl Pribram, a
neuropsychologist at Stanford University, wrote about it recently in the magazine
"PSYCHOLOGY TODAY". As he pointed out, the implications of holography are
enormous, both for brain research and for computers; but this relationship was first
recognized not in America but in a research laboratory at Russia's Siberian Science
City, Novosibirsk.
The reason the Russians have scooped the West in many recent scientific discoveries
is not that they are supermen while we are mental midgets, instead it has to do with
the way they organize their efforts in science and technology. This organization is
totally different from that in the West, and it's turning out to be far more efficient.
For one thing, when it comes to research, communications in Russia are far superior
to those in the West. There are more than 5,000 research centers and laboratories in
Russia doing research and development of all kinds, and they are all linked together by
vigorous communications -- not only within each scientific field, but between
different fields. There's also a fundamental difference in what is discussed in Russian
technical literature, as compared with the West. In the West, a scientist usually
publishes a technical paper only to report a success of some kind. If he carries out a
research project that fails, he generally publishes nothing about it; but in Russia, many
failures and problems are discussed very openly in the technical literature. As a result,
many areas of research meet a very different fate in Russia than in the West. Here in
America an elaborate and expensive scientific project may come very close to success
but fall through because of a key missing ingredient. When that happens, very little is
published about it; but in Russia, the researchers describe their problems and failures;
and among the thousands of other scientists nation-wide, one might have the answer.
So the Russian system, which is built around cooperation, often produces success; but
the Western system, especially in America, is built around jealousy and it often leads
to failure. It's happened many times, my friends, and it happened several years ago in
robotoid brain development.

Last month I revealed that the Russians can manufacture organic robotoids, which are
almost exact carbon copies of real human beings. This is done by a process that
simulates the genetic coding of the person to be copied. It sounds a little like cloning,
but it's not. A clone of a human would itself be a human, but an organic robotoid is
NOT human. It's an artificial life form, like an animal in some ways but like a
computerized machine in others. Every Russian robotoid has what is called a
"holographic brain". This brain duplicates essentially the entire memory of a person
being copied. The key to doing this is a new technique called an "ultrasonic cerebral
hologram". Using high-frequency sound waves, which are inaudible, a complete threedimensional picture is made of a person's brain. This is a painless, non-destructive
process; and under the proper conditions it can be done without the person even
being aware of it.
Last month I revealed that the Russians are using Nelson Rockefeller's "Hit List" to
weed out Bolsheviks here in America, and for roughly three years they have been
preparing for this day. They have been secretly making cerebral holograms of the
people on the list at every opportunity. This has been done to every person on
Rockefeller's list who has visited Russia or Eastern Europe in the past three years.
When an organic robotoid is made to simulate, for example, our late President Jimmy
Carter, two major factors are involved. One is the genetic coding required to simulate
Carter's appearance, voice, fingerprints, and so on. The other is a holographic image of
Carter's brain. This image is a complete record of the neuron patterns which existed
in Carter's brain at the moment the hologram was made. Therefore it contains all of
the memory and knowledge Carter had up to that moment. When a Carter robotoid is
made, the biological computer in its head is caused to form according to the
holographic record of Carter's brain. However, certain portions of the robotoid
computer are caused to deviate from the holographic record. The end result is a
biological computer which has to be programmed but which contains essentially all of
Carter's memory, involuntary mannerisms, and the like. As a result, a Carter robotoid
will automatically do certain kinds of things without the need for specific
programming. For example, a Carter robotoid will seem to recognize old friends.
That's because the computer memory of the robotoid reproduces Carter's memory of
that friend. The holographic process puts it there automatically without the Russian
programmers even having to know it's there.
Organic robotoids are such amazing creatures that they are still a subject of
questioning and debate. This is true even among the Russian scientists who made
them a reality. For example, robotoids seem to have no true instinct for selfpreservation. In this regard they act like machines, simply doing as they are told to do.
By contrast, both humans and animals generally have the instinct for self-preservation.
Robotoids can be programmed for self-preservation, but they are equally willing (if

"willing" is the word) to perform suicide missions, exploratory one-way trips into
space. I've only one example of this: if a space mission looks too dangerous to risk the
life of an experienced cosmonaut, a robotoid can now be used. The robotoid copy of
the cosmonaut is already trained the moment it's made, thanks to its holographic
memory.
Organic robotoids look and act so much like human beings that it's hard for us to get
used to the idea that they are not human; but the Russians decided several months ago
that the stakes are too high not to employ them, and so the silent Russian invasion of
America by robotoids is now well under way.

Topic #2: The Russian Strategy To Dismantle Bolshevik Power.
The Russian strategy is to work from the top down in dismantling Bolshevik power
here in the United States. In this respect they are doing the same thing in principle as
they did in overthrowing Bolshevik power in Russia. Within Russia itself the
overthrow process made use of human "doubles". These "doubles" were Christians
with a level of dedication that is almost unthinkable in the West. They underwent
plastic surgery at the expense of a life-long change in their appearance, they spent
years in detailed study of the persons they were to replace; and then once they had
replaced powerful people, they saw to it that other members of their Christian sect
acquired positions of power. Over the years untold numbers of these Christian
"doubles" in powerful positions were eventually found out. When that happened, they
were purged by the Bolsheviks; but when they died they took with them the
knowledge of the identities of other Christians whom they had placed in power. And
so with every Christian they killed, the Bolsheviks were gradually sealing their own
fate. They never caught on to the master take-over plan of the native Russian
Christians until it was too late.
Today the Russians are putting that experience to use again in their robotoid strategy
to take control of America. Bolshevik power is always centralized, so the Russians are
starting with the head of the Bolshevik serpent. From there they intend to work
outward gradually to the many tentacles of Bolshevik power. As of now, the White
House and Cabinet are under complete control by Russia. According to my latest
Intelligence report only one member of the Carter Cabinet is still alive. All of the rest,
including the "ad hoc gang of four", have been replaced by Russian robotoids.
Likewise, the United States now has a Supreme Court made up of nine (9) Russian
robotoids, and now Russia is focusing on the main members of the United States
Senate who are opposing SALT II.

When Carter robotoid No. 3 was in Vienna earlier this month for the SALT II summit,
he acted like a puppy dog around Leonid Brezhnev No. 2; and Brezhnev 2, the human
double for the late real Brezhnev, likewise treated the alleged Carter like a puppy.
Whenever he tired of talking or became hungry, Brezhnev 2 simply got up and walked
off, and the grinning replica of the late Jimmy Carter would follow obediently at his
heels. Finally on June 18 the Carter robotoid set the world on its ear by kissing and
hugging Brezhnev 2 after the SALT II signing ceremony.
While the process of takeover is under way, the Russians will not render the
robotoids vulnerable to neutralization by the Bolsheviks. For that reason, the
robotoids which have already replaced certain Senators are continuing to pretend that
they oppose SALT II. To do otherwise would attract attention prematurely. But the
really bitter opposition to SALT II is coming from people who don't know what is
going on.
My friends, the Russians are now speaking from strength. They are not bluffing. A
few days ago on June 25 Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko went out of his way
to demonstrate this fact. It is a very rare occurrence for Gromyko to give a news
conference, and even more rare for him to speak in English. But on the 25th he gave a
two-hour News Conference in Moscow; and to make sure he got his point across in no
uncertain terms, he spoke in English. He declared that there must be no changes
whatsoever in the SALT II treaty, and he said: "I tell you frankly it is impossible to
resume negotiations. It would be the end of negotiations, the end, no matter what
amendments would be made." Then after a moment's pause, he added firmly:
"Fantastic situation". My friends, the ratification of SALT II could be the litmus test
that will decide between PEACE and WAR for America and Russia.
Twenty-one months ago, on September 27, 1977, America lost the decisive "Battle of
the Harvest Moon" in space to Russia. That evening, as I reported that month in
AUDIO LETTER No. 26, Gromyko delivered a SALT II ultimatum to the White
House. Meanwhile excited news reports said there had been a breakthrough in SALT
II. That was a lie, as I told you at the time, and events since then have proven that it
was a lie. Now Russia's ultimatum for SALT II is being repeated -- and for the last
time. When SALT II is ratified, secret provisions of the treaty will begin America's
surrender by means of unilateral disarmament. The Russians are presently trying to
achieve this ratification by replacing as few Senators as possible with robotoids. This
approach is an act of mercy by the Kremlin, which could now robotize the entire
Senate if it wished, and at will. This means there remains a slim chance that the
Bolsheviks will somehow find a way to upset SALT II; but if they do, it will be as
Gromyko put it, "the end". It will be the end of SALT II, it will also be the end of any
remaining Russian restraint or mercy toward their Bolshevik enemies; and if the
Russians should finally conclude that their plans for peace are hopeless, it will really

be the end, because then they will do as Gromyko threatened at the White House 21
months ago; that is, they will give America the war which our former rulers tried so
hard to bring about.
My friends, the top priority of the new Christian rulers of Russia is to prevent Nuclear
War I if possible. That's why the decision was made early this year, 1979, to deploy the
robotoids. If they had not done that, Saudi Arabia oil fields would have vanished in
nuclear fireballs last month. The plan for an Israeli pre-emptive strike against Saudi
Arabia, which I first made public late in 1975, would have been carried out. But as I
reported last month, two top secret Middle East shuttles were carried out to stop the
plan (one shuttle was in late April, the other during mid-May) -- the shuttles involved
robotoid replacements for top American officials -- and so far Saudi Arabia has been
saved.
If the Israeli strike against Saudi Arabia had been carried out, this would have
provided the desired excuse for the contrived gasoline lines we are now seeing. For
months they have been diverting petroleum products to other countries at a
handsome profit instead of building up normal supplies here. By now they were
expecting the Saudi Arabia strike to be an accomplished fact. Under those conditions
we Americans would have simply accepted gasoline shortages, and the shortages
would have been worsening fast -- on the way to a declaration of a "National
Emergency". By the autumn of this year the Bolshevik plan for an American nuclear
first strike against Russia would have been carried out. So the plan which I outlined
in AUDIO LETTER No. 37 last August would now be in full swing; but by stopping
the Saudi Arabia strike, at least for the time being, the Russians have so far kept the
peace.
Right now Israel is frustrated and is taking it out on southern Lebanon. Yesterday
Israel violated her agreement with the United States and used F-15s to attack alleged
Palestinian bases there; but the Russian robotoid replacement for Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance ordered the State Department to issue an immediate and very stern
written protest to Israel. The Russians have also put the big oil companies of the now
headless Rockefeller cartel in a very embarrassing spot. Without a Saudi Arabia
disaster to point to, they have no excuse to give for the gasoline shortages now taking
place. But at the same time they cannot instantly increase supplies because they
started turning down their own oil spigots months ago, so they have outsmarted
themselves, my friends. Americans are growing more angry by the day because almost
everyone can tell that it's all a big swindle. On all sides there is beginning to be a
growing chorus of "Nationalize the oil companies".
The Russians are using the robotoids in an attempt to stop the Bolshevik war
schemes, and they are doing so even though they know there's a risk to themselves in
what they are doing. Bolsheviks have infiltrated into positions of power throughout

American society, so rooting them out is a gigantic challenge. This is especially true in
the military. A quarter century ago the late Senator Joseph McCarthy made a genuine
and brave attempt to stop this infiltration, but America's Bolsheviks succeeded in
cutting him down, using tactics far worse than those of which he was accused; so
today there are Bolsheviks at every level and in every branch of the United States
military. Using their robotoids the Russians may be able to ferret them out within 18
months to two years, but during that time Bolshevism will remain a very dangerous
force here in America.
The Bolsheviks may well keep on trying to find a way to surprise and destroy Russia;
so if Russia's rulers of today shared the Bolsheviks' fascination with war, they would
not bother to use the robotoids. Instead they would just stir up a confrontation
between Russia and America and then unleash their "space triad". Since late 1977, as
I've reported in my tapes, there have been seven (7) Russian Particle Beam-weapons
bases on the near side of the moon. These could start pounding American strategic
targets worldwide into dust without producing radioactive fallout. If the United
States attempted to counterattack with ICBMs, they would be blasted during launch
by the Cosmospheres now floating overhead; and the 37 Cosmos Interceptors now in
orbit would continue to deny America a military toehold in space. These satellites are
manned and armed with Charged Particle Beam-weapons. They finished destroying
America's spy satellites over a year ago, as I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 33. But at
the very least, such a war would kill tens of millions of people, mostly in the United
States; and if things got out of hand, a full-fledged thermonuclear war could kill
hundreds of millions. My friends, the rulers of Russia today are Christians and to
them nuclear war is insanity if it can be avoided, and so they are using their robotoids.
Earlier this month on June 16, Leonid Brezhnev N° 2 summed up Russia's attitude at
the SALT II summit in Vienna. He said: "God will not forgive us if we fail". Many
people were shocked to hear those words but I reported the explanation long ago in
my AUDIO LETTERS, such as N° 38. Russia's leaders are out to save their own souls.

Topic #3: The Shifting Currents Between War and Peace
My friends, we are now living through a critical and confusing period. Most of our
neighbors are asleep, unaware that their destinies are hanging in the balance; and for
those of us who are awake, it is a difficult and lonely time. I don't think anyone could
express it any better than Dr. Harry Schultz. In the late June 1979 issue of his famous
International Investment Advisory Letter, he mentions that his readers often cannot
understand or believe his investment advice because he has always been ahead of his
time, and here's how he expresses it: "To gain universal appeal you must be too late,

not too early; to be popular you must predict and write what even the general public
have already perceived to be happening". And how true!
More and more the events we see will be reflecting Russia's gradual take-over of the
United States; but at the same time, things which were put into the pipeline by the
four Rockefeller brothers before they died will be gradually winding down. Our
present manipulated gasoline shortages are a good example. These are things which
were set in motion long ago and they have too much momentum to come to a halt
overnight. The same is true of Bolshevik schemes which have been gathering steam in
the United States now for nearly two years.
As I have explained in the past, the Bolshevik mentality is one in which human life is
only a tool of power. Last November 1978 the Guyana tragedy took place--a military
operation in which hundreds of civilian lives were sacrificed as a ploy. In AUDIO
LETTER N° 40 I described what took place there in detail. Then, in March, there was
the Bolshevik sabotage of the Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Plant. In AUDIO
LETTER N° 45 I reported what had been done. Its purpose was to help in the
Bolshevik shutdown of America, using human lives as a tool of revolution.
And only late last month it happened again when an American Airlines DC-10 was
sabotaged by explosives by remote control. The result was the tragic, senseless,
inhuman inferno of American Airlines Flight 191 in Chicago. But the Chicago DC-10
crash was for nothing because the Russians, using their robotoids, are undoing the
Rothschild-Bolshevik shutdown plans for America. This is just one example of the
cross currents now going on behind the scenes.
My friends, the United States is now being transformed into a satellite state of the
Soviet Union, so the schemes which were set in motion first by the Rockefellers and
then by the Bolsheviks will gradually fade away. Already robotoid replacements for
top American officials are beginning to subtly speak the Russian line on major issues;
and when it comes to SALT II, the Carter robotoids are not even being subtle about it.
Every few days Moscow repeats: "We will accept no amendments", and each time an
echo comes forth from a Carter robotoid: "We will accept no amendments".
My friends, in AUDIO LETTERS N° 44 and 45 I proposed that the Christ ones of
America go on a "Pilgrimage for Peace" to meet with Russia's leaders. The response to
my proposal from American Christians has been overwhelming. Only a handful of
ministers and church officials have responded. Instead it has been primarily the
Christians in all other walks of life. Already enough people have expressed interest to
fill up not just one but several Aeroflot Jet Transports. Up to now, my friends, I have
had no official reply from the Russian government about my proposal. So far they have
not turned us down, but a pilgrimage like this would be a very serious matter.

Whatever they decide, we cannot go back to business as usual because, my friends,
nothing will ever be the same again!
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.

Dr. Peter David Beter - Audio Letter N° 48.
"AUDIO LETTER(R)" is a registered trademark of Audio Books, Inc., a Texas
corporation, which originally produced this tape recording. Reproduced under open
license granted by Audio Books, Inc.
----------------------------------------------------------------Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is July 30, 1979, and this is my AUDIO
LETTER(R) N° 48.
In recent weeks we Americans have been reeling from one crisis to another--the
gasoline crisis, the dollar crisis with gold peaking at new record levels, the fall of
Nicaragua, the alleged crash to earth of SKYLAB, rumors of a new Russian military
command in Cuba, controversy over the SALT II treaty, and above all the Carter
crisis--with one shocking and unprecedented development after another. Meanwhile,
in the background, there's a continuing drumbeat of lesser mysteries to worry about-chemical plants, refineries, and oil storage depots keep exploding and burning daily all
around us; railroad tank cars keep derailing, leaking and exploding here and there-but these things have become so commonplace in the past two years that we hardly
even pay attention any more. Instead we wonder, "Why did those 41 sperm whales
suddenly beach themselves and die last month on the Oregon coast?" Even the marine
biologists in that area leave us with the words: "It may always be a mystery".
But that soon fades from our minds, and instead our attention is diverted by pathetic
television re-runs of America's heyday in space a decade ago. As we watch the fuzzy
picture of a spaceman as he steps gingerly onto the moon, for a moment it is once
again July 20, 1969; and for a brief moment we thrill once again to those famous words
of Neil Armstrong: "That's one small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind". For a
moment we may forget how different it is today. Our manned Space Station SKYLAB
is now officially dead according to NASA, while Russian cosmonauts are setting new
records in their Salyut 6 Space Station; and, strangely, the American Space Shuttle just
can't seem to get off the ground. "What's happened to NASA?", we may ask ourselves;
and "If we could land men on the moon, why can't we solve any of our other
problems?" But before we can think of any answers, our attention is diverted again.
"Here comes another bombshell from Washington", says the TV, and we forget
everything else, absorbed in the latest bewildering event in the Carter crisis.
My friends, news reports about these events always make them seem as if they were
separate and unrelated. As a result, they seem to make no sense; and so we do as we
are intended to do, we just throw up our hands. The more evil our leaders have

become, the more we have decided to just trust them; and the more secretive our
Government has become, the more we have lied to ourselves that we knew what was
going on. But the events I mentioned a few moments ago are not separate and
unrelated. They are all parts of a bigger picture; like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, each
piece makes sense when you know what the total picture is. That is why in my
AUDIO LETTER series I keep focusing on the total picture--that is what I said I
would do when I inaugurated the AUDIO LETTER series in June 1975. Each month I
can only highlight a few of the specific events that are pieces of the puzzle, but each
month I try to add more to your own understanding so that you can learn to see the
truth for yourself.
For long-time careful listeners of my AUDIO LETTERS, recent events ought not to be
any real surprise. For example, consider the fluctuating decline of the United States
dollar and the fluctuating rise of gold prices. Lately many former anti-gold figures
have jumped onto the gold bandwagon, as if they had always been there. Yet they tell
you nothing about why these events are now taking place. My friends, the reasons are
those which I made public six years ago in my book, five years ago in Congressional
testimony, and then in my AUDIO LETTERS.
Those who expected to benefit most from the death of the dollar began vanishing from
the scene early this year of 1979. This began with the murder of Nelson Rockefeller,
which I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 42. The following month I reported that his
brothers David and Laurance were also killed and replaced with "doubles". It is now
widely known in international banking circles that the real David Rockefeller is dead.
But powerful long-range economic forces were unleashed years ago by the late David
Rockefeller and his intimates. The death of the dollar was just one part of an elaborate
plan for Dictatorship here in America, followed by a One-World Government.
Another element of the plan was to be a Middle East war with the nuclear destruction
of Arab OPEC oil wells. Over 3-1/2 years ago I made the plan public in AUDIO
LETTER No. 6, and in later tapes--for example, Nos. 28, 37, and 41--I have kept my
listeners informed about the status of this plan; and in AUDIO LETTER No 41 last
December 1978, I called attention to the "Hate Saudi Arabia" campaign which was
building up here in America. The nuclear doom of Saudi Arabia was being planned for
the spring, and the American people were being conditioned to accept it.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 37 I had revealed the secret American plan by which the
Middle East disaster was to lead to war with Russia. In March came the EgyptianIsraeli "Peace Treaty" which was designed to set the stage not for peace, but for war;
but in late April 1979 events behind the scenes altered completely the direction of
events. In AUDIO LETTER N°_ 46 two months ago, I revealed how Russia stopped
the secret nuclear war plan in its tracks, especially after the death of David

Rockefeller. Meanwhile, only the tip of the iceberg of all this showed up here in
America.
Most Americans only knew that there was a gasoline shortage with long lines; what
we were not told was that the so-called shortage was artificial. It had been timed to
coincide with the Saudi Arabian disaster, which did not happen due to Russia's
intervention. Now the oil companies are covering their tracks, releasing more
gasoline; and most Americans still have no idea what the gas lines were really all
about.
And then there are those whales which beached themselves last month in Oregon. It
was almost a re-run of the beaching of some 120 whales in Florida nearly 2-1/2 years
ago. In AUDIO LETTER No. 20 for January 1977 I had revealed that some huge secret
American underwater missiles had been planted in the Atlantic Ocean off our east
coast. These enormous missiles had begun rupturing and leaking plutonium from their
warheads into the Ocean. Early the following month the whales began beaching
themselves near Jacksonville, Florida. The stories then were the same as we heard
recently in Oregon. Somehow, we were told, the Florida whales must have gotten
disoriented; but as I revealed in AUDIO LETTER No. 21, their breathing had been
disrupted by a fungus in their lungs, and the fungus was the product of the plutonium
from one of the leaking missiles I had revealed.
This time, in Oregon, the whale-beaching was once again caused by plutoniuminduced fungus in the lungs; but the source this time was not a leaking underwater
missile, instead a different weapon of secret warfare mentioned in AUDIO LETTERS
Nos 20 and 21 is involved. Recently Russia resumed radiochemical warfare against the
United States. Large remote-control canisters have been dropped at sea at intervals
along our Pacific, Atlantic, and Gulf coasts. These are spewing radiochemical warfare
agents into our air on command whenever wind conditions are favorable. Most of the
canisters used plutonium as one of their active ingredients. These renewed attacks so
far are at a low, non-lethal level; their purpose is not to kill but to promote low-grade
ailments and to sap our strength and national will. But the whales that beached
themselves on the Oregon coast last month, June 16, had high concentrations of
plutonium in their lungs along with the other canister products. Apparently they
surfaced very close to a canister off the Oregon coast. They breathe the air just as you
and I do, and at that close range the canister gave them a dose that destroyed their
ability to breathe; and so like the whales in Florida 2-1/2 years ago, they beached
themselves to die.
In other ways, too, the United States is gradually being rendered incapable of going to
war against Russia. In World War II the Western allies brought Germany's war
machine to a crawl by bombing chemical plants and disrupting rail transportation.

Likewise, today American chemical, petroleum, and rail targets are being destroyed in
a war of attrition by Russian sabotage.
Russia's new rulers are taking no chances, my friends. Of all people, they know there
is always the danger of being surprised and upset in their plans; and so, even while
they are trying to prevent nuclear war, they are still preparing to win such a war if it
does take place. This even includes continuing preparations for a possible invasion of
the United States from Canada and Mexico.
I first revealed these activities sixteen months ago in AUDIO LETTER N°. 32, and this
is the explanation for the news reports just a few days ago about a major new Russian
Army command structure in Cuba. Cuba is serving as a staging center for the steady
flow of troops and arms into Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula. This is going on secretly
but with the knowledge and cooperation of the Mexican Government. Early this year
President Carter paid a visit to Mexico and was greeted with official contempt and
hostility. Now you know why. Mexico, like Quebec Province in Canada, has already
made her peace with Russia. Russia's preparations are already far-advanced to enable
her to survive and win all-out war; and yet, as I have revealed over the past several
months, Russia's new rulers are using every means at their disposal to prevent nuclear
war. They are doing nothing less than taking control of the United States, working
from the top down.
Today I want to call your attention to major current events which are proving what I
have been telling you all along. Because the AUDIO LETTER stands alone, you must
use your own judgment in evaluating what I reveal, instead of depending on what
anyone else says. The AUDIO LETTER, my friends, is not for the many but for the few
with ears to hear.
My three special topics this month are:
Topic #1--THE FINAL CHAPTER IN THE GREAT SKYLAB COVER-UP
Topic #2--THE SECRET WAR OF THE WALKING DEAD
Topic #3--HOW AMERICA WILL RE-LEARN THE FEAR OF GOD.

Topic #1
On a midsummer day ten years ago this month, an estimated half billion people worldwide sat transfixed before television sets. We were watching a television image that
was fuzzy, flickering, in black and white, and yet it was awesome because we were
watching the impossible take place before our very eyes. We were watching two

American astronauts, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin, the first two men on the
moon.
That day, July 20, 1969, was a great day to be an American. The impossible promise of
an assassinated President, John F. Kennedy, had come true. On May 25, 1961, he had
told us that America would put a man on the moon before the decade was out, so
when Neil Armstrong stepped onto the moon's surface and called it "a giant leap", he
was right. In barely eight years we had leapfrogged past Russia to be first on the
moon.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 26 I explained why it was so important to beat Russia to the
moon. It was all sold to us as a sort of Space Age Olympics, a peaceful sporting race to
gather moon rocks; but it was actually a military crash program, ten times bigger than
the Manhattan Project in World War II, and its real purpose was to establish a secret
base on the moon. From there, revolutionary new Beam-weapons would become the
key to ruling the earth. At the time of the Kennedy announcement in 1961, the United
States was far behind Russia in space, but NASA planners had figured out a way to
jump past Russia in order to get to the moon first.
The Russians were firmly committed to what is called the Earth-Orbital Approach to
moon flight. Under this approach, missions to the moon would be assembled and
launched from earth orbit with the aid of Space Stations. This technique has always
been recognized as the surest and safest route to the moon. Even our own late great
Wernher Von Braun had advocated the earth-orbital approach for more than a decade.
The earth-orbital technique is like building a firm foundation before building the rest
of the house. It's the right thing to do, but it takes time. NASA planners were given
the task of beating Russia to the moon, and they soon concluded that we were too far
behind Russia to catch up by the earth-orbital method. There was only one way we
could beat the Russians--it was bold, but it was also very risky. It would be like
building a house with almost no foundation for the sake of speed. It was called the
Lunar-Orbital moon mission. Under this plan, the first priority was to get men on the
moon fast and start laying the groundwork for a moon base; then with the moon in
American hands, we could drop back and fortify our Space Logistics system. Its
keystone was to be a Space Station known as SKYLAB. And that's how Project Apollo
was conceived, with its predecessors Project Mercury and Project Gemini. NASA was
gambling in several ways at once, but the gamble paid off--America did beat Russia to
the moon.
In December 1972 the Moon Program was supposedly cut off prematurely with Apollo
17; but in AUDIO LETTER N° 26 I explained that the flights did not really stop;
instead the Moon Program was simply taken out of public limelight. Moon-launch
missions were shifted from the highly visible Cape Kennedy to the island of Diego
Garcia in the Indian Ocean. On May 14, 1973, less than five months after the Apollo 17

Moon Mission, SKYLAB was launched. From then on the secretly continuing
American Moon Program began benefitting from earth-orbital techniques. By late
1977, plans called for the American military base in Copernicus Crater to be armed and
operational. The base was to be armed with Beam-weapons which can blast any
visible spot on earth within two seconds. The weapons were to include eventually
both Lasers and Particle Beams.
In the United States itself, Particle Beam research had been sent down blind alleys as a
decoy, but in other locations world-wide Particle Beam-weapons were being
developed. It was an elaborate plan--and it almost worked. But on the night of the
Harvest Moon, September 27, 1977, it all ended in catastrophe. Already the Soviet
Union had begun orbiting operational killer satellites called Cosmos Interceptors.
These are manned and armed with Particle Beam-weapons. Two were in orbit by late
September 1977, and one was armed with a deadly Neutron Beam. This was used to
bombard the Copernicus Base, killing all of the astronauts there, as I reported in
AUDIO LETTER N° 26. Only two days later, the Russian manned space program
suddenly came to life. The Salyut 6 Space Station was launched into orbit, then
cosmonaut crews began visiting Salyut 6 in a steady stream, which continues to this
day. Even now, the latest Salyut 6 cosmonauts have been in orbit more than 150 days.
This far exceeds any record ever set by the United States.
All of this is in stark contrast to the fate of our own Space Station, SKYLAB. Earlier
this month on July 11, NASA pretended that SKYLAB had unavoidably crashed from
orbit, but SKYLAB actually came to an abrupt end 21 months ago, as I reported in
AUDIO LETTER N° 27. On October 18, 1977, a tremendous fireball flashed across the
southwestern United States. The sky was lit up over a track nearly a thousand miles
long. It was seen by thousands across at least five (5) States--Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, Arkansas and Missouri. Witnesses included pilots, military observers, and
even the McDonald Observatory in far southwest Texas. It produced headlines all
over the United States. People were asking, "What in the world was that?" That, my
friends, was SKYLAB. As I said that month, it was blasted out of space by a Russian
Cosmos Interceptor. The destruction of SKYLAB was part of Russia's program to
terminate America's secret military control of space.
Later that month, the SKYLAB cover-up by NASA got under way. SKYLAB was said
to be sinking from orbit sooner than expected, but at first NASA pretended that
SKYLAB could probably be saved by the Space Shuttle. There was never any chance,
my friends, that SKYLAB could be saved because it was already gone. From time to
time the SKYLAB cover-up story was revived, each time with more pessimism. Finally,
last December 1978, NASA announced, with deep regret of course, that all plans to
rescue SKYLAB were being abandoned. Those pesky sunspots were just bringing it
down too fast to reach it in time with the Space Shuttle. From then on, speculation

mounted: Where would SKYLAB crash--India? China? The Andes? Russia?
Downtown Chicago? NASA spokesmen kept insisting that they had no idea. Even on
the alleged final orbit this month, July 11, NASA pretended to be taken by surprise.
They pretended to be trying to bring it down in the South Atlantic, but it over-shot,
they said.
Then there were several minutes of dramatic silence from SKYLAB Control in
Houston. Then came the initial announcement of SKYLAB's official fate--"Purely by
chance", they said, "SKYLAB had apparently crashed into the Indian Ocean". They
pretended that it was a surprise, but 17 months ago, my friends, I alerted you to the
Indian Ocean as being on NASA's mind for cover-up purposes. The Indian Ocean
provides no witnesses to dispute NASA's claim of a SKYLAB re-entry there.
Nevertheless, NASA finally decided it would be much safer to provide something for
people to see than to say it just disappeared without a trace; and sure enough, the
initial NASA announcement about the Indian Ocean was followed by reports of
sparkles in the sky over southwest Australia. NASA then said apologetically that a
few portions of SKYLAB had apparently made it past the Ocean, re-entering over
western Australia. But strangely enough, the Australian Government said not a word.
My friends, this final chapter of the SKYLAB cover-up involved another military
secret, which I made public in AUDIO LETTER N° 42. There's a large secret American
missile base in the Northern Territory of Australia. The base is controlled by the
Military, not NASA; but SKYLAB was part of a secret military program and so NASA
received some military help in the SKYLAB cover-up.
On July 8, only three days before SKYLAB's fictional crash to earth, a world-wide
military exercise called "GLOBAL SHIELD 79" began. It received very little publicity
here in the United States, and yet it was the biggest exercise in over 20 years by the
Strategic Air Command. NASA scheduled the fictional end of SKYLAB to take place
during this exercise. On July 10 two Minuteman III missiles were launched into the
Pacific from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California, but that same day another
missile was also launched under cover of the world-wide exercise. It was launched
from the missile base in Australia in coordination with NASA. The missile was
unarmed, and so the Russian Cosmospheres overhead observed the launch without
interfering. It was launched shortly past noon Eastern Daylight Time, which was the
middle of the night in Australia. The missile headed northeast over Indonesia and the
South Pacific, into orbit. Nearly 24 hours later the orbital package was following a
path that would soon bring it over Australia once again.
A small retro-rocket was fired, and re-entry took place over southwest Australia. It
was timed for maximum effect--nighttime in Australia and midday in the United
States. The orbital package, consisting of ceramic fragments of a special design,
created a nice fireworks display in the night sky. The very next day reports in the

United States said that Australians were finding pieces of purported SKYLAB debris
lying all around; and in the most famous case, an alleged 17-year-old beer keg delivery
man swung into action like a professional. Traveling by chartered Learjet, commercial
airplane and limousine, he raced to San Francisco. Carrying a few nondescript black
lumps, he beat the deadline for the $10,000 SKYLAB prize offered by the San
Francisco EXAMINER. Those lumps, my friends, were merely chunks of volcanic rock
consisting mostly of iron and carbon; but predictably, NASA said a few days later that
they were probably from SKYLAB, and the prize was awarded. Can you imagine?
My friends, NASA has now closed the book on SKYLAB. It's just yesterday's news
now, something we are supposed to forget about; but if we do forget it, we would
deserve whatever may happen to us because the SKYLAB cover-up was elaborate, and
its purpose was to keep the truth from us. There are still very powerful forces in
America who want to drag us all into war with Russia; but the message of SKYLAB is
that if we let that happen, we will be committing suicide for ourselves, for our
children, and for the United States of America!

Topic #2
Two months ago I revealed that a revolutionary new Intelligence weapon was being
introduced by Russia. I refer to their "Organic Robotoids". These are man-made robotlike living creatures, perhaps best described as computerized animals. They're
designed to simulate human beings almost perfectly in appearance and behavior, and
yet they are not human. Robotoids are so far removed from the knowledge and
experience of most people that they are very difficult for many people to believe, but
now more and more major surprises are filling the news--that is, they are surprises if
you do not know about Russia's robotoids. For example, consider the Middle East and
the alleged gasoline shortage. Nearly four years ago on October 12, 1975, I wrote an
article on the Op-Ed page of the Washington Star. It was titled: "WHO'S TO BLAME
FOR INFLATION? It's Time to be Fair to OPEC". The comments I made then are still
true today.
For example, we hear constantly about the increasing price of oil, but, quote: "You
must remember that products from the oil-consuming countries to the oil-producing
countries are costing more each day" and, quote: "...thus oil price rises appear to be
limited, while the products of the industrialized countries are unlimited, open-ended.
Is this fair?". When I wrote those words in 1975 I was out of step with the crowd. For
the next 3-1/2 years we were told increasingly that OPEC, especially Saudi Arabia, was
our economic enemy, but suddenly in the past two months everything has changed.
The "Hate Saudi Arabia" chant in the major media has abruptly stopped, at least for
the moment. Instead, stories are appearing about renewed trust between the United

States and Saudi Arabia; and as if by magic, the contrived gasoline lines are
disappearing with promises of more gas on the way. It's all the result of the Russian
robotoid shuttles to the Middle East, my friends, which I reported in AUDIO LETTER
N° 46. Russia stopped the War Plan and robbed the big oil companies of their excuse
for shortages.
Now, consider the SALT II treaty. There's a relationship, my friends, between SALT II
and, of all things, the SKYLAB debacle. There is nothing at all in the major media news
about this relationship; but as my older listeners know, SALT II and SKYLAB are just
tips of the same iceberg, and it's an iceberg that is already sinking our "Ship of State".
Earlier I reviewed how the real story of SKYLAB's fate began on September 27, 1977.
That was the day America lost the secret "Space Battle of the Harvest Moon" to
Russia. Three weeks later a Russian Cosmos Interceptor blasted SKYLAB out of
existence. The real story of the present SALT II treaty also began on September 27,
1977. That day Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko delivered a speech at the
United Nations. By the time Gromyko spoke, it was already clear that Russia was
winning the Space Battle so he spoke very harshly about American stalling on SALT II.
He delivered what amounted to a veiled ultimatum, then he left for Washington for a
highly unusual nighttime meeting at the White House with the real Jimmy Carter and
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance. Breathless reporters told the nation there had been a
breakthrough in SALT II; but when I recorded AUDIO LETTER N° 26 three days
later, I revealed what had really happened. The stories about a SALT breakthrough
were lies, cover-stories to allay public concern. That's what my listeners heard in
AUDIO LETTER N° 26, and for the following year and a half SALT II went nowhere;
but early this year drastic changes in America's rulership began taking place. For the
past six months the AUDIO LETTER has been focusing on these changes as they have
taken place; and they have led, among other things, to a turn-around on SALT II.
The changes began on January 26, 1979, with the murder of Nelson Rockefeller. That
was the opening shot of a secret Bolshevik coup d'etat against America's real rulers. As
I have explained in previous tapes, the atheistic Bolsheviks no longer rule Russia. They
have been overthrown by a tough band of native Christians. Today Christianity is
being re-born in Russia--but here, in the United States, the Bolsheviks want to create
a new Bolshevik revolution. They want to seize control of America and then to strike
back at their bitter enemies, the Christ-ones who now run the Kremlin. For several
months the Bolshevik coup d'etat was moving fast, important people were being
purged and replaced by "doubles" beginning with David and Laurance Rockefeller and
their intimates; and the week-end after Easter 1979 the Bolshevik purge claimed the
lives of President Carter, Vice-President Mondale, and their families. But as I reported
in AUDIO LETTER N° 45, the Russians then began to intervene. A secret war of
"doubles" broke out, and by late April the White House was already under Russia's

control. In AUDIO LETTER N° 46 I was able to let my listeners in on the key to
Russia's success.
They are using "robotoids" to replace and simulate powerful people. The United States
is secretly becoming a Russian satellite state, and the American turn-around on SALT
II came fast. On May 9, 1979, the robotoid replacements for Defense Secretary Brown
and Secretary of State Vance made the initial announcement: an agreement in
principle had been achieved on SALT II, and with lightning speed the treaty itself was
signed in Vienna barely five weeks later. My friends, Russia signed with herself
through Carter robotoid N° 3 and Brezhnev N° 2, the human "double" for the late real
Brezhnev.
At first the new SALT II treaty brought howls from Capitol Hill. We heard over and
over that it was in serious trouble, but last month I reported the true situation. SALT
II's most bitter opponents in the Senate are people who are playing ball with the
Bolsheviks here in America. Russia is replacing them with robotoids, and the earlier
hard line against SALT II is slowly evaporating. The shift is subtle so far, but it is
clearly visible. For example, the late Senator Barry Goldwater worried constantly in
public about verification, but on July 23 robotoid Goldwater said, quote: "I would not
be too exercised over it now". An even more bitter SALT II opponent was the late
Senator Henry Jackson. Jackson always played up the Russian threat, but on July 23
he accused robotoid Defense Secretary Harold Brown of exaggerating that threat. He
called it "scare tactics to sell SALT II". Even our outgoing Ambassador to the Soviet
Union Malcolm Toon is no more. Toon was publicly very suspicious of SALT II, but
now a Toon robotoid has abruptly started campaigning in favor of SALT II--and he
won't explain the change.
Robotoids, my friends, are a very powerful weapon; but as I pointed out in AUDIO
LETTER N° 46, they are also very troublesome. They do not live long, especially under
conditions of constant exposure and stress. They must also be programmed, and yet
they are also somewhat unpredictable. Last month I described the process by which
the holographic brain of a robotoid reproduces the memory of a person being
duplicated. Other parts of the brain are altered so that the robotoid ends up as a
robot-like being that obeys instructions. But the memory includes involuntary
responses which sometimes produce unwanted behavior. This is turning out to be a
severe problem in the case of the Jimmy Carter robotoids, because the real Carter had
mental instabilities which are reproduced partially in the robotoids. The first signs of
erratic behavior by the Carter robotoids came in public comments about Senator
Kennedy. The real Jimmy Carter had a strong personal dislike for Kennedy and on
several occasions Carter robotoids have simply blurted out these reactions in very raw
form. To a degree, this type of thing is a danger with all robotoids--they do not possess
truly human judgment.

They appear to have it under certain conditions, but this is the result of programming
for those situations. The problems of instability and short life cause robotoids to be
best suited for interim purposes. For long-term purposes, human agents are still the
best. For that reason, don't be surprised to see more and more new faces in high
positions. Some of the new faces will themselves be robotoids, but some will be
human beings.
The Carter crisis of recent days demonstrates two things at once: one is the extent of
secret Russian control that now exists in Washington; the other is the difficulty the
Russians themselves are having with their robotoids. On July 1, Carter robotoid N° 4
returned to Washington from South Korea following the "Economic Summit" in
Tokyo. The scheduled Carter holiday in Hawaii was canceled, and the next day a
Carter Energy speech was scheduled for the evening of July 5. Then the Carter
robotoid family disappeared to Camp David. Jimmy Carter robotoid N° 4 was burning
out, and was disposed of. Robotoid N° 5 was next in line and had already been tried
out several times; but on the 4th of July, the day before the scheduled speech, Carter
robotoid N° 5 went berserk. It was disposed of, leaving only robotoid N° 6 on deck.
Each new robotoid is given exposure on a small scale first, to test its wings so to
speak--for example, our alleged President goes fishing with a few friends or visits a
farm family.
But this had not yet been done with robotoid N° 6 on July 4, so that left the Russians
no choice. The speech was canceled without explanation. The Jody Powell robotoid
refused to answer reporters' questions. The press was stunned, Capitol Hill was
shocked and dismayed, and Carter's own staff (those who are still human) were
caught by surprise. The following evening, July 5, the White House "Energy group"
held a meeting. Afterward the Washington Star quoted a key Administration official
as saying that, quote: "There was incredible disarray". Meanwhile Carter's political
advisers supposedly were summoned to Camp David. By Friday evening July 6, Carter
robotoid N° 6 was programmed and ready for initial controlled exposure. Thus began
the so-called "Domestic summit" at Camp David. Puzzled observers said they could
not figure out what Carter hoped to accomplish with all this. The people invited to
Camp David after all were people whose views were already known to Carter. Almost
without exception, a number of the participants as they left scratched their heads in
puzzlement. "Carter", they said, "had talked little. He simply sat taking notes and
nodding most of the time".
My friends, two things were going on at Camp David: one was the controlled
exposure I mentioned earlier for Carter robotoid N° 6; but in addition, key individuals
among the visitors were robotized--that is, the real person arrived, but a robotoid
departed!! The individuals who were robotized at Camp David had been identified
from Nelson Rockefeller's "Hit List", which I discussed two months ago. Others were

invited and left untouched as a smoke screen. All those on the List who arrived at
Camp David are now dead--in their place are robotoids carrying on in their places like
programmed zombies. The people themselves are dead, and the robotoids are not
conscious of being alive; and so the "Secret War of the Walking Dead" goes on.
On July 11, SKYLAB Day according to NASA, the Camp David "Domestic summit"
ended abruptly. Carter robotoid N° 6 had started behaving erratically, Wall Street
was rife with rumors that Carter had suffered a nervous breakdown, robotoid N° 7
was brought onto the scene, and the next day robotoid N° 6 was eliminated. Once
again Carter was said to be at work on his Energy speech. On Friday the 13th of July,
journalists who met with robotoid N° 7 described Carter as, quote: "a thoroughly
chastened leader"; others called him a deeply troubled and worried man. Nevertheless,
the next day Carter robotoid N° 7 was sent fort to try his wings. Like a dead El Cid
strapped to a horse, the 7th robotoid copy of the late President Carter sallied forth.
We were told that the President of the United States visited private homes near
Pittsburgh, Pa. and Martinsburg, West Virginia.
Afterward, the Russian Robotoid Command in Novosibirsk must have sighed with
relief. One of the hosts told UPI, quote: "I feel better about him now. He's acting more
like a president now". That Saturday evening July 14, Carter robotoid N° 7 arrived on
the White House lawn by helicopter at roughly 6:30 P.M., but the Russians were
taking no chances. An Associated Press dispatch that evening described another
unexplained strange turn of events, quote: "Members of the Press corps who normally
are allowed on the lawn to see and photograph the arrival, were barred from doing so
on Saturday. White House Press officials gave no reason for the change except to say
they saw no reason for the coverage". The following evening, Sunday July 15, Carter
robotoid N° 7 successfully delivered the long-delayed Energy speech; but, as it turned
out, Energy was only part of his subject. In that regard, the Russian program to
nationalize the big oil companies was set in motion. That is what the so-called
"ENERGY SECURITY CORPORATION" is actually all about; and to cut down all
bureaucratic obstacles to Russia's "Energy plans" here, the "ENERGY
MOBILIZATION BOARD" is to be created.
But the speech had a much broader thrust, dealing with the crisis of the American
spirit. Some commentators have joked about the speech as, quote: "Carter's Sunday
night sermon"; but as I will point out briefly in Topic #3, we would be wise not to
laugh because, my friends, the words of the Carter robotoid No. 7 came straight from
the Kremlin, and the Kremlin is not joking. Even the speech itself was not without its
mystery. The following day an article in the New York Times pointed out, quote:
"Another extraordinary development was that the White House had no advance text
of the speech, the President's ten days of deliberations notwithstanding. It was the
first time in the memory of veteran reporters that no prepared text was released".

Even so, the speech gave the impression momentarily that things were finally back to
normal, but that impression was shattered less than 48 hours later. Shortly after 4:00
P.M. July 17, the Jody Powell robotoid issued another brief surprise announcement to
reporters. Something unprecedented had happened--the entire Carter Cabinet and all
senior members of the White House staff had offered their resignations. Once again
the Washington establishment was shaken to its foundations. But if the resignations
were a shock here, they were a lightning bolt overseas, because in other countries the
resignation of an entire Cabinet means just one thing--it means the Government has
fallen. For the next few days news reports world-wide were filled with worried
reactions. On all sides we were hearing words like Dismay, Bewilderment, Disbelief.
Senators and others described Carter as acting erratically. One said publicly, quote:
"We are worried about him having some kind of breakdown"; another said, quote: "I
think the President is nuts".
Soon a Jimmy Carter robotoid may well flee the White House. That will leave 1980 as
"The Year of the Dark Horse", because as of now, every major potential presidential
candidate has been replaced with a robotoid! Two months ago when I first made
public my intelligence on the Russian robotoids, I gave a warning. I knew many
people would find them unbelievable, but I also cautioned that, quote: "Events in the
days ahead will be impossible to understand without knowing this secret". And now,
my friends, those events are already taking place.

Topic #3
There was a time in America not long ago when the fear of God was a meaningful
phrase. To be a God-fearing man or woman was seen as a good thing; such a person
could be trusted and relied upon. But today in America, the fear of God is generally
thought of as an outmoded concept. If we think of our Lord Jesus Christ at all, it's as a
baby in a manger, or as the Healer, or as the Feeder of five thousand. We forget that
He also drove the moneychangers out of God's house with whips. We have reduced
God to a convenience in our minds, even a servant. We think we can summon Him
anytime we need help, but forget about Him otherwise.
Those are the attitudes in America today which arouse contempt and even anger in
the new Kremlin. In AUDIO LETTER N° 38 I told my listeners about the struggle of
six decades that led to the overthrow of the atheistic Bolsheviks in Russia. Russia's
new rulers are Christians, and they endured incredible sacrifices. Now they are
continuing their holy war against Bolshevism here in America by means of robotoids.
We in America have not lifted a finger to save the soul of our own land from the hell of
Bolshevism, so now the Russians are doing it. The Russians waited until the last
possible moment to see if we American Christians would try to save our own country,

but we are as blind today as Russia was six decades ago. So now, my friends, we have
forfeited the chance to save America from Bolshevism ourselves.
Now the Russians are doing it in their own way. The only alternative was to permit
the outbreak of nuclear war. Rather than permit that, they are seizing control of the
United States.
Last month in Vienna, Leonid Brezhnev N° 2 startled the world by saying, quote: "God
will not forgive us if we fail". Those, my friends, are words that signify the fear of God;
and now that the Russians have begun taking over America, they consider it their
duty to teach us the fear of God as well.
In his July 15 speech, Carter robotoid N° 7 said, quote: "In a nation that was proud of
hard work, strong families, close-knit communities, and our faith in God, many of us
now tend to worship self-indulgence and consumption. Human identity is no longer
defined by what one does, but by what one owns; but we have discovered that owning
things and consuming things does not satisfy our longing for meaning. We have
learned that piling up material goods cannot fill the emptiness of lives which have no
confidence and purpose". Those words, my friends, came straight from the Kremlin.
That's why the official daily newspaper Pravda quoted the Carter speech without
comment.
The people who are becoming our new rulers are beginning to tell us what lies ahead
for us. The things which cause us to take our Lord Jesus Christ for granted will be
allowed to fall away from us. Already the props are being pulled out from under the
artificial United States economy. Soon there will be economic collapse, hardship,
regimentation; and the only way up will be through hard work, patience, and spiritual
strength. In the hard times that lie ahead, my friends, there will be many who will say
the Russians have no right to let us plunge into such troubles, but the fact is that we
have forfeited the right to choose our own future. If the Russians had not intervened,
thermonuclear war would now be virtually upon us, so now the Russians are going to
do it their way because our way was leading to total disaster.
What is beginning to happen now is what I told my listeners a year ago in AUDIO
LETTER N° 35 and 36. We are witnessing the end of a way of life, our own way of life.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 36 I said, quote: "The selfish and self-destructive license of
today will be stamped out, but it will give way to real human freedom rooted in
eternal spiritual values". That's what Carter robotoid N° 7 was talking about on July
15, my friends, and that is what the Kremlin intends for us as they lay plans to teach us
anew the fear of God.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), Box 16428, Ft. Worth, Texas 76133.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is August 27, 1979, and this is my AUDIO
LETTER(R) No. 49. As I say these words, the slow, lazy days of summer 1979 are
drawing to a close. Most of us are sorry to see them go. For many people summer is a
time to ignore the outside world as much as possible. It's time to relax, to bask in the
sun, to pretend that today will blend into tomorrow without change or trouble.
Television news programs in these later days of August have been filled with items
that reinforce this mood. Even the alleged President has seemingly found time to lay
aside the tedium of doing his job, and for a week or more we were assured by
television reports that the Carter robotoid family were enjoying a tranquil steamboat
ride down the Mississippi River. To all appearances, this robotoid President has had
nothing to do except jog around the boat deck, shake hands with well-wishers, and
give the same Energy speech over and over. If he can take life that easy, we think, why
shouldn't we relax too? But, my friends, at this very moment the world is in ferment
as never before.
If you depend on television news and newspaper headlines as most people do, the
world may seem to be just rolling along just like Old Man River; but if you want to
have some hint of what is really taking place today, you should listen to the shortwave radio. Get into the habit of listening to the BBC World Service, to Radio
Moscow World Service, to Radio Australia, to Radio South Africa, even Radio Canada
right next door to us. It often contains important reports which you will never hear
through our domestic major media. You might even tune in the Voice of America once
in a while--there, too, you may hear things you will never hear in our domestic news
media, and without commercials.
But, my friends, you should listen to these with a certain amount of charity for they all
have their own biases. There is not enough time in this entire tape even to list all the
important areas of ferment in our world; but for a moment let me just skim the surface
for you, then ask yourself whether the slick major media image of our country and the
world is real or artificial.

Not long ago the Boat People from Vietnam were filling our headlines. Vietnam was
expelling large numbers of its people--most all of them were Chinese, not Vietnamese.
Vietnam has become a client state of Russia, and is preparing for possible all-out war
with China. Of all countries, Vietnam knows the dangers of internal strife at this time,
and so all those who refuse to cooperate with the present regime are being rounded up
and expelled in one way or another. Vietnam is in a hurry because already tensions
are building again along the border with China.
The Boat People now constitute a refugee problem of staggering proportions.
Hundreds of thousands of people are crammed into refugee camps. Even so, the recent
actions of Vietnam should be placed in proper perspective. In 35 years of continuous
war in Indochina, the mass expulsion of political undesirables is a new phenomenon.
In the past, the actions of the former Pol Pot regime in Cambodia, now known as
Kampuchea, would have been more typical. When the Chinese-backed Pol Pot regime
took control of Cambodia several years ago, a reign of terror began. It was alleged that
more than a million Cambodians were murdered by their own government. Most of
them were members of the middle class, regardless of their ethnic background. In that
way the Pol Pot regime broke the back of any possible resistance. If the present
regime in Vietnam were carrying on according to these traditional methods, there
would be no Boat People--instead, there would be only mass graves throughout
Vietnam. There would be no television pictures of pathetic refugees crammed into
boats, and there would be no controversy over Vietnam's actions; because, at most, all
we would hear would be a few passing rumors--then, all would be quiet again.
The shift in Vietnam's behavior, my friends, is the result of Russian pressure. Since
the end of the Vietnam war, all remaining Chinese influence in Vietnam has been
rooted out. Vietnam is now purely a Russian client state; and like Russia herself,
Vietnam is getting rid of internal enemies by expelling them. As for the bloody Pol Pot
regime in Cambodia, that was recently overthrown by the Vietnamese invasion.
The ferment in Indo-China is visible elsewhere too. Recently the United States has
started speeding up arms shipments to Thailand, but the United States Government is
now coming under Russia's control, so for all intents and purposes, Thailand's fate is
already sealed. Soon it, too, will enter the Russian orbit.
Russia's continuing encirclement of China is moving right along. Early in 1978, my
friends, I alerted you to watch for America's doors to start opening wide to Red China.
Within a few months the news was filled with comments that we had decided to play
the so-called "China card." It was all a panicky attempt by America's real rulers to buy
time against Russia. During the final months of 1977, Russia had wrestled the military
control of space away from the United States. This had altered completely the EastWest balance of power; but due to the death of the real Leonid Brezhnev on January 7,
1978, our Rulers thought they had a chance. They expected the Kremlin to be divided

by infighting to decide Brezhnev's successor. They thought they could keep the
Kremlin off balance for two to three years. Using that time, they would rush ahead
with secret weapons programs on a crash basis. And so America tried to play the
"China card". Before the year of 1978 was out, the Carter Administration announced
that the United States was establishing diplomatic relations with China, but it was an
act of pure desperation. The late four Rockefeller brothers had badly underestimated
the tightly knit band of Christians who now rule Russia. Since March 1978, Marshal
Dmitry Ustinov has been the top man in the Kremlin. At the proper time he will step
down in favor of a younger man, but for now the Kremlin power structure is stable
and effective.
Current events in Asia demonstrate an important fact. America's attempt to play the
so-called "China card" was a failure. It's no longer fashionable even to speak in those
terms. China's invasion of Vietnam early this year of 1979 showed up the United States
as a paper tiger in Asia. By contrast, Russia's profile there is becoming taller and taller.
As I revealed long ago, China was actually playing the "America card" to get the best
deal possible with Russia. Next month, formal talks will begin in Moscow between
China and Russia toward improving relations between the two.
Six years ago in my book I warned about the forces leading to a vast new Asian Axis.
Today this axis built around Russia, China, and Japan is coming together, but Russia
is making sure there's no doubt in anyone's mind about who will be its leader. Even
on the eve of major talks between Russia and China, Russia does not hesitate to point
fingers at China. For example, look at Afghanistan on Russia's southern border which
is now a Russian client state. Civil war has been underway there for nine months.
Early this month a four-hour pitched battle took place right in the capital city of
Kabul. Afghan Radio has charged that trained guerrillas, anti-revolutionaries, have
entered Afghanistan from neighboring Iran and Pakistan; and Russia charges that
some of these intruders were trained in China.
In ways like this, my friends, Russia is putting pressure not only on China but also on
Pakistan and Iran. This is part of Russia's preoccupation with bordering states, which
I have explained in the past. Afghanistan and Iran both border on Russia, and Russia
wants secure borders. Pakistan is a land bridge from Afghanistan to the Arabian Sea.
Russia has historically wanted a land corridor in this area for access to the Indian
Ocean. In other ways too, Pakistan is being given good reason to think over her
attitude toward Russia.
Lately Pakistan's relations with the United States have taken a turn for the worse.
Earlier this month, on August 11, the New York Times made public some stunning
policy planning within the State Department. Pakistan is very close to creating its
own atomic bomb, but the Times revealed that the United States intends to stop
Pakistan one way or another. One of the options under specific consideration has

brought a stinging protest by Pakistan--and no wonder. That option is: covert
operations. That, my friends, is exactly the option used by the United States in
Guyana last November. In the case of Pakistan, those operations would involve
sabotage of her atomic installations. Here at home, of course, sabotage is supposed to
be inconceivable.
All across the world, the ferment increasingly has the flavor of dramatic change. For
example, less than a decade ago the United States supported Pakistan in the war with
India; and for five years now India has had the atomic bomb--but now, the United
States reportedly wants to stop Pakistan from getting it. But things have changed, my
friends. The Rockefellers a decade ago were at the peak of their power. India was
slated for conquest in a plan which later ousted Indira Gandhi from power. But as I
have revealed in recent tapes, the four Rockefeller brothers are no more. Their old
allies who overthrew them, the atheistic Bolsheviks, have also been stopped in their
tracks. It is now Russia who controls most all of the top echelons of the United States
Government; and as Pakistan ponders a changed America, Indira Gandhi is staging a
comeback in India.
In the past year the biggest change of all has gone unannounced in our daily news.
The end of a dynasty has taken place, the Rockefeller dynasty. It began a year ago last
month with the eldest of the four brothers, John D. III. In AUDIO LETTER N° 36 I
revealed how his death would cause Rockefeller efforts in Africa and Asia to start
unraveling, and today the headless Rockefeller cartel is losing fast in southern Africa.
The initiative is shifting back to Britain, which has established a special secret
relationship with Russia. As for Asia, I have already pointed out the collapse of
America's so-called "China card" strategy, notwithstanding the present visit to China
of the robotoid Mondale.
Turning to the Persian Gulf, we keep hearing about United States plans for a large
contingency force. This force, known as the "Quick Reaction Corps", would rush to
the Gulf to protect our oil lifeline in time of crisis; but throughout the Gulf region
itself, this plan has raised cries of protest. It's an offshoot of the plan I made public a
year ago to set up an American first strike against Russia; but even without knowing
that, it's obvious to everyone that the force would mean trouble. Kuwait has already
served notice in public that the United States must not deploy these forces in the
Gulf. If we do, Kuwait will destroy her own oil wells.
At this time last year the Shah of Iran was still in power, but the upheaval in Iran
which was tied to the secret American war plan ended his rule earlier this year. The
revolution in Iran was also designed to break the access by British Petroleum to
Iranian oil. That has left practically the whole pie to the Rockefeller big oil cartel; but
increasingly the Khomeini regime has turned out to be an awkward puppet for big oil.
Now Iran is becoming destabilized by internal strife among Kurds, Arabs, and leftist

Iranians; and lately there have been huge demonstrations in Iran favoring the Palestine
Liberation Organization. The Iranian demonstrations have also been against Israel and
the United States, as if the two were one. Meanwhile Israeli artillery continues to
pound southern Lebanon almost daily, and yet there's been an obvious shift in
America's Middle East policy. Several weeks ago Israeli Foreign Minister Dayan said
publicly that a shift had taken place recently. There were official denials but now the
Andrew Young affair has created a bombshell for United States policy in the Middle
East, and here at home smoldering tensions between Blacks and Jews have been
fanned into open flames.
And so it goes, my friends. Wherever you look you will see the ferment of change. One
way to look at this is to tell yourself that all these things are unrelated just as they are
presented in the news. Viewed in that way, world events are impossible to understand
or even remember. That's the attitude that says: There's no cause for human events,
they just happen. But, my friends, there is a cause for everything we see. The sun does
not rise every day by accident--there's a reason for it; and the world is not stirring
with the winds of change by accident--there's a reason for it. This month, as always, I
want to focus your attention on the reasons behind current events. Knowing these,
you can better understand the individual events in the news for yourself. Maybe you
can't always affect these events directly, but it's always better to be aware than to be
taken by surprise; and for those who are not aware, there will be many surprises in
these days of radical changes.
My three special topics this month are:
Topic #1--RUSSIA'S TRANSFORMATION OF AMERICA'S MIDDLE EAST POLICY
Topic #2--THE DOMESTIC FALLOUT OF THE ANDREW YOUNG AFFAIR
Topic #3--RUSSIA'S TWO-FRONT WAR AGAINST ROTHSCHILD WORLD
POWER.

Topic #1
One summer night in 1974 I was in the studios of a New York City radio station. The
station was WMCA, the program was the famous LONG JOHN NEBEL SHOW. For
quite some time the late Long John Nebel had been having me on his program as a
guest once a month for about six hours. But that night I was asked a question about
the Middle East. In my answer I said among other things that the troubles there began
with the Palestinians and the Israelis, and they will end with the Palestinians and
Israelis. Now many Zionist listeners were shocked to hear these words. For them, the
Palestinians did not exist; and since that night I have never again been allowed to

appear on WMCA or any other New York radio station. The then owner of WMCA is
now the head of the VOICE OF AMERICA. Can you imagine?
It has now been five years since I said those forbidden words about the Palestinians.
Today, as then, the Zionists here and in Israel bristle with hostility at the very word
"Palestinian"; and for most of those five years, American policy toward the Palestinians
has echoed that of Zionists and of Israel.
Four years ago, in 1975, Israel was secretly guaranteed that this policy would continue
by the late Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. This policy was never passed on by
Congress. As recently as last March 26, 1979, American policy was still to exclude the
Palestinians. On that day the so-called "Egyptian-Israeli Peace Treaty" was signed in
Washington. It did not amend this 1975 policy in any way, and so it continued to lock
out the Palestinians.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 44 I explained how this secret policy was intended to lead
very quickly not to peace but to war in the Middle East. That in turn was to lead to an
American nuclear first strike against Russia. The secret American plan, which I made
public one year ago this month in AUDIO LETTER N° 37, was moving fast, but since
that time dramatic changes have been taking place in America's foreign policy. This
includes our foreign policy in general and our Middle East policy in particular. The
changes began last April 1979 behind the scenes. At that time the changes were not yet
visible to the public, but that month I reported to my listeners that a secret war of
"doubles" had broken out in Washington. The Intelligence Agencies of Russia, Britain,
and Israel were struggling for control of the United States Government. Our own CIA
was in disarray. The CIA had always been David Rockefeller's private detective
agency, but by then David Rockefeller was dead, replaced by a "double". Rockefeller
power in America had been shattered. In AUDIO LETTER N° 45 I reported that
Russia was gaining the upper hand in the war of "doubles". The following month I was
able to reveal why they were winning. I also reported that two supersecret diplomatic
shuttles to the Middle East had taken place. The shuttles involved what appeared to
be top American officials, but it was actually a Russian operation to stop the Middle
East war plan. And that was only the first step in Russia's plan to revolutionize
United States policy in the Middle East.
Many of my listeners seem to have ignored the detailed report I gave on these shuttles
in AUDIO LETTER N° 46. For one thing, there was no hint about these developments
in the major media news at that time; and if anything, the Middle East appeared to be
on the back burner. But I think the significance of the shuttles may have been
overlooked by many people for another reason. AUDIO LETTER N° 46 was the tape
in which I first revealed Russia's secret weapon--that is, "Organic Robotoids". These
artificial, living, robot-like creatures are shocking and mind-boggling. Their mere
existence is a hard fact to absorb; so when I described their use in the shuttles later in

the tape, it may have sounded minor by comparison. My friends, the events of recent
days regarding the Middle East are the direct result of those shuttles! They initiated a
radical shift in America's Middle East policy because that policy is now being
established by the Kremlin. I would urge you to go back and listen again to what you
heard in AUDIO LETTER N° 46, especially regarding the Middle East shuttles, then
the events of recent days should be much easier for you to understand.
On June 18, 1979, the SALT II signing took place in Vienna, Austria. America's
turnabout in favor of SALT II is another aspect of Russia's take-over here. I have
discussed that in recent tapes; but on the same day as the SALT II signing, another
important meeting took place in Vienna. The robotoid replacement for Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance met with Austria's Chancellor, Bruno Kreisky. Kreisky is a Jew;
but like many Jews, he has no sympathy with the political force known as Zionism. In
the recent past, he has made scalding attacks on the ruling circles in Israel. In public
statements about this, Kreisky has used words such as "paranoid", "a police state", to
describe the Israeli government. The tough band of Christians who now rule Russia
agree completely. Like Kreisky, the Russians have often made public statements
blasting Zionism. In Topic #3 I'll say more about the controversy over Zionism
because this controversy is now moving onto center stage in a struggle over the future
of all mankind.
In the Kreisky meeting with the Vance robotoid, the diplomatic status of the
Palestinians was discussed. Ten days earlier, United States Ambassador to Austria,
Milton Wolf, had already had a meeting with the representative of the PLO. Kreisky
said he intended to invite Arafat, the PLO leader, for a formal visit to Vienna. In that
way, Kreisky would be initiating a quasi-official recognition of the PLO as a political
force. On July 8 Arafat arrived in Vienna, creating headlines in Europe. Meanwhile,
there had already been three meetings in Austria between United States Ambassador
Wolf and a PLO representative.
On July 31 a Jimmy Carter robotoid began setting the stage for the Andrew Young
affair. In an interview, robotoid Carter compared the Palestinian problem to the Civil
Rights movement in the United States.
For days Israeli leaders were boiling, and their sympathizers in this country
denounced the Carter remarks. On August 5, Israeli Foreign Minister Dayan
complained publicly that in the past two months or so, quote: "There has been a shift
in United States policy". That shift, my friends, began with the secret robotoid
shuttles, which I revealed three months ago. On August 13, special Middle East Envoy,
Robert Strauss, or rather a Strauss robotoid, spoke before the American Bar
Association in Dallas. He said the United States is committed to the security of Israel
but also, quote: "the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people." The same day, the
Andrew Young affair began. NEWSWEEK magazine broke the story that Young, as

Ambassador to the United Nations, had met with the UN observer of the PLO, Zehdi
Terzi. The next day the Israeli government loudly protested Young's action. The day
after that, August 15, he resigned.
Last month I alerted you to watch for more changing faces in positions of power here
in the United States. The departure of Andrew Young is part of this "changing of the
guard", but it's also much more. For one thing, the Young affair has highlighted the
fact that America's Middle East policy is changing, and it did so in a way that cast the
Palestinians in a far more favorable light than in the past. Equally important to
Russia, Israel has been lured into giving itself a black eye. In the past, Israel could
always claim that the PLO was making peace impossible, but now the PLO is
concentrating on a diplomatic drive for a peaceful accommodation with Israel. Israel's
response has been to try to sabotage this process. World-wide the reaction has been
to start questioning whether Israel really wants peace. For example, on August 17, the
BBC carried an interview with Antony McDermott of the Financial Times of London.
He was asked his opinion of the Israeli objective in bringing about the Young
resignation. He replied in part, quote: "I would speculate that if the PLO were through
some miracle to come out and say 'We accept the existence of Israel', it would be
extremely embarrassing to Mr. Begin because he's constantly comparing them to the
Nazis". Russia had foreseen that Israel would try to stop the United States policy
shift. The Andrew Young affair has caused Israel to injure herself by these efforts.
World opinion toward Israel is changing; but for Israel, the worst setback of all may
be right here in the United States because the domestic fallout, my friends, of the
Andrew Young affair is not at all what Israel had in mind.

Topic #2
When Israel was proclaimed a separate nation in 1947 by the United Nations, the
United States was the first great power to give it diplomatic recognition. Ever since
that time, there has been a special relationship between the governments of the two
countries. An essential ingredient in maintaining this relationship has been domestic
support within the United States.
For more than three decades American public opinion has been generally pro-Israel,
but the Andrew Young affair is causing Israel to be seen in a different light by many
Americans. For one thing, questions are now being raised about Israeli Intelligence
activity in the United States. In the past this has never been a public issue, but that is
changing because of the way in which the Young affair broke wide open.
On August 16, the day after he resigned, Young held a news conference at the United
Nations. In the words of the BBC that evening, Young blamed Israel for the events

which led to his resignation. That same day, the Atlanta Constitution reported that
Israeli Intelligence agents had spied on Young's meeting with PLO representative
Terzi. The newspaper said that this enabled Israel to challenge Young's original
statement that the meeting had been inadvertent. Israel's United Nations Ambassador
Blum immediately denied the report; but when Young was asked about it, he said that
he assumed he was being bugged but he did not care. Since then reports have
continued to multiply about Israeli spying in the Young episode.
Israeli denials have just led to increasingly detailed reports about the spying, and in
the process broader questions are being asked about Israeli spying here in the United
States. All this is very worrisome to the government of Israel because they have, my
friends, left a trail. The fact is that the Mossad, Israel's Intelligence Agency, is very
active in the United States, but this is in violation of a secret agreement under which
the Mossad is forbidden from this activity. In return, our own CIA is forbidden from
the clandestine activities in Israel. Strangely enough, I can report that the CIA has
adhered to the agreement, but both did work together in the Jonestown, Guyana
tragedy, as I revealed in AUDIO LETTER N° 40. Israel is fearful of having Mossad
activities here exposed as a cause celebre. Technically, the hundreds of Mossad agents
in the United States could be rounded up and expelled. If this was done with great
fanfare, the impact on Israel's image here in America could be devastating. World
opinion would also veer away from Israel, so the Zionists are doing everything in their
power not to have an investigation.
What they want most is for the controversy to just go away. At the same time, they're
trying to put the best possible face on Israeli Intelligence. For example, on August 21
an article appeared in the Washington Star entitled: "Discreet Mossad called World's
Best". The article is built mainly around the statements not by Israelis but by former
American Intelligence officials.
The impression conveyed is that the mighty Mossad easily could spy on anyone it
wants to, but we are also to believe they just wouldn't do such a thing as spy on the
Young-Terzi meeting. So far though the questions about Israeli spying in the Young
affair are refusing to go away. On August 23 the Washington Star carried a story in
which an unnamed United States source is quoted as saying: "The Israelis have staked
out the Arabs around the United Nations with bugs, taps, and surveillances. Young
walked right into it". The article says considerably more about the Young episode,
then it expands into the subject of Israeli spying here in general. For example, quote:
"According to one source, New York City is the center of Israeli spying in the United
States and has been for years". Another quote: "On one occasion United States officials
learned that an Israeli wiretap operation was using a local synagogue as a cover". And
a final quote: "Each year in New York, moreover, there are numerous cases in which

Israeli agents have been identified posing as FBI agents, complete with seemingly
authentic credentials".
By any standards, my friends, words like these in a major American newspaper signal
a change from the past. Controversy over Intelligence activities could become a major
fallout against Israel from the Young affair, but there is another domestic fallout
which is even more important and that is the rupturing of political and other ties
between the Blacks and the Jews. These tensions are very real, my friends, and have
been building since the mid-sixties; but they have only now burst into the open for all
to see. The catalyst, of course, was the Young affair. Up until now, practically the only
Americans who were aware of these tensions were the Blacks and Jews themselves,
but the strongest feelings in this rift are felt by the Blacks. They are the ones who feel
they have been wronged, so I think the easiest way to describe the situation is in the
words of Blacks themselves.
On August 16 Young himself blamed Israel for making his resignation necessary. The
same day it was disclosed that United States Ambassador to Austria, Milton Wolf,
had met three times with PLO representatives; but Wolf, who is Jewish, was not
being reprimanded, much less forced to resign! For Blacks, that news added insult to
injury. It got still worse the next day, August 17. It was announced that the United
States had made a surprise proposal regarding the Security Council resolution on
Palestinian Rights. The United States had asked Israel to support an Americansponsored resolution to that effect, but without success. With that news, Andy Young
looked like nothing more than the fall guy for a new American policy. Blacks
wondered:
"Why Andy? Why a Black?" The same day, Young made comments on the NBC "Today
Show" which were repeated on the BBC World Service. Young was asked about latent
anti-Semitism in the Black community, and said, quote:
"I think there may be a resentment of a certain kind of arrogance that was played up,
especially in the New York press; and there was a kind of arrogance of Jewish power,
headlines saying: 'Jews demand Young's ouster.' I think that's caused the reaction by
the Black community, which is a natural reaction, but in no way does that constitute
anti-Semitism".
The following day, August 18, an article in the New York Daily News illustrated the
growing reaction of Black America. The article was by Black columnist Earl Caldwell.
It was titled: "Finally Played the Game, and Lost". Referring to the day after Young's
resignation, Caldwell wrote, quote: "On Thursday, the afternoon was filled with the
fallout. The clamor for his resignation had come primarily from the Jewish
community. That is fact. And now the backlash that Andrew Young had warned the
Israeli Ambassador about was rising. Downstairs on the steps of the Mission the Rev.

Jesse Jackson was saying that Andrew Young was the fall guy, and that it was not the
Klan that brought the Bakke case, that it was not the Klan that deals with Southern
Africa, and that it was not the Klan that brought the pressure to fire Andrew Young; it
was our former allies. And the backlash was building". (End of quote from the Earl
Caldwell column).
The rift between Blacks and Jews is continuing to grow, my friends. Already a group
of Black ministers of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference has held a
meeting with Palestinians, and they have announced their support for Palestinian
rights. And during the past several days, a series of very powerful commentaries about
the situation were carried over the American Forces Radio and TV Service. The
commentator was James Rowe of the Mutual Black Network. Unlike most other
programs on the American Forces Radio, the Rowe commentaries are followed by a
disclaimer originating with the Mutual Black Network; but they are being beamed
straight to our troops here and overseas. And, of course, our Armed Forces of today
have a very high proportion of Blacks, here and abroad.
The Rowe commentaries on the Young affair are instructive for two reasons. For one
thing, they illustrate the growing backlash by many Blacks against Israel, but also
Rowe reminds his listeners of some historical background facts which must be taken
into account. Most Americans, Black or otherwise, do not remember this background,
or at least do not think about it. In his commentary four days ago, August 23, Rowe
began, quote: "It's time the United States stopped placating the Israelis and got down
to the serious business of negotiating Peace in the Middle East. Every time something
offends Israel, the Jewish American population rises up. They expect Black Americans
to support them, despite the refusal of Jewish groups to support some of our most
recent concerns. The Jewish groups left us when it came to reverse discrimination.
Despite that, what is more important is RIGHT and WRONG. It is wrong that we
support an ethnic group when they are mistaken, and Israel is mistaken in the
treatment of the Palestinians. We cannot continue to pay for Hitler's mistakes. Israel
cannot be permitted to perpetrate upon another group of people what the Germans
tried to do to them in World War II. If Israel has a right to exist, then so does the
State of Palestine. The goal now should be: How do we achieve that?"
Further on, Rowe said:
"The United States Ambassador to Austria was not asked to resign although he had
several meetings with the PLO representatives. So why did Andrew Young have to
resign? Why did the first black United States Ambassador have to become the fall guy
in a plan to appease Jerusalem and the Jewish lobby here? It is extremely complicated
and much greater than concerns for oil from the region".

The next day, August 24, James Rowe had more to say about the Young resignation,
and he included some history in very concise terms. Here's an excerpt from his
commentary; quote:
"We cannot let ourselves go on the defensive every time the Jewish American lobby
criticizes Blacks as anti-Semitic because we don't agree with them. Anybody that
doesn't agree with Israel's hard line stand is considered anti-Semitic in Jerusalem. If
anyone is to be charged with responsibility for the current crisis in the Middle East, it
should be Great Britain. And if anyone is to be charged with the protracted conflict in
that region of the world, it is to be Israel. Britain had control over the land that made
up Jordan and Palestine under a League of Nations' mandate. The British wanted to
end their colonialism there, and permitted Zionists to move in uncontrolled, and left
the Palestinians to the Jordanians. The Palestinians were left without a home because
London did not follow through on the United Nations' recommendation of creating
two separate states--one for the Israelis and one for the Palestinians. It appears Israel
wants the Palestinians completely removed from the scene. Now comes the Andrew
Young card. How does the United States support the human rights of the Palestinians
without offending our long-time and hard-line friends in the Zionist movement? The
United States is faced with supporting the human rights of the Palestinians--but to
the offense of Jews. Perhaps Andy Young was the test of how offended Israel would be
if America decided to give in to demands from the Palestine Liberation Organization".
(End of quotation from the Rowe commentary of August 24).
My friends, there was nothing accidental about the Young affair. To those who do not
know about Russia's secret take-over here in Washington, it all looks like a big
mistake; but in reality Israel's mighty Mossad has just been out-foxed by Russia's
KGB. The Russians, through the robotoids in the White House, control most all the
top positions in the United States Government. They brought about the Young-Terzi
meeting of July 26, and in doing so they knew it would be monitored by Israeli
Intelligence. The Russians succeeded in planning and guiding events in a way
beneficial to Russia.
In AUDIO LETTER 46, I mentioned that Prime Minister Begin of Israel had been
replaced with a robotoid, as had Sadat of Egypt. Wholesale robotizing is not taking
place in those countries. By using their Begin robotoid, Russia was able to make sure
that Israel's policy would be to make an issue of Young's PLO contact. This action has
caused the backlash reactions against Israel which I have already discussed. It has
also enhanced the image of the Palestinians internationally. In addition, the Young
flap provides an excuse for the United States to back into a more favorable treatment
of the Palestinian cause. But, my friends, there will be other manipulated events to
distract you from the Andrew Young affair, all created by friends of Israel still in our
United States State Department.

The Russian target in the Andrew Young affair appears at first glance to be all the
Jews in both Israel and the United States, but that is not the case. The true target in
these Kremlin maneuvers is the political force called ZIONISM. Many Jews are not
Zionists, and there are also Zionists who are not Jews; but Zionism masquerades as a
movement that speaks for all Jews. For reasons I will discuss in Topic #3, the Christones who rule Russia today intend to utterly break Zionism as a force in the world. A
major part of this is to be the dismantling of Zionist power here in America. To that
end, the Andrew Young affair was engineered to uncork the political pressures
between Jews and Blacks. On the surface, this appears to mean all Jews; but the
commentaries I quoted by James Rowe suggest that already the focus is narrowing.
Black leaders are looking around carefully; and as they look at the Zionists, they are
doing so with frowns and narrowed eyes.

Topic #3
It has now been nearly two years since I first made public the overthrow of the
Bolsheviks in Russia; and as my older listeners know, this is the outcome of six
decades of struggle by a tightly knit band of native Russian Christians. Now they are
out to destroy Bolshevism world-wide. The Kremlin's campaign to wipe out
Bolshevism is still a secret officially; but as important as Bolshevism is, the Kremlin
rulers regard it as just one major tentacle of a giant serpent; and if they keep their antiBolshevism secret, they make no bones about their opposition to what they see as
another tentacle. That tentacle is ZIONISM.
The origins of modern-day Zionism trace back to the late 19th Century, but the first
major milestone toward the creation of a Jewish state happened in 1917. Great Britain
was looking for all the friends she could find in what was then called "The Great
War". That year the United States was drawn into that war with the deliberate help
of President Woodrow Wilson. But that same year, Russia was removed from the war
against Germany by the Bolshevik Revolution. So the Allies were still under great
pressure; and in order to enlist the growing power of the Zionist movement on the
side of Britain, the famous Balfour Declaration was announced. Lord Balfour
announced that Britain would look with favor on the creation of a national home for
the Jewish people in Palestine. Most Americans were too preoccupied with news of
the war to think long about the Balfour Declaration in Britain; but soon after the war
ended, a major protest was published against the plans of the Zionists.
On March 5, 1919, readers of the New York Times saw a long PETITION on page 7
with the headline: "PROTEST TO PRESIDENT WILSON AGAINST ZIONIST
STATE". Nowadays if we saw a headline like that, most of us would probably pay
little attention. We would assume that it was the work of the Arabs and turn the

page; but that 1919 protest was presented and signed exclusively by Jews. And these
were not some small splinter group of malcontents, they were a galaxy of Jewish stars
in American politics, education, law, business, medicine, journalism, banking, as well
as prominent rabbis; people like Congressman Julius Kahn of California who headed
the list; Henry Morganthau, Sr., ex-Ambassador to Turkey; Simon Wolf, former
consul to Egypt; Max Senior, former president of the National Conference of Jewish
Charities; Professor Morris Jastrow of the University of Pennsylvania; Adolph Ochs,
publisher of the New York Times; Lessing Rosenthal, Chicago attorney; Dr. Julius
Rosenstein, surgeon at Mount Zion Hospital in San Francisco; L. H. Kampner, mayor
of Galveston, Texas; I. W. Hellman, president of the Union Trust Company in San
Francisco; and many others.
The PETITION begins, quote:
"As a future form of government for Palestine will undoubtedly be considered by the
approaching Peace Conference, we, the undersigned citizens of the United States,
unite in this statement setting forth our objections to the organization of a Jewish
State in Palestine as proposed by the Zionist societies in this country and Europe".
The petitioners felt that they were, quote: "voicing the opinion of the majority of
American Jews." To back that up, they pointed out, quote:
"The American Zionists represent, according to the most recent statistics available,
only a small proportion of the Jews living in this country, about 150,000 out of 3-1/2
million".
As their source, they cited the 1918 edition of the "American Jewish Yearbook" in
Philadelphia.
The PETITION goes on to sound not only a protest but a series of warnings. The
signers did sympathize with the concept of, quote: "A refuge in Palestine or
elsewhere." They felt that this would be a good thing purely as a haven for Jews living
under oppression; but they were bitterly opposed to the Zionist demands for, quote:
"Reorganization of the Jews as a national unit to whom now or in the future territorial
sovereignty in Palestine shall be committed".
The Jews who published that PETITION against a Zionist State 60 years ago turned
out to be prophets. Like most prophets, their warnings went unheeded; but for more
than three decades events in the Middle East have been acting out their warnings in
flesh, blood, and tragedy.
I can do no more than highlight a few points from the anti-Zionist PETITION, which
is long and detailed, but history demands that we be aware of the efforts of the anti-

Zionist Jews to turn aside tragedy, deep tragedy. They pointed out that the Zionists
were demanding, quote:
"A home not merely for Jews living in countries in which they are oppressed, but for
Jews universally. No Jew, wherever he may live, can consider himself free from the
implications of such a grant".
From a practical standpoint, my friends, they pointed out that tiny Palestine could not
hold all the Jews then living in the world. The 6 to 10 million in Russia and Romania
alone would have produced hopeless overcrowding; but beyond that, they objected to
what they termed "political segregation". They felt it was both undemocratic and
dangerous to Jews themselves the world over. They worried, quote:
"All Jews repudiate every suspicion of a double allegiance; but to our minds, it is
necessarily implied in, and cannot by any logic be eliminated from, the establishment
of a sovereign state for the Jews in Palestine".
They added that, quote:
"As a rule, those who favor such a restoration advocate it not for themselves but for
others. Those who act thus and yet insist on their patriotic attachment to the
countries of which they are citizens are self-deceived in their profession of Zionism".
They were worried that Jews themselves would be torn internally by pressures for
double allegiance, and they were concerned that this would play into the hands of
those who considered Jews, quote:
"Aliens in every land, incapable of true patriotism, and prompted only by sinister and
self-seeking motives".
Quoting Sir George Adam Smith, an authority of that day on Palestine, they also
foresaw the bloodshed to come, quote:
"It is not true that Palestine is the national home of the Jewish people and of no other
people. It is not correct to call its non-Jewish inhabitants Arabs, or to say that they
have left no image of their spirit and made no history except in the great mosque; nor
can we evade the fact that Christian communities have been as long in the possession
of their portion of this land as ever the Jews were".
The PETITION also says, quote:
"The claims to various sections of this undefined territory would unquestionably
evoke bitter controversies. To subject the Jews to the possible recurrence of such
bitter and sanguinary conflict, which would be inevitable, would be a crime".
Finally, they concluded with the words:

"We do not wish to see Palestine, either now or at any time in the future, organized as
a Jewish State".
But, my friends, the Zionists were successful in thwarting this appeal by prominent
American Jews. Israel became a nation in 1947, and the predicted bloodshed began
immediately. Israeli terrorism by Menachem Begin and others caused Palestinian
blood to run red in the streets. Palestinians became refugees in their own land, and the
borders of Israel began expanding. Soon there was nothing left of what had been
called Palestine.
The Middle East war plan, which the Russians halted in May 1979, involved the
Zionists in alliance with the Bolsheviks. The Russians are determined to end the
threat of nuclear war; and after 30 years of Israeli history, they have concluded the
same thing about Zionism as about Bolshevism. They are convinced that there will be
no peace in the world for Jew, Moslem, or Christian so long as Zionism exists. So they
are now in a two-front war to destroy both Zionism and Bolshevism.
Long ago Russia's new rulers discovered that Zionism and Bolshevism had common
origins. These origins involved the ROTHSCHILDS, but others are involved also, so
they are now following the trail of Satanic power towards its origins using their secret
weapons--the robotoids. Right now they are striking at the tentacles of world power,
like ZIONISM and BOLSHEVISM; but when the time is ripe, they are hoping to strike
at the very head of world Satanic power.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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Hello, my friends. This is Dr. Beter in Washington. Today is Sept. 30, 1979, and this is
my AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 50.
Forty years ago this month World War II began. On September 1, 1939, the German
war machine of Adolf Hitler began the blitzkrieg against Poland. Soon all Europe was
aflame with war. The flames soon spread to engulf the United States, Japan, and much
of Asia. In the nearly six years that it lasted, World War II took an estimated 35million lives. About half of those killed were civilians--men, women, and children; but
whether they were in uniform or not, very few of those who suffered and died had any
real idea WHY.
The forces that led to World War II were set in motion in secrecy, then the war itself
intensified the secrecy on all sides--secrecy in diplomacy, secrecy in planning military
campaigns, secrecy in developing new weapons; and, my friends, it was a secret
weapon that finally ended the war in the Pacific.
On August 6, 1945, the first atomic bomb was dropped in war. It was dropped by a
nation which thought of itself as a Christian nation, the United States of America; and
the city which was chosen to be the first victim, had one of the largest Christian
communities in Japan--Hiroshima. One might have asked: Why are the Christians of
America killing the Christians of Hiroshima with the world's first nuclear attack? But
of all the questions which have been asked about Hiroshima during the past 34 years,
that question has been asked the least, if at all. Everyone knows this was war.
Hiroshima was considered a major military target; and so Christians or no Christians,
Hiroshima was attacked.
Today I'm often asked: "If Russia's new rulers of today really are Christians, why are
they willing to kill people? And why are they willing to do things which may cause
even Christians to be killed?" The answer today is the same as it was in World War II-THIS IS WAR. But today, after four decades of increasing secrecy, war itself is secret.
Not only do we not know the reasons for war, we do not even know certain kinds of
warfare are taking place! The most important military and political developments

today are parts of a secret war in which the United States is now the prime
battleground. The battle is between the new Christian rulers of Russia and their bitter
enemies. These enemies are the overthrown Bolsheviks and their close relatives, the
Zionists. The Kremlin of today is trying above all to prevent their enemies from
igniting nuclear war.
Last spring, as I revealed in AUDIO LETTERS N° 45 and 46, the Russians began
seizing control of the United States Government. Key officials from President Jimmy
Carter on down have been replaced by doubles, and these doubles are not human
beings in spite of their appearance and behavior. They are artificial, robot-like living
beings called "Organic Robotoids." When I first revealed these things, I braced myself.
I knew that many of my listeners would be unable to absorb them; but my reason for
doing it was the one I stated then: Without knowing about the robotoids, events
would become impossible to understand. Since that time, robotoids in key positions
of power have been causing many surprises in the news these days. The strangest
surprises of all have been caused by the Jimmy Carter robotoids. In AUDIO LETTER
N° 48 two months ago, I detailed the major instability problems the Russians are
having with their Carter robotoids. The holographic computer brains of the robotoids
include instabilities which were present in the real Carter brain in a way that
exaggerates those instabilities. As a result, every so often a Carter robotoid does
something so unpredictable that it is dangerous to the Russians. An example was the
famous so-called "killer-rabbit incident" of a few weeks ago. A Carter robotoid told
the press in all seriousness that he and his family had been attacked by a swamp
rabbit while fishing. Can you imagine?
The Russians want to rid themselves of the nerve-racking problem of the unstable
Carter robotoids. Earlier this month, on September 15, an attempt was made to do
just that. The alleged President Carter was entered in a foot race, of all things, in the
Catoctin Mountains near Camp David. It was a strenuous six-mile course which
included much uphill running. Carter robotoid N° 14 was programmed to run at
maximum speed and not to let up for any reason. The Russian strategy was simple:
Runners who over-exert themselves and who do not stop and rest when danger signs
appear can do themselves serious harm. Sudden overheating, dehydration, and heart
failure can take place abruptly in extreme cases. Robotoids, as I have explained in past
tapes, embody a crude facsimile of human metabolism, their hearts are relatively weak,
and they live for only a few weeks or months, depending on the stress problems. They
have no self-preservation instinct, so Carter robotoid N° 14 was programmed to run
like the wind. It was expected that suddenly without warning he would suffer
complete heart failure, collapse, and die on the spot. If the robotoid died before aid
could reach him, everyone would just accept it as a tragic accident, and the Russians
would be rid of the problem of unstable Carter robotoids. But the day of the race
dawned cooler than it had been expected by the planners. Carter robotoid N° 14 did

collapse, but did not expire instantly. His face turned a deathly greenish-gray, and he
was moaning and incoherent; and yet when the Secret Service men picked him up, his
legs kept running as programmed. Finally an ambulance arrived, but Carter robotoid
N° 14 did not use it. Instead the robotoid was bundled off in a car to Camp David, and
there robotoid N° 14 finally died--too late, and out of public view.
The purpose of the race had been to eliminate the Carter robotoid problem in a way
that would leave no questions--that is, sudden death on the spot. But there would
have been a storm of questions if Carter's alleged death had been announced after help
arrived and took him away. So after the race, Carter robotoid N° 15 showed up to
reassure everyone. He looked nothing at all like the deathly figure who had collapsed
just a short while earlier in the race. He looked like a new man, and in a sense he was.
The contrast between the dying robotoid N° 14 and the fresh robotoid N° 15 is
something you can see for yourself. Just get a copy of Sports Illustrated magazine for
September 24, 1979. On pages 16 and 17 you will see the pictures of robotoid N° 14-stricken, stumbling, mouth agape. Then look at the fresh, smiling picture of robotoid
N° 15 handing out trophies on page 19 only a short while later, and then ask yourself: Is
this the same man?
My friends, the robotoids are one example of what you need to know to understand
the secret war now going on; but there are other things you need to know too, because
the war between Russia and her Bolshevik and Zionist enemies has many facets, and it
is very ancient.
My three topics for today are:
Topic #1--RUNAWAY INFLATION AND THE COLLAPSING AMERICAN
ECONOMY
Topic #2--THE CUBAN CRISIS TO DESTROY SALT II
Topic #3--THE 1000-YEAR WAR BETWEEN RUSSIA AND THE KHAZARS

Topic #1
To most Americans the most worrisome headlines these days are probably those
about our weakening economy. By comparison, most other major news events may
seem remote and less important to us. SALT II, troops in Cuba, and arguments
between Blacks and Jews may disturb us, but they hardly seem to touch most of us
personally. The economy is another matter. We all have to keep food on the table,
clothing on our backs, and a roof over our heads, and it's becoming harder by the day

to do these things. Hardly a day seems to pass without some new item of bad news
about the economy. One day the Federal Reserve System announces that it's raising
its own interest rates to member banks to an all-time record level, another day leading
banks raise their interest rates to their best customers to levels which also set new
records. With each increase, young couples wanting to buy their own homes find it
more and more impossible to do so. For them the American dream of a home of their
own is fading into a fantasy. They are watching helpless as their fondest hopes
explode in the tornado of rising consumer prices and runaway interest rates. But
somehow, my friends, it turns out to be only the average working man and woman
who are being priced out of borrowing the money they need.
By contrast, business loans are increasing fast, instead of dropping off. Many business
men are borrowing all they can get regardless of interest rates. They are pouring their
dollars into plants and equipment, building up inventories, and in some cases
speculating in foreign currencies and gold. And so while you and I are being squeezed
out, big business is borrowing dollars like they are going out of style, because, my
friends, the dollar is going out of style. They are expecting to repay their loans later on
with dollars that are almost worthless.
Meanwhile, the bad economic news goes on. One day we're told that unemployment is
up--not good, we think, especially if we happen to be among the unemployed. But at
least this ought to start bringing down inflation, according to most all the experts. For
years they have always told us that, but NO, inflation keeps speeding up too. We
know it is every time we buy groceries.
Next we hear that productivity is dropping off in the United States. According to
government figures released last month, productivity was plunging at the fastest rate
in five years by last spring. That means that America's economy is becoming less and
less efficient and more and more service oriented. If that is so, we wonder: How can
we compete in world markets?
Then someone mentions that what is happening to the United States' economy is
called STAGFLATION. Our economy is stagnating, and yet inflation is heating up.
Again we scratch our heads. This is something new to us in America. In the past we
have had recessions and we have had inflation, but not together! Now we have both at
once, and where is it all leading? One clue to where it is leading is contained in other
figures released by the Labor Department last month. Last spring hourly
compensation measured in dollars was rising, people were receiving increases in pay
at a rate of about 8% a year in dollars; but inflation is now outrunning these pay
increases. As a result, real compensation in terms of what you can buy with your
money dropped 5% during the spring quarter; so our pay checks may look bigger and
bigger, but on the average they're able to buy less and less.

The sliding value of the dollar at the grocery store is reflected also on the international
monetary scene. Overseas, holders of dollars are unloading them as fast as they can
before they can shrink to nothing. Dollars are being traded for hard currencies like the
West German Deutschemark. The shift is massive. A few days ago on September 20
there was an effective devaluation of the dollar against the mark by about 2%. Dollars
are also being traded so fast for gold that the trading has been called "frenzied." That is
why the price of gold in United States dollars is soaring to incredible levels. Just two
days ago it passed $400 an ounce for the first time in history.
My friends, our growing economic woes are the fruits of deliberate planning by very
powerful men. I made much of this plan public nearly seven years ago in my book,
THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR, published by George Braziller, New
York, New York. Now that the things I have described there are happening, my book
is out of print. But at that time most of my readers simply could not believe that these
things could really happen; and so even though I identified many of the people
responsible, nothing at all was done to stop the plan. A year later in the spring of 1974,
I revealed in Congressional testimony that most of America's alleged gold hoard was
gone. It was a key ingredient in the plan to destroy the United States economy on the
way to Dictatorship. I stood ready to back up my charges with evidence and
witnesses, but Congress did nothing. So I went public with my charges. Public
pressure finally led to the so-called Gold Inspection Visit to Ft. Knox by Congressmen
and newsmen in September 1974. It was a fraud, and touched off many questions and
suspicions in the foreign press; but here at home the fraud worked, and people calmed
down about Ft. Knox. Nothing lasting was done, and the plan for America's economic
collapse continued.
The fall of 1974 I began recording talking tapes. My very first tape, AUDIO BOOK N° 1,
was recorded 5 years ago next month. That tape included information which my
listeners could use as a starting point in their own personal planning for the events to
come. I did not give financial advice as such, but I did describe the kind of things
which historically have been useful under adverse economic conditions. Today many
of those conditions are developing all around us. Early in 1975 I recorded a second
tape, AUDIO BOOK N° 2 about the Ft. Knox gold scandal. In that tape I gave more
details about the secret disappearance of America's former gold hoard. I also gave
more details about the economic and political upheavals which were being planned
for America's future.
In those tapes I gave the best information then available to me, but I made the mistake
of revealing an approximate time table for coming events as they were then being
planned. I stated clearly that these were purely the plans and schedules of men. My
hope in revealing those plans was that by doing so I could contribute in some small
way to delaying or even stopping them. My intentions in making public the secret

time tables--which were plans, not prophecies--were sadly misunderstood by some. I
have actually been condemned by some people because World War III did not take
place on schedule. Can you imagine? Even so, the confidential sources who gave me
that information which I revealed four and five years ago knew what they were talking
about.
For example, in those early tapes I revealed the plans of the late David Rockefeller and
his intimates for gold to reach $2,000 an ounce. At that time it sounded ridiculous to
many people. Even $200 an ounce sounded like too high a price for gold to reach more
than temporarily, but today gold has already established a new record of at least $400
an ounce. The old conventional wisdom is in the wastebasket. The so-called "gold
bugs" of only a few years ago have turned out to be too conservative. Whether gold
will still reach $2,000 an ounce as originally planned remains to be seen. After all, the
real David Rockefeller has been dead now for seven months, since February 1979.
Even so, the basic economic forces which he and his collaborators unleashed now have
tremendous momentum. The total collapse of the United States dollar, and with it our
economy, is now only a matter of time.
There is a historical precedent for what is happening to us, my friends. It happened in
Germany in the early 1920's. It was a case of super-inflation leading to disintegration
of the economy. The seeds of disaster were planted in July 1914 at the outbreak of
World War I. The German government did not want to provoke opposition to the
war by imposing heavy taxes, so instead the redeemability of the mark in gold was
suspended. Then the government began borrowing to finance the war without any
limit on the amount of money that could be printed.
In the same way, the process of divorcing the dollar from its gold backing began
during World War II. In 1945 the gold backing was reduced from 42% to 25%. Then
in March 1968, Congress quietly removed the last remaining gold backing of 25%.
That meant the printing presses were free to roll. Finally on August 15, 1971, President
Nixon finished the job of untying the dollar from gold. He slammed the international
gold window, saying that the United States would no longer redeem dollars with gold
in international dealings. What he did not say was that most all of America's alleged
gold hoard was gone by then.
The German government's action in cutting the mark loose from gold in 1914 triggered
the accumulation of currency during the war. After the war ended, people began
spending their stored up marks, and inflation took off. And in the same way, after
Nixon closed the gold window in the United States, the prices for international
commodities began to zoom upward and gold followed suit. As the German inflation
accelerated, the German Central Bank tried to support the mark in the international
exchange markets. Every time the mark would start sliding relative to other

currencies, the Reichsbank would buy marks using their own reserves of foreign
currencies.
It's the same today, my friends. Whenever the dollar starts tumbling, we hear that the
Federal Reserve, our privately-owned central bank, is supporting the dollar.
Sometimes the key word used is that the Federal Reserve Bank is "intervening" on
behalf of the dollar. Either way it means that the Fed is throwing away hard foreign
currencies to buy up sick dollars on foreign markets--in other words, throwing good
money after bad. The Reichsbank also tried to support the mark by giving gold for
marks, not at home but in the international money markets.
The parallel to this today is the series of "gold auctions" by the United States Treasury.
The Treasury keeps these auctions as small as possible, because there is no huge gold
hoard left to back up the dollar. Instead there's a secret scramble going on
continuously to scrape together gold from various sources to auction off. The gold is
sold, in the words of the GSA invitations to bid, "as is". There are no guarantees, and
the gold offered is highly impure instead of what is called "good delivery gold". Even
so, buyers gladly exchange their shriveling dollars for the Treasury gold scraps.
For a while the German inflation gave the appearance of stimulating business, but this
was because no one wanted to hold on to marks that were losing their value. Instead
the money was spent, traded for goods of all kinds which would not lose their value,
but this was a self-defeating process. As people became more anxious to get rid of
marks, they became less eager to accept them. As a result, prices climbed ever more
steeply. Organized workers in unions managed to win pay raises but not fast enough
to keep up. Unorganized workers and those on fixed incomes were left behind
altogether. Wages in marks rose, but real wages began to drop. This is the very thing
which is now happening here in the United States. Germans who earned a living by
legitimate work of all kinds began to slip downward in their standard of living. The
point was reached where speculation in gold and commodities was the only way to
keep up with inflation.
There are obvious parallels today. In recent years investors have increasingly shifted
their attentions to the Commodity Exchanges, while the stock market wanders in the
doldrums. As for gold, who doesn't know about gold these days?
The German inflation reached the point where it fed on itself. It was no longer a
question of basic economics--it was a question of confidence. People lost all
confidence in the mark, and from that point on the presses literally could not print
marks fast enough. By the middle of 1923, men were paid as often as three times a day.
Their wives would meet them and hurry off to spend the money before it could
depreciate still further. The point was reached where doing business in this way
became impossible. Men would not work for money that was worthless before they

could spend it. Farmers would not trade food for paper that would buy nothing,
businesses started closing, food riots erupted, the German economy started falling
apart at the seams.
The German super-inflation was eventually stopped in the same way that is always
used when the currency collapses. A new currency is introduced to replace the old
one. In Germany it was called the Rentenmark, and it was backed up by pledges that
restored confidence. Here in the United States our replacement currency has already
been printed for initial distribution when the time comes. We will trade many old
dollars for each new dollar, but even the new dollar will not be backed by gold
because we have almost no gold for that purpose. Instead it will be a garrison dollar-usable only within the United States, unacceptable in other countries.
In AUDIO BOOK N° 1 five years ago I explained that those who were putting these
forces in motion were declaring war on us, the American people. The four Rockefeller
brothers were hoping to end up as our absolute Dictators, on the way to conquering
the whole world. Now, the Bolsheviks here in America are trying to take advantage of
the economic forces which they helped the Rockefellers set in motion. The
Rockefellers were aiming for a complete Corporate Socialism take-over, whereas the
Bolsheviks want a new Bolshevik revolution and a brutal State Socialism take-over.
The Russians meanwhile are using their robotoids in key positions in an effort to
thwart the Bolshevik design here in America. The Russians did not create the forces
leading to our economic collapse, but neither are they trying to stop them. Instead
they are attempting to guide the process of economic collapse here in such a way that
it will backfire on the Bolsheviks.
Seven years ago, five years ago, even three years ago we the American people might
have acted to undo the forces leading to collapse. We could have demanded that our
gold be brought back to Ft. Knox, that those who took it be punished, and that the
dollar be "good as gold" once again; but we as a people did nothing at all! It was far
easier to accept official lies than the unofficial truth. So now, our land has become an
economic battleground in a war between the Russian Christians and their ancient
enemies. It remains to be seen who will win that war, but either way millions of
Americans are going to lose and to suffer.

Topic #2
Late last month, on the evening of August 30, another of our never-ending crises
began. News wires crackled with ominous words from the Idaho home of Senate
Foreign Relations Committee Chairman, Frank Church. He was quoted as saying that
American Intelligence had confirmed the presence of Russian combat troops in Cuba;

and breaking with his past behavior, he surprised everyone. He demanded the
immediate withdrawal of all Russian combat troops from Cuba.
What's going on, my friends, is another skirmish, a major one, between the Bolsheviks
and the Christian rulers of Russia. The Bolsheviks in our government here in America
are following a strategy now which has important similarities to their Guyana
strategy of last November 1978. There's not enough time for me to review all the
details of what happened then. For those details you may want to refresh your
memory by listening again to AUDIO LETTER N° 40; but for now, let me just remind
you that last November the Bolsheviks used tensions over Cuba as a part of a larger
strategy. The same thing is happening again now, but this time there's an important
difference. Using their robotoids, the Russians are succeeding so far in staying one
step ahead of the Bolsheviks. Last time the real target was not Cuba but the secret
Russian missile base in Guyana. This time the primary target again is not Cuba but
the SALT II Treaty. And yet, just as before, the Russians do not dare lower their guard
around Cuba or anywhere else because the Bolsheviks here will lash out wherever
they can find an opening anywhere in the world.
Last time the artificial Bolshevik crisis over Cuba was built around MiG-23s. This
time it is Russian ground combat troops. Three thousand Russian troops could no
more attack the United States from Cuba today than the MiG-23s could have attacked
last year. What's more, the Bolsheviks here are using old information about Russian
troops now, just as they used old information about MiG-23s last year. The alleged
spy satellite pictures of Russian troops in Cuba were not obtained last month as
claimed. Regardless of what robotoid Carter says tomorrow night on television, the
pictures are actually almost two years old, obtained in late 1977.
Two years ago this month, on Sept. 27, 1977, the United States lost the most decisive
battle of the 20th Century to Russia. It was history's first space battle, the Battle of the
Harvest Moon. I reported it that month in AUDIO LETTER N° 26, but it has never
been reported to the public officially. Following that battle the United States and
Russia were on the brink of war. The Russians were pressuring our own rulers behind
the scenes to abandon their plans for conquest by nuclear war. America's step-by-step
surrender by unilateral disarmament under SALT II was demanded by the Russians.
Meanwhile Russia's newly operational Cosmos Interceptors had begun systematically
destroying America's space fleet of Spy Satellites. The Cosmos Interceptors, which are
manned and armed with Particle Beam-weapons were seeking out and blasting our
Spy Satellites one by one. The United States has no defense against the Cosmos
Interceptors, but the process of eliminating all our Spy Satellites was a gradual one,
taking several months to complete. By April 1978 they were all gone, as I reported in
AUDIO LETTER N° 33. But in the meantime the CIA turned on all of our Spy
Satellites. The idea was to gather as much information as possible world-wide before

they were destroyed. Normally they are only turned on selectively in order to extend
their operating life; but with Russian Cosmos Interceptors blasting them into fireballs
one after another, that no longer mattered.
One of the things picked up by the satellites in their dying days late 1977 was Russian
maneuvers in Cuba. The maneuvers were taking place in brigade strength, which was
puzzling. The Russian Army normally does not use the brigade as a unit of
organization. It only made sense later on when it was learned that Soviet troops,
mostly from Asia, were being infiltrated into Canada and Mexico. This is in
preparation for possible invasion of the United States across our northern and
southern borders, as I reported long ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 32. The troops are
entering Canada through the Province of Quebec as part of an arrangement, a secret
arrangement, between Russia and France. In Mexico, they are entering through the
Yucatan Peninsula. French influence is also great in Mexico, although this is less wellknown here in the United States. Cuba is the key way station for the troops, whether
headed for Canada or Mexico.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 32 I explained the manner in which the Russian troops are
remaining dispersed and therefore undetected in Canada and Mexico; but when and if
the order to invade the United States is given, they are to form up quickly into
organized fighting forces. In planning this strategy, the Russian generals concluded
that the optimum organizational unit would be the brigade, and so when the troops
arrive in Cuba they are trained in brigade-size maneuvers. Then they disband and are
injected into Quebec and the Yucatan Peninsula. So the Bolsheviks here in the
Government in charging that there is a brigade of Russian troops in Cuba are telling
such a small fragment of the truth that it amounts to a lie. They dare not tell the whole
truth because that would open up questions about our non-existent Spy Satellites.
Even so, the Bolsheviks have calculated cleverly. The Russians have no way in which
they can defend themselves by explaining what is really going on because no one
would understand. So it is once again a battle of maneuver and intrigue.
My friends, when the SALT II Treaty was signed in Vienna three months ago, I alerted
you to be on the lookout for certain things. At that time there was great publicity that
SALT II was in trouble in the Senate; but as I told you then in AUDIO LETTER N° 47,
the Russians were replacing key Bolshevik agents in the Senate with their own
robotoids. As a result, I was able to tell you to watch for opposition to SALT II to
gradually fade away, and through the rest of the summer that is exactly what was
happening. SALT II prospects were getting better by the day. Even so I also cautioned
in AUDIO LETTER N° 47 that, quote: "There remains a slim chance that the
Bolsheviks will somehow find a way to upset SALT II"; and also, quote: "The
ratification of SALT II could be the litmus test that will decide between Peace or War
for America and Russia".

These are the stakes in the struggle now over Russian troops in Cuba. It began in midJuly. Bolshevik sources began feeding carefully fabricated tips about Russian troops in
Cuba to Florida Senator Richard Stone. Stone then brought it up during the SALT II
hearings by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. During testimony by the
Secretary of Defense, robotoid Harold Brown, Stone unexpectedly asked about a
Soviet Combat Brigade in Cuba. Robotoid Brown had not yet been programmed for
that question and was puzzled; but robotoid Senator Frank Church, the Chairman of
the Committee, jumped into the discussion. Between them, the two Russian robotoids
Brown and Church defused the issue temporarily. Robotoid Brown authorized
robotoid Church to issue a comforting statement to the Press. It denied that Cuba
harbored a Russian military presence other than advisers. But now, the Russians
knew what the Bolsheviks were going to use for their manufactured anti-SALT II
crisis. They knew they could not stop the Bolsheviks from somehow breaking it into
the open, so they played for time. Every additional day made the SALT II Treaty just a
little more secure. Meanwhile, using their robotoids in key positions, the Russians
stayed alert for the next Bolshevik move.
In mid-August the Russian KGB learned about the ploy being cooked up by the
Bolsheviks within the CIA. The robotoid replacement for CIA Director Stansfield
Turner had learned about the intended use of the two-year-old satellite pictures of
Russian troops in Cuba. The Russians braced themselves. They also programmed the
Frank Church robotoid to take the initiative on Cuba the moment he was told
anything about alleged recent satellite pictures of Cuba. On August 30 the Church
robotoid was among those who were informed about the supposedly new satellite
pictures. As programmed, he swung into action immediately. In Idaho for the Labor
Day recess, the Church robotoid summoned reporters for a news conference. There he
made the announcement and hardline statements which launched the present crisis.
By taking such a hard-line position, the Church robotoid surprised everyone. Fellow
Senators raised their eyebrows in astonishment and so did many members of the
Press, but it was a clever and unexpected move by the Russians because in this way
the Russians took the ball away from the Bolsheviks. Senator Stone, who had started
the whole thing, was left no room to be more hawkish than Church; and since Church
is the Chairman of the Committee while Stone is only a member, everyone promptly
forgot about Stone. Now when the conditions are ripe, robotoid Church will be in
command of the situation. Having been the hardest of the hard-liners, he will have
credibility if he later announces: "I am satisfied. The Cuban situation is now resolved,
so let us proceed with SALT II." That is the outcome which the Russians are striving
for. Meanwhile the Russians are using their robotoids in the Senate to delay a vote on
SALT II. This is a move to save the Treaty which would be defeated if a vote were
taken right now.

Meanwhile, very dangerous and intricate maneuverings are continuing on both sides.
The Russians are still having difficulties with their robotoids and are having to
introduce them more slowly than planned. At the same time, the Bolsheviks are
beginning to regroup and regain some strength. As a result, the risk of nuclear war is
beginning to rise again. The danger is still far less than it was at this time last year, but
it is growing. In fact, as of this moment a military war of nerves is secretly in progress
between Russia and the United States.
Three nights ago the National Security Council held one meeting after another in this
war of nerves. The meetings began the evening of September 27, the second
anniversary of the Battle of the Harvest Moon, and they continued long through the
night. Russian robotoids in the Council were working overtime to keep the lid on the
situation.
Meanwhile, my friends, there are presently about 500 Russian submarines in positions
for possible attack around the United States. About 200 are lined up along our east
coast while 150 are stationed along the west coast, and roughly the same number
along our Gulf coast. Of course the Russians do not have to depend on their
submarines if they ever decide to actually attack. For three years now, Russian shortrange underwater-launch missiles have been planted within our own territorial
waters, and for more than two years Russian hydrogen bombs have been planted at
their targets throughout the United States. These range from tiny micro-nukes to
giant dam busters. Finally, the Russians also have their space triad of weapons, for
which we have no equivalent. One leg of their space triad consists of the Cosmos
Interceptors, which I referred to earlier. Another leg is on the moon where Russian
Particle Beam-weapons have been stationed for nearly two years; and the third leg is
their fleet of Cosmospheres, which are floating high above our cities and military sites.
But as of now, the Russians do not wish to attack.
Their actual goal is the opposite--it is called "deterrence." They are using their
submarine deployment to send a message to the Bolsheviks here in America. In
particular, the Russian subs are deployed with special emphasis on the southeastern
United States, reflecting their concern for Cuba. That emphasis consists of missile
submarines known to be armed with neutron warheads. Neutron weapons, my
friends, are the most usable of all nuclear weapons because they produce essentially
no fallout.
So, by deploying them, the Russians are warning the Bolsheviks: If you strike, so will
we.

Topic #3
Over the past two years or so I have discussed the struggle within Russia between the
Christians and the Bolsheviks since 1917. Current events cannot be understood
without knowing about the past six decades of struggle for control of the Kremlin.
But that struggle in turn is part of an even bigger historical picture. What we are
seeing today, my friends, is the climax of a war of more than a thousand years between
the two most bitter enemies on earth. It is the war between RUSSIA and the
KHAZARS.
The kingdom of the Khazars vanished from the map of the world many centuries ago.
Today many people have never even heard of it, yet in its day the Khazar kingdom was
a very major power indeed, holding sway over a large empire of subjugated peoples. It
had to be reckoned with by the two neighboring superpowers of that day. To the
south and west of Khazaria the Byzantine Empire was in full flower with its Eastern
Orthodox Christian civilization. To the southeast, the Khazar kingdom bordered on
the expanding Moslem Empire of the Arab Caliphs. The Khazars influenced the
histories of both of these other empires but, far more importantly, the Khazar
kingdom occupied what was later to become a southern portion of Russia between
the Black and Caspian Seas. As a result, the historical destinies of the Russians and
the Khazars became intertwined in ways which have persisted down to the present
day.
In case you have never heard of the Khazars, I think I should mention where you can
look to learn more about them. Three years ago in 1976 a book about the Khazars was
published by the British writer Arthur Koestler. The book is titled "THE 13TH TRIBE
– THE KHAZAR EMPIRE AND ITS HERITAGE". The American publisher is Random
House, New York, N.Y.
History records that the Khazars were derived from a mixture of Mongols, Turks, and
Finns. As early as the 3rd Century A.D., they were identifiable in constant warfare in
the areas of Persia and Armenia. Later, in the 5th Century, the Khazars were among
the devastating hordes of Attila the Hun. Around 550 A.D., the nomadic Khazars
began settling themselves in the area around the northern Caucasus between the
Black and Caspian Seas. The Khazar capital of Itil was established at the mouth of the
Volga River where it emptied into the Caspian, in order to control the river traffic.
The Khazars then exacted a toll of 10% on any and all cargo which passed Itil on the
river. Those who refused were attacked and slaughtered.
With their kingdom firmly established in the Caucasus, the Khazars gradually began
to create an empire of subjugated peoples. More and more Slavonic tribes, who were
peaceful compared to the Khazars, were attacked and conquered. They became parts
of the Khazar Empire, required to pay tribute continually to the Khazar kingdom.

Tribute by conquered peoples has always been a feature of empires, of course, but not
in the fashion of the Khazars. The so-called great empires of the world always gave
something in return for the tribute they exacted. Rome, for example, made citizens of
those they conquered; and in return for the taxes they levied, they brought
civilization, order, and protection against attack from would-be invaders. But not so
in the Khazar Empire. The peoples who were subject to the Khazars received only one
thing in return for their payments of tribute, and that was a shaky promise: the
Khazars would refrain from further attacks and pillage so long as the tributes were
paid. The subjects of the Khazar Empire, therefore, were nothing more than the
victims of a giant protection racket. The Khazar overlords were therefore resented
universally and bitterly throughout their domain, but they were also feared because of
the merciless way in which they dealt with anyone who stood up to them. And so the
Khazar Empire expanded until it occupied large areas of what is now Russia and
southeastern Europe. By the 8th Century, the Khazar Empire extended northward to
Kiev and westward to include the Magyars, the ancestors of modern Hungary.
In about 740 A.D., a stunning event took place. The Khazars had been under continual
pressure from their Byzantine and Moslem neighbors to adopt either Christianity or
Islam; but the Khazar ruler, called the Kagan, had heard of a third religion called
JUDAISM. Apparently for political reasons of independence, the Kagan announced
that the Khazars were adopting Judaism as their religion. Overnight an entirely new
group of people, the warlike Khazars, suddenly proclaimed themselves Jews--adoptive
Jews. The Khazar kingdom began to be described as the "kingdom of the Jews" by
historians of that day. Succeeding Khazar rulers took Jewish names, and during the
late 9th Century the Khazar kingdom became a haven for Jews from other lands.
Meanwhile the brutal Khazar domination over other peoples continued unchanged.
But then a new factor appeared on the scene. During the 8th Century they came
coursing down the great rivers--the Dnieper, the Don, the Volga. They were the
eastern branch of the Vikings. They were known as the Varangians, or as the Rus.
Like other Vikings, the Rus were bold adventurers and fierce fighters; but when they
tangled with the Khazars, the Rus often ended up paying tribute like everyone else.
In the year 862 a Rus leader named Rurik founded the city of Novgorod, and the
RUSSIAN NATION was born. The Rus Vikings settled among the Slavonic tribes
under Khazar domination, and the struggle between Vikings and Khazars changed in
character. It became a struggle by the emerging nation of Russia for independence
from Khazar oppression.
Over a century after the founding of Russia's first city, another momentous event took
place. Russia's leader, Prince Vladimir of Kiev, accepted baptism as a Christian in the
year 989. He actively promoted Christianity in Russia, and his memory is revered by

Russians today as "Saint Vladimir"; and so a thousand years ago Russia's tradition as a
Christian nation began.
Vladimir's conversion also brought Russia into alliance with Byzantium. The
Byzantine rulers had always feared the Khazars, and the Russians were still struggling
to free themselves. And so in the year 1016, combined Russian and Byzantine forces
attacked the Khazar kingdom. The Khazar Empire was shattered, and the kingdom of
the Khazars itself fell into decline. Eventually most of the Khazar Jews migrated to
other areas. Many of them wound up in eastern Europe, where they mingled and
intermarried with other Jews. Like the Semitic Jews some 1000 years earlier, the
Khazar Jews became dispersed. The kingdom of the Khazars was no more.
As they moved and lived among the Jewish people, the Khazar Jews passed on a
distinct heritage from generation to generation. One element of the Khazar Jew
heritage is a militant form of ZIONISM. In the view of Khazar Jews, the land occupied
by ancient Israel is to be retaken--not by miracle but by armed force. This is what is
meant by Zionism today, and this is the force that created the nation which calls itself
Israel today. The other major ingredient of the Khazar Jew heritage is hatred for
Christianity, and for the Russian people as the champions of the Christian faith.
Christianity is viewed as the force which caused the ancient so-called kingdom of the
Jews, the Khazar kingdom, to collapse. Having once dominated much of what is
present-day Russia, the Khazar Jews still want to reestablish that domination--and
for a millennium they have been trying continually to do just that.
In 1917 the Khazar Jews passed a major milestone toward the creation of their own
state in Palestine as I mentioned last month. That same year they also created the
Bolshevik Revolution in Russia. There followed a Christian holocaust, the likes of
which the world has never seen. The Khazar Jews were once again in control of Russia
after more than 900 years, and they set about the task of destroying Christianity by
destroying Christians--over 100-million of them, and at the same time over 20-million
religious Jews also died at the hands of the Khazar Jews. This, my friends, is what the
Russian Christians were up against in their 60-year struggle to overthrow the
atheistic Bolsheviks; but they finally succeeded in their overthrow program, and now
the 1000-year-old war between the Russian Christians and the Khazar Jews is
reaching a climax. At stake is not only the future of Russia and of Christianity, but
also of the Jewish people as a whole.
Last month on August 19, 1979, Rabbi Joel Teitelbaum died in New York. He died in
the morning, and was buried the same afternoon. Very short notice, and yet some
100,000 Jewish men arrived in time for the funeral. It is hard to imagine how many
more hundreds of thousands could not arrive on such short notice. A month later, on
September 18, his followers placed a memorial tribute by way of a paid advertisement
in the New York Times, and clearly it spoke for many Jews. Among other things it

said, quote: "He was the undisputed leader of all Jews everywhere who had not been
infected by Zionism"; and also, quote: "With a courage all too rare in our time, he
called the Zionist state 'a work of Satan, a sacrilege, and a blasphemy.' The shedding of
blood for the sake of the Zionist state was abhorrent to him."
These words, my friends, were spoken by Orthodox Jews mourning for their fallen
leader. And the new Christian rulers of Russia would agree for they, too, regard the
Zionist state of Israel as a counterfeit, a cruel and dangerous hoax for Christian and
Jew alike. The Khazar state called the "Kingdom of the Jews" a thousand years ago was
a parasite, living on the tribute from conquered peoples. Likewise today, Israel
depends for its survival on a never-ending flow of support from outside. Left
unchecked, the Russians believe that the Khazar Jews will destroy Christianity by
means of Zionism, and Russia through Bolshevism; so Russia's Christian rulers are on
the offensive against their enemies of a thousand years, the Khazars.
We Americans who call ourselves Christians have not cared enough to open our eyes
to try to save our own country, or to defend our faith. So now our land has become
the battleground of the Christian Russians and their deadly enemies--the Bolsheviks
and the Zionists. And like it or not, my friends, we are caught up in this all-out war.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.

